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NOTE FROM THE GUEST EDITOR

Dear Readers and Contributors,
It gives me immense pleasure to place the December 2015 issue of the Journal of
Tourism (JoT); an International Research Journal on Travel and Tourism (ISSN:
0972-7310). We have taken all necessary actions with more valued and relevant
features to make this issue of JoT more educative and informative to our readers,
researchers, practitioners and policy makers.
“A crisis is any unexpected event that affects traveler confidence in a destination and
interferes with the ability to continue operating normally.” Crisis events have
undermined the viability and marketability of tourism regions and have been a fact
of life for many years. Wars, natural disasters, terrorist incidents, crime waves,
epidemics, economic and business collapses have all impacted on the propensity of
people to travel and their choice of destination since the beginning of mass tourism
in the 1960s. Security threats to the tourists encompass every aspect of the tourism
cycle and tourists are frequently chosen as soft and newsworthy targets for politically
and criminally motivated attacks.
We received several research papers and book reviews for this issue of JoT from across
the globe. After thorough review, a collection of seven quality research papers and
one book review were selected for publication in this issue of JoT. The research
papers in this issue provide in depth study on contemporary issues in the field of
tourism.
The first paper entitled “Factors Affecting Undergraduates in Career Decision
Making: A Study based on Taylor's University Hospitality Undergraduates” coauthored by Lisa Yong Yeu Moy and Jenifer Lee Sher Feng. It focuses on the
identification of the factors affecting Taylor's University hospitality undergraduate
students in their career decision-making for their future. Factors that are affecting
new graduates from the hospitality universities in their career decision-making are
constantly changing. This study is to aid hotels in Malaysia to acknowledge the
findings and refer the results as guidelines for its recruitment planning to attract new
hospitality graduates to work in their hotels.
The second paper entitled “Destination Perception and Loyalty: Exploring the
Difference between Local and Foreign Tourists” co-authored by Kashif Hussain and
Jeetesh Kumar reviews that the Destination image has shown to be an important
factor that influences tourist perception while selecting a destination for their
vacations. A rigor understanding of tourist perception would enable tourism

destination planner to better fulfill tourist needs and wants, activities and
experiences, satisfaction and loyalty to the destination accordingly. This study tests a
model for destination image formation suggested by previous studies and further
highlight differences between local and foreign tourists visiting Malaysia.
The third paper entitled “Brand Positioning of Violence Prone Destinations:
Importance Performance Analysis” co authored by Prof. Parikshat Singh Manhas
and Dr. Ramjit offers a practical solution to the challenges faced by destination
marketers. Destination Marketers are faced with the challenges of indentifying one
or few features or attributes from their diverse and multi attributed product and
services that could be developed by the DMO's to differentiate their violence prone
destinations in meaning full way to the tourists.
The fourth paper entitled “Corporate Governance and Corporate Social
Responsibility Practices- a study of Selected Listed Hotels in India” co-authored by
Manjula Chaudhary and Deepa Shrivastava considers that the Corporate
Governance (CG) and Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) have emerged as
important dimensions of the long term sustainability of the firms as these regulate
commitment and adoption of ethical practices by the firms in their businesses. This
study explores CG and CSR in hospitality industry in India as this is an emerging
sector likely to see balanced growth by adoption of sustainable business practices.
The fifth paper entitled “Terrorism, Tourism and Hospitality: understanding the
spirit of West” authored by Maximiliano Korstanje discusses that tourism represents
nowadays a growing force that connect diverse cultures and peoples worldwide, no
less true is that hospitality is dying. As never before, Europe is being interpolated by
its lack of tolerance and hospitality respecting to Middle East's migration. The war
on terror initiated by Washington, Islamic State, the civil war in Syria are some of the
problems that whip peoples and force them to look for another better places.
However, at the time Europe accepts these migrants, terrorism instills the germen of
fear which prompts a closure of borders.
The Sixth paper entitled “Travel Risk and Preparedness of Disaster Management
Task Force at Shri Mata Vaishno Devi Shrine: A Pilgrim's Perspective” co-authored
by Dr. Suvidha Khanna and Sandeva Khajuria explore and assess that disasters are
more likely to occur at sensitive sites possessing characteristics like dangerous
geographical locations, over crowdedness, popularity, political or social instability
etc. The study area chosen for this research work is the one having all of these
characteristics. Shri Mata Vaishno Devi shrine is located at the lower, North Indian
Himalyas and is prone to various natural as well as man-made disasters. The
research in hand tends to know what kind of risks and disaster situations are likely to
be perceived by the pilgrims, their safety awareness, safety perception and their
perception about the preparedness of the Disaster Management Task Force
operating at the shrine.
The seventh paper entitled “Clean Slates, Disaster Capitalism or Strategic Drift? A
case study of post-disaster vulnerability” authored by Dr. Faye Taylor explores that
despite claims of a 'clean slate' being offered by the tsunami in developmental terms,

this research provides evidence and explanation of why this did not and would not
exist on Phi Phi, a finding that may be of relevance to other destinations facing a
post-disaster context. Furthermore, vulnerability is often reconstructed following a
disaster and may create the conditions for a future disaster; this work extended
discussions of disaster vulnerability through an adapted application of Vulnerability
Framework, presenting a post-disaster situation that remains highly vulnerable and
non-conducive to sustainability.
At the end, a book review entitled “Tourism Research Frontiers: beyond the
boundaries of Knowledge” co-authored by Maximiliano Korstanje assesses a vast
range of interests for students, social scientist and tourism practitioners. It opts for
proposing new original themes of investigations, reshaping the current boundaries
but without questioning to what extent the conceptual background of tourism
remains on firm foundations.
I would like to gratefully acknowledge time and support of the Referees and
Editorial Board members in all the endeavors, which inspired to bring out this issue
of JoT.

With best regards,
Parikshat Singh Manhas Ph.D, Guest Editor
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Factors Affecting Undergraduates in Career
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Abstract
This research is to identify the factors affecting Taylor's University
hospitality undergraduate students in their career decision-making for
their future. Factors that are affecting new graduates from the
hospitality universities in their career decision-making are constantly
changing. This study is to aid hotels in Malaysia to acknowledge the
findings and refer the results as guidelines for its recruitment planning to
attract new hospitality graduates to work in their hotels. Five factors are
primarily researched in this study. The factors are pay & benefits,
working environment, internship experience, culture, and career
development. The method used is the quantitative approach and the
sampling method in this study was purposive sampling. The
questionnaire was distributed through internet, 214 data were collected
and all the respondents were Taylor's University hospitality
undergraduate year two and year three students. Based on the findings
and analysis, there was a significant relationship between career
decision-making with the following factors: pay and benefits, working
environment, internship experience, culture, and career development.
Future study can be researched on after the university graduate started
their working career and face a different environment which may
produce different results.
Keywords: Hospitality, undergraduates, career, decision-making,
recruitment, guidelines.
INTRODUCTION
Hospitality industry is a competitive market and it is growing rapidly. The large
number of employees is required to run the business and maintain the standard of
service. Generally, hotels spend multiple time and money in hiring hospitality
management students to their hotels. The management needs to plan the
recruitment strategies before they carry on with the recruitment process. Ng and
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Burke (2006) discussed that finding out the potential applicants' sense of value and
the point of view of the job is a big part of recruitment strategies. Furthermore, the
industry leaders stated that the hospitality industry's challenging environment and
low pay and benefits compared with other industries made the potential students
un-attracted to work in the hotel industry. (The Hospitality Industry Workforce
Solutions Forum, 2004).As such, the hotels are competing within the industry for
hiring but with other industries as well. In order to be more competitive in attracting
fresh graduates into the hotel industries, the sources and factors influencing them
must be researched and identified. As new generations entering the industry, the
strategies need to be updated and researched on a regular basis, especially the factors
affecting the students' career decision-making and in what methods they collect the
information about career opportunities. A study in the Netherlands reports that 70
per cent of all hospitality graduates leave the industry within six years of graduation
(Blomme, Rheede, Tromp, 2009). Even though students started their career in the
industry but with unsatisfied factors they eventually left their workplace. If this
situation prolongs, it will cause high turnover and repetition of the hiring process is
expected, and adds cost to the hotels. What is the reason they do not pursue in their
major field but move to other industry instead? What are the factors that influencing
students when deciding a career, especially students who were major in hospitality
management? In this paper, factors that influence Taylor's University hospitality
management undergraduate students in career decision-making will be identified.
The 5 factors researched in the study were Pay & Benefits, Working Environment,
Internship Experience, Culture, and Career Development. Quantitative approach
was used to identify the relationship between the factors and the Taylor's University
undergraduates' career decision making. The sampling method used was purposive
sampling, in which the homogeneous sampling was used. The questionnaire was
distributed through internet to Taylor's University undergraduates year two and
year three students, 214 data were collected.
The purpose of this study is to achieve the following objectives :
· To identify the factors that influence Taylor's University hospitality
management undergraduates in career decision-making.
· To aid hotels in terms of identifying factors to attract potential fresh
graduates to work in the hospitality industry.
The research questions would be as follows:
· Is pay & benefit an influential factor for career decision-making?
· Is working environment an influential factor for career decision-making?
· Is internship experience an influential factor for career decision-making?
· Is culture an influential factor for career decision-making?
· Is career development an influential factor for career decision-making?
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Social Cognitive Career
Theory (SCCT)
Factors
1. Self-efficacy
2. Outcome Expectation
3. Learning Experience
4. Individual factors
5. Individuals'
background
contextual factors
(parents, teacher,
social background and
parents)
These factors affect
career decision-making

Cognitive Career
Theory (SCCT) in the
research
Factors
1. Pay & Benefits
2. Working
Environment
3. Internship Experience
4. Culture
5. Career Development

3

Aim/Purpose of the
research
?
To identify the factors
that influence Taylor’s
University hospitality
management
undergraduate in
career decision-making
?
To aid the hotel in
terms of factors
attracting
potentialfresh
graduates

FigureI- Theoretical framework
Source: Lent R. W., Brown S. D., Hackett G. (1994). Toward a unifying social cognitive
theory of career and academic interest, choice, and performance. Journal of Vocational
Behavior, 45, 79-122.
By using the Social Cognitive Career Theory (SCCT) by Lent & Hackett (1994),
this paper stems out the theory into five factors: Pay and Benefits, Working
Environment, Internship Experience, Culture and Career Development. The model
focuses on relationship between what they have learned, what they want to achieve
as a result, and how it gives an effect to individual's career choice. This paper is about
the career choice of Taylor's University undergraduates in Hospitality, in particular,
which aims to identify what then, with the theory studied, are the students' choices
in career decision making, and the result will then aid the hotels in attracting the
fresh graduates talents into their recruitment programmes.
Social Cognitive Career Theory (SCCT)
Social Cognitive Career Theory explains how individual make a career decision by
seeing the relationship between individual (internal factor) and environment
(external factor) factors gives impact on individual's learning, self-efficacy and career
interest (Sharf et al., 2006). It focuses on three factors which are human,
environment and actions. The intrinsic, individual components involve cognitive
ability, physical attributes and affective. Environment factors relates to extrinsic
factor like social circumstances and economic. These intrinsic and extrinsic factors
will influence individual's behaviour. Individuals will apply their own behaviour,
and the environment surrounding them. As a result, individual's action and result of
the actions will have an impact on individual's attitude and belief and it will
influence the environment as well. It was explained that what they have learned give
an effect on how one person advances their self-efficacy and what they want to
Journal of Tourism, Volume XVI, No. 2, 2015
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achieve (e.g. results of specific behaviour, tasks and target), whereas the relationship
of outcome expectation and self-efficacy will gives an impact on individual's career
interests and choices. Bandura (1986) defined self-efficacy as, “people's judgments
of their capabilities to organize and execute courses of action required to attain
designated types of performances”. Self-efficacy is a specific topic or skills shows
individual's evaluation of personal ability of success in particular area. Self-efficacy
gives significant relationship on career choice (Akbulut& Looney, 2007; Johnson,
Stone, & Phillips, 2008; Lent, Brown, & Hackett, 2002). The main function of selfefficacy is developing of job interest, choosing an option in career opportunities, and
performance and determination of career paths. Outcome expectation is defined as
“imagined consequences of performing particular behaviours” (Lent, Brown, &
Hackett 1994). Bandura (1986) differentiated three types of outcome which are
physical (job opportunities), social (image, status) and self-evaluative (selfsatisfaction). Individual's expectations change periodically and it gives different
preference to outcome and value. Goal representationsaredefined as “the
determination to engage in a particular activity or to affect a particular future
outcome” (Lent et al., 1994). The goal acts as self-motivation that includes personal
standards. It is an essential element of self-regulatory and reflective aspects. When
individual has more detailed goal, lesser time will be taken between planning what
they want to achieve and expected realisation, bigger engagement with the goal is
resulted.
Literature Review
Social Learning Theory of Career Decision-Making
Social Learning Theory of Career Decision-Making was introduced by John D.
Krumboltz in 1979. Two major components of Bandura's social learning theory
(Sharf, 2006) were recognized its importance in Krumboltz's social learning theory
of career decision-making. The two major components were what they have learned
(action) and what they know and think will affect in human behaviour. Krumboltz's
theory indicate that making decisions on career is not only resulted on personal
factors like age, family background, gender and experience on education but external
factors will affect the decision as well (Mitchell &Krumboltz, 1996). Monetary,
social rewards, nature of job opportunities and technological developments are the
examples. Educational system and community can be the major influence making
decision on career.Krumboltz applied a social learning approach which focusing on
the function of four major influences on making career decision (Patton &
McMahon, 1999). The factors were 'individual factors' (e.g. age, gender, skills,
abilities, family background), 'environmental factor' (e.g. education, culture,
occupational specification), the relationship between occupational tasks and skills
(no gap between the requirement from the occupation and individual), and career
learning experiences (impact of individual's learning on making career decisionmaking). It also emphasized that the belief of a person and the environment and how
it can influence individual to obtain new skills and affect their actions and desire.
Journal of Tourism, Volume XVI, No. 2, 2015
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Krumboltz's (1979) social learning theory of career decision-making is an effective
way to understand how individuals make a career decision and shows how
knowledge will affect and help to make a career decision (Sharf et al., 2006).
Krumboltz's (1979) theory was efficiently used to identify the skills, personality,
beliefs, values, interest and effective on their career development (Swanson & Fouad,
1999).
The recent literature that link to the topic from other researchers are Korir (2012)
where in the study of hospitality students in Moi University, Kenya, the researcher
indicated that career development/appreciation for work, quality of life/support for
success, and flexible placement/hour factors had strong influence on students'
selection of the organizations; career development/appreciation for work, quality of
life/support for success, and positive/creative work environment significantly
impacted students' likelihood to recommend perceptions. On the other hand,
quality of life/support for success factor items were on the “not selecting the
company” list. It could possibly means that the hotel is not attracted to quality of
life/support for success factor issues. The researcher concluded that opportunity
factors are very influential in students' choice of career. Personal interest (53.33%)
was highly influencing students in taking a career. Grades (56.67%) do not
influence students. 80% disagreed with the gender factor. 50% of the students
disagreed with the income factor in taking a career. 50% of the students agreed with
the Environmental factor but 30% of students disagreed with. 36.67% agreed that
advertisements made by the institution influence them in choosing a career but 30%
disagreed at the same time. 46.67% disagreed on the factor that access to the
institution. Majority (72%) agreed that they opted to taking a career in hospitality
industry. 68% selected a career in hospitality industry, 45% preferred hospitality
industry. Meanwhile, Kim, McCleary & Kaufman (2010), in their research about
the new generation in the industry: hospitality/tourism students' career preferences,
sources of influence and career choice factors concluded that first-hand information
sources (e.g. work experiences, personal experiences) are most influential than
second-hand information sources (e.g. class materials, faculty) in career decision.
Extrinsic factors (e.g. advancement chances, job security) were far more influential
than intrinsic factors (e.g. public status, service to society). As a result, factors were
selected in the sequence of: advancement, job security, working environment,
people relationships, job autonomy, leadership development, service to society,
public status. The gaps between this research and Korir are that internship, culture,
are not researched on, whereas for Kim, McCleary& Kaufman, the gaps are pay and
benefits, working environment, internship experience, culture and career
development. As such, the gaps are researched on in this study in figure 2.Based on
the discussion, a research model is developed as below.
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Taylor’s
University
Hospitality
Management
Undergraduate

Career
DecisionMaking

Independent Variable Dependent Variable
1. Pay & Benefits
1. Career decision-making
2. Working Environment
3. Internship Experience
4. Culture
5. Career Development
Hypothesis
?
H1 : There is a relationship between pay & benefits and career decisionmaking
?
H2 : There is a relationship between working environment and for the
career decision-making
?
H3 : There is a relationship between internship experience and career
decision-making
?
H4 : There is a relationship between culture and career decision-making
?
H5 : There is a relationship between career development and career
decision-making

Figure II- Conceptual Framework: The Research Model depicts that Taylor's
University Hospitality Undergraduate Career Decision-Making is Dependent
on Factors like Pay & Benefits, Working Environment, Internship Experience,
Culture, and Career Development.
Factors Influence Career Decision-making
Salary or pay is a compensation that a firm gives to the worker. Wage, salary or pay is
an important reward to motivate employees (Oshagbemi, 2000). There might be
other social factors to motivate and make the employees satisfied but satisfaction
from salary is a must. The pleasure from pay can be related to outcomes and success.
Dissatisfactory pay can lead to high turnover anddemotivation. It is widely studied
that pay satisfaction gives positive effects such as job performance, motivation, and
lesser turnover behaviour of employees (Judge, Cable, & Higgins, 2000). Sweet
(2006) indicates that employees' satisfaction relates to income and it affects most of
the variables like working environment. Ryan (2004) indicates in the result that pay
and benefits were 65.7% rated in the range from important to the most important. It
was the second highest among other factors. However,Tepeci&Wildes (2002) found
out that fair compensation factor was less important than other factors such as career
development/appreciation and quality of life/support for success. Likewise, the
study conducted in Kenya by Korir (2012) resulted that half of the participants were
disagree with the pay factor in choosing a career.
Working environment gives major external factor effect on the career in the industry.
However employees often face poor working condition. It includes irregular
working hours in the hotel and resort sectors, rotating shifts of morning, afternoon,
evening and night (Boella& Gross-Turner, 2005).Frame (2004) justified that work
environment can be justified as an employee's work place, work instrument,
Journal of Tourism, Volume XVI, No. 2, 2015
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organizational policy, and rules and regulation. The working environment is
important because it gives the comfort while working. Poor working environment
can affect the employee's working out-come, mental and physical condition as well
(Baron and Greenberg, 2003). Robbin (2001) stated that working condition gives
the impact on job satisfaction. Comfortable physical working environment will
result a positive job satisfaction. The idea of work environment includes physical,
psychological and social environment. Employees normally perceived that welldeveloped tourism destinations will provide better opportunities and international
hotel chains can provide better employment conditions such as training and
learning environment which it will improve the future career opportunities in the
industry (Qiu& Lam, 2004).
Through the journals, there was an important relationship between the internship
and deciding a career but there was a limitation in that the research was taken in
Taiwan only. There wasn't much researches conducted to find out the relationship of
internship experience and a career choice. Taylor's University provides internship
programmes, the result can identify the relationship of a future career choice and it
contributes the hotel to provide memorable internship experience to the students
who has a potential in working at certain division. Fox (2001) defined the internship
as a chance to remove the gap of the student between the theory taught in the
university and the reality of the work. It gives the chance to examine the skills, find
out the interest and career choice in real working experience. Students who have
been internship are more competitive, especially in hospitality industry (Petrillose&
Montgomery, 1998). When students have failed internship experiences, it can be
interpreted as there is less likely to choose the hospitality industry as their career.
From the management point of view, it can be a good opportunity to recruit the
students that well performed after the graduation (Neuman, 1999). Internship
programs give the students the required tool and guide them to have accountability
in their future career (Cheng, 2004). Jenkins (2001) confirmed that when student
progress their degree program, many hospitality students, through experience and
subjects, became less interested in choosing their career in hospitality industry. In
the study, Ko (2007) found out that the fulfilment of training gives an impact on job
fulfilment; and self-assurance to the job gets affected by training and job fulfilment.
It means job fulfilment definitely affect the self-assurance to the job.
Culture reflects and influence individual's thinking, behaviour and decision making
(Jeffreys, 2004). The result of culture in making career decision has emphasized that
culture is the fundamental judgments on individual decision which influences their
behaviour intentions, outcome relevant and expectation to particular careers
(Hofstede, 2001). Career is a process connected with plans, intentions, goals and
actions culture is circumstances for the career process. This can be helpful or restrict
in developing their career choices and success (Young, Valach& Collin, 2002).
Cultural environment would be an important aspect in making a career decision in
hospitality industry. In some countries like Turkey and Thailand, language skills are
Journal of Tourism, Volume XVI, No. 2, 2015
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a specific important part for hospitality and tourism employees. Cultural value and
respect give positive or negative impacts on hospitality and tourism employees'
career development in some South-East Asian countries (Nankervis, 2002). In
Thailand and Indonesia, working in accommodation sector (e.g. hotels and resorts)
is treated as a good job perspective than working in other industries like
construction, transportation, or manufacturing. However in Singapore, Hong
Kong, and Brunei, hospitality industry is suffering in attracting workers because
culturally, these countries degrade serving people and therefore working in hotel has
low status in these countries (Siriwan, 2011). According to Qiu & Lam (2004), in
Heilongjiang-China, the city faces a problem in attracting workers especially young
people despite of industry growth. The reason is that parents discourage their
children to work in hospitality industry because culturally serving people is
“analogous to losing face”. Many researches have conducted career decision-making
in different culture. It includes the impact of age, family factors (e.g. parents, family
responsibilities and socioeconomic background), and location. Researches were
conducted about the impact of age toward career decision-making in Netherland
(Kooij, 2008), Scotland (Magd, 2003) and the UK (Martin & Gardiner, 2007). The
impact of gender has been researched in Hong Kong (Ng & Pine, 2003), Austria
(Myrhofer, 2008), China (Tu, Forret& Sullivan, 2006) and New Zealand (Mooney
& Ryan, 2009). Family factors have been studied in US (Mau, Ellsworth & Hawley,
2008), China (Zhang & Wu, 2004) and Taiwan (Horng& Lee, 2009). The location
has been researched in UK (Dickmann& Mills, 2010) and India (Gokuladas, 2010).
Some studies indicated that depend on the nature of the particular career possibly
reflected similarly by individuals from different culture, but their work value may be
perceived differently (Germanou, Hassall &Tournass, 2009).
Studies conducted previously around 1980s, the most influential factors toward
career decision were interesting work (Damonte & Vaden, 1987; McCleary&
Weaver, 1988) and promotion opportunities and growth. Past hospitality students
were concerned about both intrinsic nature of job and extrinsic factors like
promotion and growth opportunities. However, extrinsic factors like job
advancement and security of the job were significantly influential than intrinsic
factors like public status and service to society (Kim, McCleary& Kaufman, 2010;
Tepeci & Wildes, 2002).Hospitality students' commitment and their career
persuasion are shown by career decision self-efficacy (goal selection) and what they
are looking for in achievement. O'Mahony, McWilliams, and Whitelaw (2001)
stated that students in hospitality degree program are motivated by what they expect
for the outcome in career. In research of Chuang, Goh, Stout, & Dellmann-Jenkin
(2007) Suggested that changeable of what they expect to achieve in their job is the
main factor and it is able to be utilised to improve student's job intention and career
engagement. Students who have committed the career choice in hospitality industry
tend to have confident in the capability in choosing a career goal, research about job
data and plan for the future. Training programs provided from the company will
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influence individual growth. The purpose of training programs is to improve the
organization and individual's performance continuously (Tracey, Hinkin,
Tannenbaum, & Mathieu, 2001). The company plan and organize the training
program in order to equip and enhance employee's learning of job-related capability
(Neo, 2002).
Career decision-making can be justified as a procedure that tells the option that an
individual decides when choosing a specific career. It is helpful as well in order to
figure out the different variables involve in making career decision and gives an idea
how these variables gives an effect on career decision and choices (Sharf, 2002). The
concept of career decision-making was established in 1909. Frank Parsons was the
first person that introduced the idea and he discussed the ideas in book 'Choosing a
Vocation Parson (1909) says that there are three important factors:
1. a clear understanding of yourself, your attitudes, abilities, interests,
ambition, resources, limitations and knowledge of their causes.
2. knowledge of the requirements, conditions of success, advantages and
disadvantages, compensation, opportunities, and prospects in different
lines of work.
3. true reasoning on the relations of these two groups of facts.
In 1979, Michael Krumboltz established his 'social learning theory of career
decision-making' (Brown, 2002). Social learning theory of career decision-making
became a necessary development for career decision-making theory and established a
conceptual framework to find out how individuals make a decision of a career during
different stage of life (Sharf etal., 2006). In theoretical ways to career decisionmaking, there are two big theoretical point of career choice and growth, which are
psychological and sociological (Brown etal.,2002). Psychological ways gives a
description or explanation of the method individual decide career decisions founded
on individual factors such as personality, job satisfaction, capability and interests.
The ways individual thinks, responds and behaves to make a career choice were
significantly influenced by these factors. Sociological approaches give individual to
consider the variety of factors before they decide for a career. Sociological founded
approaches emphasize on two big factors which are demographic and environmental
(Johnson & Mortimer, 2002). Demographic factors include gender, socioeconomic
status of the family and ethnicity. Environmental factors can be social influence, for
example the influence of people you always meet like family, school mates, relatives,
and work environment.
METHODOLOGY
The research design was quantitative approach, which was used to identify the
relationship between the factors and Taylor's University hospitality management
undergraduates' career-decision making. The reason of choosing quantitative
method is that it is able to control, identify and study which variables are cause,
which variables are effect and which variables are correlative (Frankfort-Nachmias,
C., &Nachmias, D., 2008). The sampling method used in this study was purposive
Journal of Tourism, Volume XVI, No. 2, 2015
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sampling, which was homogeneous sampling.The sample size which indicated the
number of elements in the study (Malhortra, 2004), researcher tried to achieve
sample size of 200 students in Taylor's University hospitality management
undergraduate studentsin the Year 3 and Year 2. The reason only the Year 2 and Year
3 undergraduate students were selected because they had gone through internship
experience once. This study used self-administered questionnaires to collect data
(Nardi 2006) becauseit is able to distribute large number of people in one location,
such as a classroom, with same condition given and collect higher response rate. The
questionnaire was designed based on theoretical framework, which is the five factors
associated with making a career decision. The five factors consist of pay & benefit,
working environment, internship experience, culture, and career development. To
guarantee quality of the result using self-administered questionnaire, the
questionnaire focused on three major aspects which are design, validity and
measuring questions as suggested by Balnaves and Caputi (2001). Due to time and
location constraint, the questionnaire was distributed through awebpage of Taylor's
University. The survey obtained online will be stored in Microsoft Excel spreadsheet
format and will be sent to Statistical Package for the Social Science (SPSS) for data
analysis ofdescriptive analysis, reliability analysis which include Cronbach's alpha
and mean, and Pearson's correlation.
Results
Table I- Respondents' Profile (Gender)
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

male

106

49.5

49.5

49.5

female

108

50.5

50.5

100.0

Total

214

100.0

100.0

Among total number of 214 respondents, the number of female respondents was
108 or 50.5% of total respondents and number of male respondents was 106 or
49.5% of total respondents. The ratio of gender for both female and male
respondents was parallel and did not result gender unbalance.
Table II – Respondents' profile (Age) (n=214)

18 - 23

174

81.3

81.3

Cumulative
Percent
81.3

24 - 29

40

18.7

18.7

100.0

214

100.0

100.0

Frequency
Valid

Total

Percent

Valid Percent

All respondents were in the age from 18 to 29. 174 respondents which were 81.3%
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of the total respondents were age group of 18 to 23 and 40 respondents which was
18.7% of the total respondents were age group of 24 to 29. Majority of respondents
were in the age group of 18 to 23 because majority of respondents were hospitality
management undergraduate students of Taylor's University and it is less chance to
get age group above 29.
Table III– Respondents' profile (Nationality) (n=200)

Valid

Frequency Percent Valid Percent
140
65.4
65.4
39
18.2
18.2
24
11.2
11.2
6
2.8
2.8
2
.9
.9
1
.5
.5
2
.9
.9
214
100.0
100.0

Malaysia
China
Indonesia
Korea
Maldives
France
Singapore
Total

Cumulative
Percent
65.4
83.6
94.9
97.7
98.6
99.1
100.0

49.5% of the respondents were male and 50.5% were female. 81.3% of respondents
were in age group of 18 to 23 and 18.7% of respondents were in age group of 24 –
29. There were 7 different nationalities which were 65.4% which was more than half
of respondents were Malaysians; follow by Chinese (18.2%), and Indonesian
(11.2%). Under others, there were Korean (2.8%), Maldivian (0.9%), Singaporean
(0.9%), and French (0.5%).
Descriptive Statistics of the Questionnaires
Reliability Statistics of the questionnaire

Cronbach's Alpha
.764

Number of Items
15

Table IV– Reliability of the Questionnaire
Good starting salary
Benefits provided
Pleasant working
environment
Challenges
Flexible working hour/shift
Journal of Tourism, Volume XVI, No. 2, 2015

Minimum
1
1

Maximum
4
4

Mean
3.27
3.34

Std. Deviation
.700
.679

1

4

3.51

.595

1
1

4
4

3.14
3.31

.814
.706
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Choice of work location
Friendly colleagues
Internship Experience
Family factor(parents, family
responsibility, and family
tradition)
Language
Respect from job
Good promotion prospect
Opportunity to work overseas
Training program provided
for professional growth
Career decision-making
Valid N (listwise)

1
1
1

4
4
4

3.41
3.31
3.10

.691
.743
.790

1

4

2.80

.940

1
1
2
1

4
4
4
4

3.19
3.28
3.50
3.49

.824
.742
.579
.641

1

4

3.37

.678

1

4

3.30

.715

Table 4 shows the result of an internal consistency which is the reliability of total
questions in the questionnaire distributed. Cronbach's alpha resulted 0.764 and the
value can be interpreted as total questions in the questionnaire were strongly reliable.
Among all sub-factors, the highest mean value was 3.51 which was pleasant working
environment (most influence sub-factor of career decision-making) and the lowest
mean value (least influence) was 2.80 which was family factor (parents, family
responsibility, and family tradition) for Taylor's University hospitality management
students.
Reliability Statistics of Pay & Benefits

Cronbach's Alpha

Number of Items

.579

2

Table V– Reliability of Questions (Pay and Benefits)

Good starting salary
Benefits provided
Valid N (listwise)

Minimum
1
1

Maximum
4
4

Mean
3.27
3.34

Std.
Deviation
.700
.679

Table 5 shows the result of the reliability of pay & benefits variable. Cronbach's
alpha resulted 0.579 and the value can be interpreted as pay & benefit has average
reliability. The mean value of good starting salary was 3.27 and benefits provided
were 3.34. The significant value of 0.010 and the Pearson's r value 0.175 show the
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positive relationship between pay & benefits and career decision-making. It means
when pay & benefits increases, high influence on career decision-making.

Reliability Statistics of Working Environment

Cronbach's Alpha
.632

Number of Items
5

Table VI– Reliability of Questions (Working Environment)
Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std. Deviation

1

4

3.51

.595

1

4

3.14

.814

1

4

3.31

.706

1
1

4
4

3.41
3.31

.691
.743

Pleasant working
environment
Challenges
Flexible working
hour/shift
Choice of work location
Friendly colleagues
Valid N (listwise)

Table 6 shows the result of the reliability of working environment variable.
Cronbach's alpha resulted 0.632 and the value can be interpreted as working
environment has average reliability. The significant value of 0.000 and the Pearson's
r value 0.0319 show the positive relationship between working environment and
career decision-making. It means better working environment gives high influence
on career decision-making. Among five sub-factors, pleasant working environment
was the highest value of mean, followed by choice of work location, flexible working
hour/shift, and the lowest value was challenges. Even though challenges were the
lowest mean value but still give high influence on career decision-making.

Reliability Statistics of Internship Experience
Cronbach's Alpha

Number of Items

.557

2

Table VII – Reliability of Questions (Internship Experience)
Internship experience
Valid N (listwise)

Minimum
1

Maximum
4

Mean Std. Deviation
3.10
.790

Table 7 shows the result of the reliability of internship experience variable.
Cronbach's alpha resulted 0.557 and the value can be interpreted as internship
experience has average reliability. The mean value of internship experience was 3.10
and it gives high influence on career decision-making. The significant value of 0.000
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and the Pearson's r value 0.388 show the positive relationship between internship
experience and career decision-making.

Reliability Statistics of Culture

Cronbach's Alpha
.442

Number of Items
3

Table VIII Reliability of Questions (Culture)
Minimum

Maximum

1

4

2.80

.940

1
1

4
4

3.19
3.28

.824
.742

Family factor (parents, family
responsibility, and family
tradition)
Language
Respect from job
Valid N (listwise)

Mean Std. Deviation

Table 8 shows the result of the reliability of culture variable. Cronbach's alpha
resulted 0.442 and the value can be interpreted as culture has average reliability. The
mean value of language was 3.19 and respect from job was 3.28. However, family
factor's mean value was only 2.80 and it gives slight influence on career decisionmaking. The significant value of 0.000 and the Pearson's r value 0.239 show the
positive relationship between culture and career decision-making.

Reliability Statistics of Career Development

Cronbach's Alpha
.500

Number of Items
3

Table IX – Reliability of Questions (Career Development)
Good promotion prospect
Opportunity to work overseas
Training program provided for
professional growth
Valid N (listwise)

Minimum
2
1
1

Maximum Mean Std. Deviation
4
3.50
.579
4
3.49
.641
4

3.37

.678

Table 9 shows the result of the reliability of career development variable. Cronbach's
alpha resulted 0.500 and the value can be interpreted as career development has
average reliability. Among three sub-factors of career development, good promotion
prospect was the highest mean value of 3.50, followed by opportunity to work
overseas; and training program provided for professional growth. All three subJournal of Tourism, Volume XVI, No. 2, 2015
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factors resulted similar mean value and it means that career development gives high
influence on career decision-making on Taylor's University hospitality management
undergraduate students.

Reliability Statistics of Career Decision Making
Cronbach's Alpha
Number of Items
.557

2

Table X – Reliability of Questions (Career Decision – making)
Minimum
1

Career decision-making
Valid N (listwise)

Maximum Mean
4
3.30

Std. Deviation
.715

Table 10 shows the result of reliability of career decision-making. Cronbach's alpha
resulted 0.557 and the value can be interpreted as career decision-making has
average reliability.
Correlations
Hypothesis 1
H0: There is no significant relationship between pay & benefits and career decisionmaking
H1: There is a significant relationship between pay & benefits and career decisionmaking
Table XI- Correlations between pay & benefits and career decision-making

Pay & Benefits

Pearson Correlation

Pay & Benefits
1

Career
Decision-Making
.175 *
.010

.175 *

1

Sig. (2-tailed)
Career Decision-Making Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

.010

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)
Table 11 shows the mutual relationship between independent variable (pay &
benefits) and dependent variable (career decision-making). The Pearson correlation
value was 0.175 which achieved positive correlation, the value of Pearson's is close to
0 and it explains that there is a weak relationship between independent variable and
dependent variable. It means the changesin independent variable (pay & benefit) do
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not give strong correlations with dependent variable (career decision-making).
Between independent variable and dependent variable obtained sig. (2-tailed) value
of 0.010. There is a statistically significant correlation between independent variable
(pay & benefits) and dependent variable (career decision-making). Therefore, null
hypothesis (H0) is not accepted but alternative hypothesis (H1) is accepted.
Hypothesis 2
H0: There is no significant relationship between working environment and career
decision-making
H1: There is a significant relationship between working environment and career
decision-making
Table XII- Correlations between working environment and career decision-making

Working
Environment

Career
Decision-Making

Working Environment

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

1

.319**
.000

Career Decision-Making

Pearson Correlation

.319 **
.000

1

Sig. (2-tailed)

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
Table 12 shows the mutual relationship between independent variable (working
environment) and dependent variable (career decision-making). The Pearson
correlation value was 0.319 which achieved positive correlation. The value of
Pearson's is close to 0 and it explains that there is a weak relationship between
independent variable and dependent variable. It means the change in independent
variable (work environment) does not give strong correlations with dependent
variable (career decision-making). Between independent variable and dependent
variable obtained sig. (2-tailed) value of 0.000. There is a statistically strong
significant correlation between independent variable (work environment) and
dependent variable (career decision-making). Therefore, null hypothesis (H0) is not
accepted but alternative hypothesis (H1) is accepted.
Hypothesis 3
H0: There is no significant relationship between internship experience and career
decision-making
H1: There is a significant relationship between internship experience and career
decision-making
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Table XIII- Correlations between internship experience and career decision-making
Internship
Experience
Internship Experience

Pearson Correlation

1

.388 **
.000

.388 **
.000

1

Sig. (2-tailed)
Career Decision-Making

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

Career
Decision Making

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
Table 13 shows the mutual relationship between independent variable (internship
experience) and dependent variable (career decision-making). The Pearson
correlation value was 0.388 which achieved positive correlation. The value of
Pearson's is close to 0 and it explains that there is a weak relationship between
independent variable and dependent variable. It means the change in independent
variable does not give strong correlations with dependent variable. Between
independent variable and dependent variable obtained sig. (2-tailed) value of 0.000.
There is a statistically strong significant correlation between independent variable
(work environment) and dependent variable (career decision-making). Therefore,
null hypothesis (H0) is not accepted but alternative hypothesis (H1) is accepted.
Hypothesis 4
H0: There is no significant relationship between culture and career decision-making
H1: There is a significant relationship between culture and career decision-making
Table XIV- Correlations between culture and career decision-making
Culture
1

Culture

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

Career Decision-Making

Pearson Correlation

.239 **

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

Career
Decision Making
.239**
.000
1

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Table 14 shows the mutual relationship between independent variable (culture) and
dependent variable (career decision-making). The Pearson correlation value was
0.239 which achieved positive correlation. However, the value of Pearson's is close to
0 and it explains that there is a weak relationship between independent variable and
dependent variable. It means the change in independent variable does not give
strong correlations with dependent variable.Between independent variable and
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dependent variable obtained sig. (2-tailed) value of 0.000. There is a statistically
strong significant correlation between independent variable (culture) and
dependent variable (career decision-making). Therefore, null hypothesis (H0) is not
accepted but alternative hypothesis (H1) is accepted.
Hypothesis 5
H0: There is no significant relationship between career development and career
decision-making
H1: There is a significant relationship between career development and career
decision-making
Table XV- Correlations between career development and career decision-making

Career Development

Pearson Correlation

Career
Development
1

Sig. (2-tailed)
Career Decision-Making

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

.229 **
.001

Career
Decision Making
.229 **
.001
1

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Table 15 shows the mutual relationship or connection between independent
variable (career development) and dependent variable (career decision-making).
The Pearson correlation value was 0.229 which achieved positive correlation. The
value of Pearson's is close to 0 and it explains that there is a weak relationship
between independent variable and dependent variable. It means the change in
independent variable does not give strong correlations with dependent variable. The
significant value of 0.001 and the Pearson's r value 0.229 show the positive
relationship between career development and career decision-making. Between
independent variable and dependent variable obtained sig. (2-tailed) value of 0.001.
There is a statistically strong significant correlation between independent variable
(career development) and dependent variable (career decision-making). Therefore,
null hypothesis (H0) is not accepted but alternative hypothesis (H1) is accepted.
DISCUSSION
There is a significant relationship between pay & benefits and career decisionmaking. The importance of good salary was already emphasized in the research done
by Knutson (1987). Ryan etal., (2004) also conducted a research about the
relationship of pay & benefits and career decision-making. The result obtained was
similar that 65.7% of students choose pay & benefit in the range from important to
most important and it was second highest among other factors. However, the
finding from the research done by Tepeci&Wildes etal., (2002) was different from
the result where it indicated that pay & benefit was less important than other factors
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such as career development/appreciation and quality of life/support. The study
conducted by Koriretal., (2012) in Kenya also resulted opposite from the findings of
this study whereby it said that half of the respondents disagreed with the pay factor
in choosing a career. As a conclusion, based on the previous studies and result of this
study, the amount of influencing of pay & benefit on career decision-making can be
differ by the location of the study conducted and where respondents live.
There is a significant relationship between working environment and career
decision-making. Knutson etal., (1987) found out that among 16 considerations in
deciding a career, after interesting work and growth and promotion, good working
condition was the next highest consideration. McCleary and Weaver (1988) also
obtained similar result as Knutson etal., (1987). The result of this study obtained
also similar with previous studies' results. As a conclusion, the positive relationship
between working environment and career decision-making was proved. The
recommendation for hotels, improve the working environment such as friendly
colleagues, pleasant working environment, challenges, and location of work.
There is a significant relationship between internship experience and career
decision-making. Fox etal., (2001) and Cheng etal., (2004) confirmed that
internship programs provided the required tools and guide interns to have
accountability in their future career. As a conclusion, the positive relationship
between internship experience and career decision-making was understandable. For
the recommendation, the hotel figures out what factors can satisfy hospitality
students during the internship and improve the factors. When students get satisfy
with their internship experience, it will influence on making career decision in the
future.
There is a significant relationship between culture and career decision-making.
Cultural value and respect give positive or negative impacts on hospitality and
tourism employees' career development in some South-East Asian countries
(Nankervis et al.,2002). In Thailand and Indonesia, working in accommodation
sector (e.g. hotels and resorts) is treated as a good job perspective than working in
other industries like construction, transportation, or manufacturing. However in
Singapore, Hong Kong, and Brunei, hospitality industry is suffering in attracting
workers because culturally, these countries degrade serving people and therefore
working in hotel has low status in these countries (Siriwan etal., 2011). According to
Qiu& Lam (2004), in Heilongjiang-China, the city faces a problem in attracting
workers especially young people despite of industry growth. The reason is that
parents discourage their children to work in hospitality industry because culturally
serving people is “analogous to losing face” As a conclusion, there was a positive
relationship of culture and career decision-making in the result of this study.
There is a significant relationship between career development and career decisionmaking. Studies conducted previously around 1980s, the most influential factors
toward career decision were interesting work (Damonte&Vaden etal.,1987;
Knutson etal.,1987; McCleary& Weaver etal.,1988) and promotion opportunities
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and growth (Knutson, 1987; McCleary& Weaver, 1988). Past hospitality students
were concerned both intrinsic nature of job and extrinsic factors like promotion and
growth opportunities. However, extrinsic factors like job advancement and security
of the job were significantly influential than intrinsic factors like public status and
service to society (Kim, McCleary& Kaufman, 2010; Tepeci&Wildes, 2002). As a
conclusion, the positive relationship between career development and career
decision-making was proven based on the result of this study and previous studies.
CONTRIBUTION AND LIMITATION OF THE STUDY
Hotel industry can acknowledge the five factors to attract high potential fresh
graduates in Malaysia. As for the limitationsof the study are the respondents which
only Taylor's University hospitality management undergraduate students were
analysed because of the internship experience they had. Different country might
have different factors influencing the undergraduate students and not only
difference in nationality. The second limitation was the sample size and location.
The sample size was 214 with only the undergraduate students and there was a
limitation of collecting large sample size. The location that the research held was in
Bandar Sunway, Malaysia. It limited in representing the students who major in
hospitality management.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
As a recommendation, hotels need to come up with some attractive training
programs and specific future plans to attract undergraduate students for
employment, based on the results from the findings, hotels may use the results as
their strategies to attract fresh hospitality under graduates to join their hotels and
coupled with the training programs to help further retaining talents. There were
many foreign undergraduate students in Taylor's University hospitality
management and many opportunities for local undergraduate students to work in
overseas. As a recommendation for future study, research the factors influencing
them on career decision making in hospitality industry after they graduate and face a
different environment. The reason being that the result obtained for this study was
in the specific environment where respondents were staying in Malaysia. Different
environment may give different result. In addition, future research can expand the
geographic area of collecting data from within as well as overseas' universities that
offer hospitality courses. This can help to obtain more reliable and accurate data and
results in terms of sample size. Lastly, continuous research is required. Human
behaviour changes and industry changes as well. It is crucial for service industry to
follow the trend and always update itself when comes to recruitment strategies.
Furthermore, it can be more focused on the factors that related to current generation
compared to previous generation and how it will be developed in the future.
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Abstract
Destination image has shown to be an important factor that influences
tourist perception while selecting a destination for their vacations. A
rigor understanding of tourist perception would enable tourism
destination planner to better fulfill tourist needs and wants, activities
and experiences, satisfaction and loyalty to the destination accordingly.
This study tests a model for destination image formation suggested by
previous studies and further highlight differences between local and
foreign tourists visiting Malaysia. About 270 survey questionnaires were
collected data for analysis to test the model along with socio-demographic
characteristics, information sources, destination image, satisfaction,
word-of-mouth and re-visit intention. The application of this study is
necessary and relevant for destination planners and related authorities
as it provides valuable information to identify differences among local
and foreign tourists about destination perception and loyalty which
eventually may support greater understanding for improving local
tourism products and related facilities and services.
Keywords: Tourist, destination image, satisfaction, loyalty, Malaysia.
INTRODUCTION
Destination image is typically defined as a tourist's overall perception of a specific
location (Fakeye& Crompton, 1991), or as a tourist's mental picture of the area
(Gallarza, Saura& Garcia, 2002). Previous researchers have made several attempts to
explore the impact of destination image. With strategic leveraging of images that are
shown to the world, the level of awareness of a particular city and/or country can be
raised, which may in turn provide the impetus loyalty to a destination by re-visits in
the future, or at the very least be used to educate the world about a particular locale,
and enhance positive word-of-mouth toward that destination. Significant
relationship has been reported between a destination image, tourist satisfaction, revisit intention and word-of-mouth toward a destination (Fornell, 1992). However,
past studies conducted on destination image mainly focused on an event rather than
a destination and differences may be present among local and foreign tourists.
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Millions of tourists travel temporarily away from home to experience hospitality and
explore the world around them. This fact is supported by the growth in tourism
numbers worldwide (UNWTO, 2014). The economic importance of the tourism
industry should not be underestimated. According to research by the World Travel
& Tourism Council (WTTC), the global travel and tourism industry generated US$
7.6 trillion (10% of global GDP) and 277 million jobs (1 in 11 jobs) for the global
economy in 2014 (WTTC 2014).
Tourist arrivals to Malaysia for 2014 continued to increase, registering a hike of
6.7%. The country received 27.4 million (27,437,315) tourists from January to
December compared to 25.7 million (25,715,460) tourists in 2013. Consistently,
tourist receipts rose by 10.0%, contributing RM72 billion to the country's revenue
against RM65.4 billion in 2013 (Tourism Malaysia, 2015). Malaysia strives to be a
high-income and developed nation in 2020, tourism industry is likely to play an
important and major role in achieving this objective. Therefore this study is
significant and relevant for Malaysia.
The purpose of this study is to investigate the interrelationship of destination
perception and loyalty by exploring the differences between local and foreign
tourists with following objectives:
? To identify the relationship between socio-demographic characteristics and
destination image.
? To identify the relationship between information source usage and destination
image.
? To identify the relationship between destination image and tourist satisfaction.
? To identify the relationship between tourist satisfaction and word-of-mouth
about the destination.
? To identify the relationship between tourist satisfaction and their intention to
re-visit a destination.
? To investigate local and foreign tourist satisfaction level and their intention to revisit a destination.
? To determine the most influential variables among destination image, and give
practical suggestions to enhance local and foreign tourist satisfaction level
respectively.
? To identify the strategies that would attract local and foreign tourist to re-visit
Malaysia in the future.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Tourist Industry Profile
Considering as the largest industry in the world, tourism industry experienced
rapidly growth after world war two. Base on the statistics done by The World Travel
& Tourism Council, tourism industry created 214,697,000 vacancies during the
year 2004, and accounting for 8.1% of the total working positions in the world. And
it has grown up to 276,845,000 positions in the year 2014; experts forecast that by
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the year of 2025, the number will rise toward 356,911,000, which constituted up to
10.7% of total employment. The GDP contribution also rather significant, the
industry generate 9.8% of total GDP (US$ 7,580.9bn) in the world in 2014, and
this proportion would rise to 10.5% (US$ 11,381.9bn) by the year 2025 (WTTC,
2014). As a tropical country strategy located in Southeast Asia, Malaysia
received27.4 million international tourists and generated the revenue of 72 billion
RM during the year 2014. (Ministry of tourism, Malaysia, 2015; UNWTO, 2015).
Moreover, domestic tourism witness 15% growth these years, and more than half of
bed-night which are taken by local visitors. Attract tourists especially repeated
tourists, no matter local or foreigner, is vital for Malaysia government and tour
operators.
For prior research, tourism researchers around the world focus mainly on
international tourism, which consists of in-bound and out-bound tourism, measure
their volumes, expenditures, and do the thoughtful evaluation base on that.
Actually, statistics made by UNWTO about international tourism are consistent,
comprehensive and up-to-date. Moreover, the scale of domestic tourism is several
times larger. In many developing countries, most of their citizens still haven't got the
experience of leaving their countries to travel aboard. The number of domestic
tourists within China is more than 12 times exceeds that of all international inbound
tourists and also shows significant growth. (National Bureau of Statistics of China
2007).
Unfortunately, no relevant data on world-wide domestic tourism and Malaysia
domestic tourism development trend are readily available. Actually, for tourism
industry, domestic tourism is in predominant position, but it is rather difficult to
track and measure. The main reason behind that is lack of commonly accepted
and/or used definitions of domestic tourism. The information and data provided
considering domestic tourism are mostly in the form of number of trips to
destinations beyond a certain minimum distance from the normal place of
residence, and involving at least one overnight stay. However, other data source
includes same-day visitors. In case of no such data format is available, researchers
would adopt the number of registered guests in hotels, ticket sold at the entrance of
the park or the ratio between the number of overnight stays and the average length of
stay, and etc. (Bigano, Hamilton, Lau, Tol, & Zhou, 2004).International tourist is a
person who travels to a country other than that in which s/he has his/her usual
residence but outside his/her usual environment for a period not exceeding 12
months and whose main purpose of visit is other than the exercise of an activity
remunerated from with the country visited, and who stay at least one night in a
collective or private accommodation in the country visited (UNWTO, 1994).
Millions of tourists travel temporarily away from home to experience hospitality and
explore the world around them. This fact is supported by the growth in tourism
numbers worldwide (UNWTO, 2000). The inbound movement generates income
as tourists participate in the purchase and consumption process of the tourism and
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hospitality product. On the other hand, one of the fastest growing segments in the
tourism industry is city tourism (Pakaleva-Shapira, 2007). Tourism industry is one
of the world's largest service industries. With the de-regulation of the airline
industry, coupled with technological advancement, emergence of e-commerce and
demographic changes, tourism industry continue to generate revenue. This will
benefit not only the industry itself but also generate a spillover effect in other sectors
such as retail, transportation and construction. However, with greater customer
demand for service qualities, travel destinations are also fiercely competitive with
one and another.
Likewise, in Malaysia, tourism is identified as second largest foreign exchange earner
(Hanafiah, 2010). As a rapidly growing sector, it has galvanized economic
development in Malaysia and had contributed an outstanding increase in the
revenue. Consequently, Travel & Tourism Competitiveness Report 2008 (TTCR,
2008) has named Malaysia as one of the world's highest benefit from excellent price
competitiveness (ranked 3rd), with low comparative hotel and fuel prices, low ticket
taxes and airport charges and a favorable tax regime. Additionally, Malaysia also has
an excellent evaluation in terms of destination marketing campaign. Malaysia is
ranked 32nd overall out of 130 countries on the Travel and Tourism
Competitiveness Index (TTCI) produced by the World Economic Forum (WEF),
Geneva, Switzerland. The Index indicated that Malaysia has good ground transport
infrastructure and superior safety perception (TTCR, 2008). The table below shows
the figures for Malaysia's international tourism industry development trend base on
tourists' arrival and receipt during the past years.
Table I- Tourist Arrivals and Receipts to Malaysia 2005 to 2014
Year
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005

Arrivals (million)
27.4
25.7
25.0
24.7
24.6
23.7
22.0
20.9
17.4
16.4

Receipts (billion, RM)
72
65.4
60.6
58.3
56.5
53.4
49.6
46.1
36.3
32.0

(Source: Ministry of Tourism, Malaysia, 2015)

Socio-Demographic Characteristics
The characteristics of tourists are important factors when we conduct research on
tourist destination perception and loyalty. Socio-economic, demographic and
behavioral indicators are three key tools to measure tourist characteristics.
According to Yavuz (1994), these indicators are easy to identify and implement in
tourism research and making marketing decisions.Socio-demographic variables
adapted in this study include: gender, age, education, marital status, income,
occupation and nationality.
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Such characteristics would affect destination image for example age and education
has been found to be most important determinants toward image formation
(Baloglu&Mangaloglu, 2001). Master and Prideaux (2000) has also conducted a
research on Taiwanese tourist in South East Queensland, and test the variance in age,
gender, occupation and past oversea travel experience which produced significant
influence.
Tourist Destination
Many researchers have focused on the relationship between satisfaction level of
customers as well as quality of services within the destination. Services have various
features like intangibility, inseparability, variability and perishability (Parasuraman,
Zeithaml, & Berry, 1994). Attractiveness to a tourist destination consists of
following characteristics: unique local features, cultural attributes, natural resources,
infrastructure, services and others (Hong-Bumm, 1998). Tourism product can be
analyzed in terms of attraction, facilities and accessibility (McIntosh &Goeldner,
1990) for the purpose of finding out its attractiveness. Attractions are the major
factors, which ensure the flow of international tourists to a specific place.
Strategically located in the heart of South-East Asia region, Kuala Lumpur
(Malaysia) embraced with old and new, integrated with tradition and modern. As
the country's capital, it is the home to a multi-race population of over 1.67 million,
and by far is the largest and most developed city in Malaysia (World Population
Review, 2015). The city offers different types of tourist attractions such as theme
parks, modern shopping malls, high-rise and world-class hotels, conference facilities
etc. Also, it is multi-racial, multi-religious and multi-cultural society, leave tourists
with a distinctive image and identity.
Information Search
Beerli and Martin (2004) develop a model which includes both primary and
secondary information sources and stimuli influencing the formation of pre-visit
perceptions and post-visit evaluations of the destinations. In addition, the former
researchers, indicated that information source usage refer to all of the resources from
which prospective tourists gather impressions of destination before their visit. The
authors stressed on three types of information source usage namely induced,
autonomous and also organic.
Destination Image
According to Mayo and Jarvis (1981), perception can be thought of as the process by
which we make sense of the world. People will perceive objects, events, and behavior.
Once a mental impression is formed, it is organized along with other mental
impressions into a pattern that is in some way meaningful to the individual. These
impressions and patterns influence behavior. Throughout much of human history, it
was believed that what people perceived was the same as what there was to be
perceived. In other words, people assumed that their perceptions were an accurate
reflection of the world around them.Baloglu and McCleary (1999), divided
destination image into cognitive, affective and overall components. The researchers
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developed a model that these three image components have a sequential causal
relation. The results revealed that variety and type of information sources influence
only perceptual/cognitive image, while socio-psychological motivations influence
only affective image. Two variables combine, would significant affect overall
components of destination image. The study by Baloglu (1996), concludes that
variety and type of information sources used influence cognitive evaluations of
tourism destination, then, cognitive evaluation would influences affective
evaluation. When the cognitive and affective evaluations combine, form an overall
image of tourism destination.
Satisfaction and Loyalty
An important outcome for a tourism provider is a satisfied customer who intends to
return to the destination. Tourist satisfaction is the result of the interaction between
a tourist's experience in the destination area and his or her previous expectations
about the destination. Satisfying the tourist is critical because it has an effect on the
expectations and intentions for thecustomer's next destination purchasing decision
(Fuch&Weiermair, 2004). No clear definition of satisfaction currently exists,
although most definitions would involve an evaluative, affective or emotional
response to a consumptive experience (Spreng&Mackoy, 1996). Future visitation
behavior has recently been shown to be a consequence of the tourist satisfaction
model in many tourism studies. Consequently, loyalty is commonly considered as a
causal variable of satisfaction (Lee, 2007).
As also mentioned above, word-of-mouth is an important source of information.
The relationship between satisfaction, word-of-mouth and re-visit intention have
received considerable coverage in the marketing discipline for many years (Nyer,
1997) however; it has received a limited attention in the tourism (Li & Carr, 2004)
and hospitality literature (Matzler&Pechlaner, 2001). The positive messages
disseminated by close friends and family members toward a particular destination
are normally are more credible and reliable, so, it would be more powerful in
affecting people's feelings and behavior than other types of marketing channels.
Satisfied tourists would engage in positive word-of-mouth for the destination and
may wish to come back for a re-visit to refresh their beautiful memories for that
destination.
Methodology
The sample of the study consisted of local and foreign tourists visiting Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia. Data was collected during November to December last year at 4
and 5 star hotels. The items included in survey questionnaire were adapted from
prior literature (Fodness& Murray, 1999; Beerli& Martin, 2004; Walmsley &
Young, 1998; Hernandez-Lobato, Solis-Radilla, Moliner-Tena&Sanchez-Garcia,
2006; Lee, 2009; Karen, Ben & Russ, 1992; Baloglu&McCleary, 1999). Selfadministered questionnaire with 5-point Likert scale in English was used to collect
responses on the basis of a non-probability convenience sampling technique (Aaker,
Kumar, Leone & Day, 2012). A total of 300 questionnaires were distributed to
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tourists, however, with the response rate of 90%; 270 (135 domestic tourists 135
international tourists) were found to be completed, returned back and found useful.
The equal number of surveys between domestic and international tourist was made
intentionally for required data analysis. SPSS 22.0 was employed to produce desired
results.
Socio-Demographic
Characteristics
Gender
Age
Education Level
Marital Status
Income Level
Occupation
Nationality

Destination Image
Cognitive Image
Affective Image

Tourist
Satisfaction

Information Source Usage
Amount of Information
Type of Information Sources

Word- of -Mouth

Intention to
Re-visit

Figure I- Conceptual Framework of the Study
FINDINGS
Demographics
Among respondents, it was found that female tourists were more actively in the
participation of the surveys, 52% of local tourists and 57% of foreign tourists were
females. As for the distribution of age, 21-40 age group was the main dominate
group, which accounts up to 60% of the total number for both local and foreign
tourists. In the case of education level, major differences exist among both local and
foreign tourists. More than one third (37%) of local tourists were having university
degree qualifications, however, among foreign tourists, this group was less than one
in five (19%). For the proportion among local tourists, fewer respondents (22%)
had master degree qualifications however; foreign tourists were nearly one time
higher (44%) than the local group. This indicate that, foreign tourists were found to
be well educated than local tourists. Marital status of respondents was higher than
single group, especially for the local tourists (78%) than foreign tourists (56%). In
the case of monthly income, more than 60% local tourists had monthly income less
than RM 5,001-10,000 per month; however, foreign tourists had much higher
income level (78%), greater in group RM 10,001-15,000 per month. In the case of
occupation level, more than one third of local tourists were self-employed (36%),
and among foreign tourists, most of them (43%) were either professionals (doctors,
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engineers, lawyers etc,) or retired people (17%). In the case of nationality, foreign
tourists mainly came from Asia (77%; from: India, China, Indonesia, Thailand,
Taiwan, Korea, Hong Kong, Japan etc.), Middle East (13%; from: UAE, Qatar,
Oman, Saudi Arbia etc.), Europe (11%; from: UK, Germany, Norway, Austria,
Scotland, Italy etc.) and remaining (9%) were Pacific countries and America.
Amount of Information Sources
As shown in table below, the general frequency of tourism information browsing for
international tourists is significant higher than local visitors. More than 70% of
international tourists have a habit of expose to travel information once a month or
even more. However, in the local tourists group, nearly half of respondents browse
travel information less than one time per month.
Table II- Frequency of Travel Information
Less than 5 times per year
5 to 12 times per year
1 to 3 times per month
3 to 6 times per month
6 times or above per month
Total

Domestic Tourist (%)
26.6%
20.7%
22.2%
17.0%
13.3%
100%

Foreign Tourist (%)
8.89%
18.52%
27.41%
25.19%
20.0%
100%

Type of Information Sources
Actually, no matter domestic and international tourist, Internet and brochures are
two useful tools. Compare to local, international tourists shows higher enthusiastic
on them. Considering other channels, since local tourists have much more friends
and relatives network, so they relied more on them than brochures. From the
customer consuming behavior psychology, Asia consumer more prefer to trust the
friends and family members surround them, while westerners would prefer to the
analysis based on fact and figure. Also, commercial magazines and newspapers as a
traditional way of information dissemination media, has shown a significant decline
in its effect, tourists shows relatively low interest in the paper medias versus Digital
Medias.
Table III- Type of Information Sources
Source
Internet
Brochures
Travel agents
Prior experience
Friends or relatives
Institutional magazines and newspapers
Commercial magazines and newspapers
Other sources

Mean (Average)
Domestic Tourists
4.13
3.81
3.39
3.48
3.95
3.14
3.03
2.16

Foreign Tourists
4.44
3.95
3.77
3.69
3.62
2.80
3.17
1.95
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Reliability Test
Table 4 shows that all the study variables had Cronbach Alpha value of greater than
0.70, deemed acceptable level (Nunnaly, 1978) except word-of-mouth which is
found to be at moderate level.
Table IV- Reliability Test
Variables
Type of Information Sources
Cognitive Image
Affective Image
Tourist Satisfaction
Intention to re-visit
Word of Mouth

Cromba Alpha
0.745
0.716
0.704
0.821
0.831
0.665

No. of Items
1
10
12
8
4
2

Tourists' Satisfaction, Loyalty and Re-visit Intention
In general, the attitude of tourists toward their satisfaction level of journey
experience in Kuala Lumpur is positive, however, it is not absolute best. Majority of
the respondents rated 3-4 on 5-points Likert scale. Results regarding tourist's
satisfaction are shown in table 5, various activities and entertainments would bring
lots of fun, enjoyment and pleasure however, considering beneficial, it is relatively
low, since fun, enjoy and pleasure can be efflux very soon, but mental experience and
professional wisdom would last for long time. Nowadays, educational tourism,
medical tourism, food tourism, heritage tourism and so on are new trends in tourism
industry for most of developed countries, however, low proportion of tourists are
able to participate in this type of journey when you visit Kuala Lumpur, the reason is
rather significant, since lack of professional tour guides expertise in the field, and
new concepts are not being well promoted within the city tours. With regards to revisit intention, the result is also positive. Tourists are likely to re-visit the
city/country in the near future. However, tourists are not willing to pay higher rates
to visit the city, it shows that, price is the prime factor to attract tourist, this is rather
disadvantage to Malaysia, since the country is stepping into being a developed
country. So, emphasis on high-quality tourism product research and development is
necessary in order to make the transformation of the country smoothly.
Table V- Tourists' Satisfaction
Items
It is enjoyable to visit Kuala Lumpur
It is fun to visit Kuala Lumpur
It is pleasure to visit Kuala Lumpur
It is beneficial to visit Kuala Lumpur
It is favorable to visit Kuala Lumpur
The service quality I received met every
aspect of my personal expectation
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Mean (Average)
Domestic
Tourists
3.88
3.53
3.60
3.11
3.66

Foreign
Tourists
4.19
3.87
3.57
3.64
3.52

3.11

3.48
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Kuala Lumpur is the finest travel
destination among the choice in the area
I am satisfied with my decision to select
Kuala Lumpur as my travel destination

3.32

2.90

3.35

3.66

Table VI- Tourists' Re-visit Intention
Items
I am willing to pay higher rates to visit
Kuala Lumpur
I am intent to select Kuala Lumpur as
my travel destination in future
I am willing to revisit Kuala Lumpur
in the future
I will revisit Kuala Lumpur in the
future

Mean (Average)
Domestic
Tourists

Foreign
Tourists

2.43

2.59

3.53

3.72

3.50

3.62

3.98

3.44

Tourists' Word of Mouth
The reputation of the city is positive as shown in table below, with continuous
improvement, it is possible to reach 4 marks out of 5 in the near future, and strive to
become the tourist-hub within the region.
Table VII- Tourists' Word of Mouth
Items
Mean (Average)
Domestic Tourists Foreign Tourists
I will say positive things to others for visiting
Kuala Lumpur as travel destination
3.86
3.65
I will recommend Kuala Lumpur to others
3.96
3.52
Independent Sample T-Test
As we can see in the table below there is no significant difference in the cognitive
image between male and female.There is a significant difference in the cognitive
image between single and married. There is no significant difference in the affective
image between male and female.There is a significant difference in the affective
image between single and married.
Table VIII- Independent Sample T-Test
Mean
Gender VS Cognitive Image
Male (122)
3.81
Female (148)
3.82
Marital Status VS Cognitive Image
Single (117)
3.87
Married (153)
3.79

Standard
Deviation

F-Value

P-Value

0.79
0.79

0.895

0.345

0.66
0.75

8.278

0.013
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Gender VS Affective Image
Male (122)
3.77
Female (148)
3.79
Marital Status VS Affective Image
Single (117)
3.63
Married (153)
3.81

0.76
0.71

1.278

0.259

0.78
0.86

11.172

0.000

One-way ANOVA
Table 9 shows the results of One-Way ANOVA, where some of the sociodemographics characteristics have significant relationship toward cognitive image
and affective image. Type and amount of the information can significant effect
tourists' destination image formation and destination image have tight relationship
toward tourist satisfaction, the relationship between tourist satisfaction and
intention to re-visit, tourists satisfaction and destination word-of -mouth also
completely fulfill the objectives.
Table IX- One-way ANOVA
F-Value
P-Value
Age Vs Cognitive Image
1.640
0.150
Educational Level Vs Cognitive Image
7.417
0.000
Monthly Income Vs Cognitive Image
9.871
0.000
Occupation Vs Cognitive Image
1.718
0.117
Age Vs Affective Image
1.867
0.101
Educational Level Vs Affective Image
9.707
0.000
Monthly Income Vs Affective Image
6.524
0.000
Occupation Vs Affective Image
1.552
0.162
Cognitive Image Vs Amount of Information
11.540
0.000
Cognitive Image Vs Type of Information Sources
5.936
0.000
Affective Image Vs Amount of Information
23.775
0.000
Affective Image Vs Type of Information Sources
4.308
0.000
Cognitive Image Vs Tourist Satisfaction
7.843
0.000
Affective Image Vs Tourist Satisfaction
11.691
0.000
Tourist Satisfaction Vs Intention To Re -visit
23.885
0.000
Tourist Satisfaction Vs Word of Mouth
35.799
0.000
Conclusion and Recommendations
The purpose of current research was to identify various dimensions which would
affect tourists destination perception forming, and to investigate that how
destination image work toward tourists satisfaction even their sequence behavior,
whether they tend to re-visit or not, and word-of-mouth around about the particular
destination. Findings of the study shows that most of the local tourists use to get
travel information form their personal network rather than proper sources of
information. With regards to destination image, local tourists found Kuala Lumpur
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as a shopping paradise where as foreign tourists were more into enjoying the diversity
and culture in the city. Public transportation was the one of the major issue
highlighted by both categories of tourists, which creates also negative impact to the
destination and further foreign tourists judge Kuala Lumpur as one of the best travel
destinations within the South-East Asia. Results also reveal that tourists are willing
to re-visit in future.
For image formation, type of information and amount of information are two of
most important elements; therefore, ministry of tourism should focus to
disseminate appropriate information viaall sorts of media and channels. Along with
spreading the information, tourism sector should take care of tourists travel
experience because of word of mouth, as most of tourists would share their
experience to their surrounding friend, this information would support or deny the
information that capture from Medias.
In order to promote the destination accurately, industry and public sectors should
design activities and itinerary that suitable for single, married without children,
family involvement package, and old couples. Since, the educational level would
affect the destination image. As English is common language, so government should
focus in this matter to minimize the language barrier.
Intention to revisit connects with tourists' belief and attitude toward Malaysia with
behavior choice. It acts as a rather important indicator for the destination's longterm tourism development. From marketing perspective, it will encourage a tourist
to revisit a particular destination rather than attract acting a new tourist to visit the
destination.
After experience a long period of hard work, we have gained some valuable insights
into studies on destination perception and revisit intention for Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia. However, like other similar studies, this study also exposed several
limitations that need to be acknowledged.
The survey questionnaire were distributed only in Kuala Lumpur during the period
of August, 2015 to September 2015. The respondents' views were taken only from
these sample tourists based on convenience sampling, which could not be used to
represent the whole visitors 'opinion.
Another limitation of this study is the geographical boundary issue, this survey was
targeted toward tourists both local and from abroad. The research sample in this
study consisted of 270 travelers, which consist of 135 local tourists and 135
international tourists in Kuala Lumpur. It is possible to generalize the research
results to the total population; however, it noted that this study only focused on
tourists in some places of interest. The sample is not equal geographically
distributed, due to the limited time and budget constraints.
Methodological limitation in this study is also existed. Since the survey was based on
respondents' subjective perceptions to identify the level of their overall satisfaction
level toward their travel experience. To some extent, the subjective perception of
tourists does not fully reflect the actual situation every time; conducting a integrate
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research which consist of questionnaire and interview may provide more insights
into this subject.
A future study can be conducted to examine this research in different segment of
tourists, especially the segments which comprise of large proportion of international
tourists. Which shows diverse characterizes.
The research model can be replicated in other city/ state or country to get larger
sample and further generalize the research model for the destination image, tourists'
satisfaction and behavior in an international context.
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Abstract
The main objectives of the present study were to present the results of an
analysis of the positions held by a competitive set of destinations through
a comparison of cognitive and conative perceptions and to identify the
dimensions of destination attractiveness representing positions that
could be developed by DMO's to differentiate their destination in a
meaningful way to consumers. The researcher received 3000 useable
filled questionnaires and the mean scores for the sum of the four
dimensions, cognitive and likelihood to visit or conative of the two
groups were computed. It offers a practical solution to the challenges
faced by destination marketers. Destination Marketers are faced with
the challenges of indentifying one or few features or attributes from their
diverse and multi attributed product and services that could be
developed by the DMO's to differentiate their violence prone
destinations in meaning full way to the tourists.
Keywords: Destination branding, positioning, , tourist perceptions,
tourism & violence, India.
INTRODUCTION
Over the past few years, research work on 'destination branding' has sped up. A
significant amount of development has begun on the topic and it is now one of the
latest topics amongst politicians, literates and professionals from all over the world.
The essence of destination brand positioning is that the brand has suitable
competitive advantage or 'unique selling proposition' that gives tourists a
compelling reason as why they should visit a particular destination brand; thus it is a
mandatory factor for the success of a destination brand. India's tourism industry is
thriving due to an increase in foreign tourist arrivals and greater than before travel by
Indian to domestic and overseas, new destinations.
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It is very easy to comment that destinations are the centre-piece of tourism. The
Oxford Dictionary defines a 'destination' as the place to which one is going or
directed. The ultimate purpose for which something is created or intended
(www.askoxford.com, May 2010). Webster dictionary defines 'destination' as the
place designated as the end (as of a race or journey) and the ultimate goal for which
something is done (www.webster.com, May 2010).
The key aim of marketing a destination is to differentiate products in the same
category and highlighting them within the context of competitors in the market. As
discussed above, destination branding is an extremely complex and highly political
activity that can enhance a nation's economy, nation self-image and identity. Many
organizations and groups have therefore collectively vested interests in the
promotion of particular destinations and such organizations are called Destination
Marketing Organizations. It is essential for these DMOs to work on how destination
brand positioning affects and impacts on the populations of the host countries. For
successful and smooth company operations, positioning strategies are important. It
is possible to achieve successful positioning by adopting a customer's perspective and
thereby understanding how he/she perceives a product/Destination attributes in a
particular class and how is the importance attached to various other attributes .
Positioning of a destination has to do less with its purchase decision as consumer's
perception about it plays an important role. The 'position' of a destination brand is
its perception amongst target customers. This perception about a destination is
based on various functional and non-functional attributes and benefits. Some of the
functional attributes and benefits are tasty, aromatic, 'sporty', and non-functional or
emotional association 'reliable, traditional', smart' 'prestigious', 'modern',
contemporary. This is the domain of the concept of positioning which is concerned
with an attempt to modify the tangible characteristics and intangible perceptions of
a marketable object in relation to competition (Arnott, 1992, 1993). Positioning is a
communications strategy that is the natural follow-through of
market
segmentation and target marketing. Since market segmentation is based on the
notion that different tourism destinations appeal to different types of tourists, target
market segments must be selected before tourism marketers can begin to entice these
potential customers. An effective positioning strategy provides a competitive edge to
a destination that is trying to convey its attractiveness to the target market.
The basic purpose of this study is to present the results of an analysis of the positions
held by a competitive set of destinations through a comparison of cognitive and
conative perceptions. The intent is to identify the dimensions of destination
attractiveness representing positions that could be developed by DMO's to
differentiate their destination in a meaningful way to consumers. The key
assumption under-pinning this discussion is that effective positioning is a mutually
beneficial process to both the marketer and the consumer. This is because
positioning is underpinned by the philosophy of understanding and meeting unique
consumer needs. Effective positioning offers the customer benefits tailored to solve a
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problem related to their needs. On the basis objectives of the present study the
hypothesis, there exists a significant difference on perceptions of the tourist on the
importance and performance destination attributes is developed and tested.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
DESTINATION BRANDING AND POSITIONING
Although the concept of branding has been applied extensively to products and
services, the notion of branding has only recently started to expand into tourist
destinations and became apparent as a topic of examination in the late 1990's (Tasci
& Kozak, 2006; Pike, 2004; Wagner & Peters, 2009). Due to the fierce competition
in the international tourist market and an increasing number of destinations with a
developed and quality tourist offer, a relatively new trend among destination
marketing organizations (DMOs) is to turn their destination into a brand.
Destination branding represents the core essence and enduring characteristics of a
destination. It is the DNA that defines the destination, and its attributes (Anholt,
2009). Destination Brand is a 'name, symbol, logo, word marks, word mark or other
graphic that both identifies and differentiates the destination; furthermore, it conveys
the promise of a memorable travel experience that is uniquely associated with the
destination; it also serves to consolidate and reinforce the recollection of pleasurable
memories of the destination experience' (Ritchie & Ritchie, 1998). The same has
been reiterated by Aaker, 1991; Pine and Gilmore, 1999; Schmitt and Simonson,
1997 and Morgan & Pritchard, 2002.
Destination Branding can be defined as the set of activities that support the creation
of a name, symbol, logo, word mark or any other graphic that readily identifies and
differentiates a destination; that (2) consistently convey the expectation of a
memorable travel experience that is uniquely associated with the destination; that
(3) serve to consolidate and reinforce the emotional connection between the visitor
and the destination; and that (4) reduce consumer search costs and perceived risk.
Collectively, these activities serve to create a destination image that positively
influences consumer destination choice' (Blain et.al 2005).
In this contemporary world of tourism inclined nations, it has become imperative to
study the concept of destination brand positioning in depth. Pritchard & Morgan,
1998, define a destination as a 'complex multi dimensional entity, which is
composed of a variety of components, and that unlike products or services, it has not
a clear definition'. Destination brand positioning is dependent on many factors, the
most important being the behaviors and attitudes of the tourists/ consumers towards
the product, in this case, destination. The idea of destination brand positioning is
still in its infancy and the academic and empirical researches are still on (Gnoth,
1988). We know that selling a destination is a tough job for marketers around the
world due to its unique characteristics of intangibility and perishability. The tourist
place, called a destination, is sold to its customer, called a tourist, who is miles away
from it and trusts the images of the destination created in his mind for purchasing.
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The perceptions about a brand are created in three potential ways: direct experience
with the product, from information sources and inferences to pre existing
associations (Hosany et.al, 2007). It is difficult for him to check, test and try the
product before purchasing it, thus, becoming all the more difficult for the seller as
well as the buyer.
A lot of major research work has been done on destination brand positioning roles
played by DMOs, destination management organizations.
Destination
Management Organizations try to compete with the destinations worldwide and
promote their destination by turning it into a brand (Johansson, 2007). For every
destination, it could be regional, national or international, there is usually an
organization that is responsible for its management and marketing and it also
preserves and fosters a cooperative relationship with organizations at other levels. In
most cases DMOs are dependent on government resources and are unable to work
without them. The governments then interact with tourism by stimulating
economic growth, provision for infrastructural and other revenues, controlling
borders, spatial and centralized planning and protection of resources considering
sustainability as the key point (Pike, 2004). It is a debatable question whether
DMOs are successful in branding a destination and what all attributes are kept in
mind while branding. If a DMO applies branding correctly to a destination, it can
help create and maintain its desired image, attract visitors based on their perceptions
and be successful. However, here the question arises, what all are the key points,
perceptions and needs of tourists to be considered before starting with the
destination branding process.
Destination Brand Positioning designs the destination's offering and image so that
they occupy a meaningful and distinctive competitive position in the consumer's
minds. It is a two part process in which firstly, the aspect of destination identity,
which has been discussed above, is actively communicated to the targeted consumer.
Secondly, the marketing communications strategies are communicated so that
destination image can more closely reflect the destination identity to the target
segment (Day, 2005). It focuses on the aspects of the destination image and identity
which are more likely to consume through the buying process from awareness of the
destination to actually travel to the destination. Destination brand positioning is
mutually beneficial from both the supply and demand perspectives. This is because,
destination branding involves a set of marketing activities which creates a positive
destination image influencing the consumer's choice (Pike, 2008).
Positioning may be defined in a term of how a brand is positioned in the minds of
customers with respect to the values with which it is differently associated or which it
owns. The commercial use of positioning lies in how the imbuing of trademarks
with unique, true and compelling values can influence customer's purchasing
decision and its impact on the sales. The entire enterprise of branding itself can be
understood as an exercise in positioning by using product experience and marketing
initiative to increase profitability by associating the trademarks with compelling the
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consumer values (Marsden, 2002). According to Kapferer (1997), Brand
Positioning emphasizes on the unique characteristics that makes the brand unique
from the competitor's brand and provide an attraction to customers so that they
could buy the product. The essence of brand positioning is that the brand has a
sustainable competitive advantage or "unique selling proposition" that compels
consumers for buying that particular brand. Existing brand's positioning derives
from the brand's identity. But it uses a specific advantage of the identity at a given
time in a given market and against a certain group of competitors (Kapferer, 2004).
VIOLENCE AND TOURISM
The experience of violence, as explored in the ethnographic work of numerous
authors (Hinton, 2005), is anything but ordered or understandable. Most of the
existing literature on the tourism crisis in terms of violence has focused largely on
terrorism and war without clearly narrowing down to politics as a factor capable of
generating a crisis (Sonmez, S., Apostolopoulos, Y., and P. Tarlow 1999). Lisa T. Fall
(2004) examined the 11th September terrorist attacks on the USA that had greatly
impacted the tourism industry, causing managers to re-strategise their
communication programs.
Terrorism and violence caused by political instability are two forms of crime and
violence that are usually politically motivated. According to Richter and Waugh
(1986 p. 231), “There is a logical connection between terrorism and tourism,
indeed, travel has been associated with increased vulnerability to all types of crime
from biblical days. But, throughout most of history, tourists were individual victims
of crime, not symbolic targets for major acts of political violence.” Terrorism is by no
means a new form of political expression, it has become all too familiar to the world,
not only since of the events of September 11, 2001 but during the last century. A
number of different types of political instability can affect tourism. Hall and
O'Sullivan, V. (1995) cited several forms: international wars, civil wars, coups,
terrorism, riots/political and social unrests, and strikes. All types of warfare are not
only devastating to the influx of tourism, but also damage the actual infrastructure of
a tourist destination. Cops are another type of political instability that can affect
tourism, an example can be taken from the militancy and terror attacks in the
Kashmir valley during the nineties to 2010, almost the tourism industry affected
badly during last two decades. (1989-till date). The political and economical effects
of terrorism on tourism are immense. “Since tourism is particularly sensitive to
changing tastes and external dangers, violence--actual or potential--can seriously
impede tourist activity” (Pizam, 1999).
When deciding to travel to a destination that is known to be affected by crime, a
risky decision is involved. Weber and Bottom (1989) define risky decisions as
“choices among alternatives that can be described by probability distributions over
possible outcomes” (Weber & Bottom, 1989). They state that at least one of the
possible outcomes must be undesirable for risk to exist. In the case of choosing a
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crime-prone destination, this outcome could be considered undesirable. The risk
can be real or perceived and still affect travel decisions (Weber & Bottom, 1989).
“Risk that potential travelers associate with specific destinations may help form
lasting images” (Sevil F Sonmez & Alan, R. Graefe, 1998). These lasting images,
either from personal experience or from accounts from others, influence travel
decisions. When risk or safety concerns are introduced in the travel decision process
they can become overriding factors, which can change or even cancel travel plans
(Sevil. F Sonmez & Alan R Graefe, 1998).
Pennington-Gray et al (2010) argue that Destination management organizations
(DMOs) at the local level are at the forefront of crisis management planning for the
tourism industry. Previous studies have highlighted the importance of the role of
DMOs in the event of a crisis. While crisis preparedness of an organization is based
on the respective crisis plans, minimal attention has been given to the analysis of
DMO's crisis management plans in the US. The nature of organizational crisis plans
can be analyzed through the use of multiple variables. This study examines DMO
crisis plans in Florida that are designed specifically for the tourism industry, and are
analyzed based on geographical location, bed tax revenues, and the number of
employees. The results indicate that revenues play a significant role in determining
the level of tourism crisis management preparedness within DMOs.
TERRORISM AS A TOURISM CRISIS
The tourism industry is highly vulnerable to natural (i.e., hurricanes, volcanic
eruptions, torrential rains) and human-caused disasterswhether social or political
(i.e., riots, insurgency, terrorism, crime, political upheaval, war, regional tensions).
Regardless of their nature, disasters create difficult, often tragic, situations in the
afflicted area and its residents. Over the years, media coverage of disasters has
conveyed the resulting loss of life, human suffering, public and private property
damage, and economic and social disruption. The ensuing negative publicity often
characterizes the period after a disaster occurrence that lasts until full recovery is
achieved and predisaster conditions resume. For a tourist destination, this period
can represent a tourism crisis, which can threaten the normal operation and conduct
of tourism-related businesses; damage a tourist destination's overall reputation for
safety, attractiveness, and comfort by negatively affecting visitors? perceptions of
that destination; and, in turn, cause a downturn in the local travel and tourism
economy, and interrupt the continuity of business operations for the local travel and
tourism industry, by the reduction in tourist arrivals and expenditures (Sonmez,
Backman and Allen, 1994). Although the repercussions of a tourism crisis are likely
to damage all destinations, the period of recovery can vary for each.
Often, large numbers of people have a vested interest in the health of the local
tourism industry. Stakeholders and the local economy depend on outsiders?
perceptions of the community. For this reason, it is highly unfortunate that tourism
crises receive wide publicity because tourism centers are, by definition, places with
high visibility. Regardless of whether tourism crises are triggered by natural or
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human-caused disasters, travelers will shy away from afflicted areas. Consequently,
the local tourism industry will suffer from a large effect, in which a negative image
caused by the disaster may well outlive physical damages and the tourism
community/ industry will have to find ways to manage the disaster's after effects.
This, in turn, may cause an economic downturn that is as harmful to a destination's
tourism sustainability as the initial disaster.
Tourism crises triggered by terrorism are likely to be different from those caused by
natural disasters. Although terrorism has been a political tool since early history,
modern-day terrorism began in the latter part of this century. International
terrorism increased rapidly during the late 1960s and early 1970s. After a brief lull in
activity, the 1980s began and ended with terrorist violence. By the end of the decade,
terrorism had become commonplace (D'Amor & Anuza, 1986 ). Fewer terrorist
incidents in the United States have been recorded for the first half of the 1990s;
however, their nature and magnitude are more severe than those of past years?
events. Experts indicate that terrorism will continue to victimize “soft” targets,
attacks will become more indiscriminate, terrorism will become institutionalized as
a method of armed conflict, it will spread geographically, and the public will witness
more terrorism than ever due to the media's improved ability to cover terrorist
incidents (Jenkins, 1988).
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Research Design
Research design as a blueprint or plan of the way the information satisfying the
research objective Frazer and Lawley (2000). In order to ensure that the research
design was consistent with the research objectives, the first step was taken in
selecting the destinations, which are affected by violence, as a sample to examine the
factors affecting customer perception to visit and their likelihood to visit again.
Secondly, focus group interviews were used to develop a suitable questionnaire.
Sample Derivation And Sample Size And Method
Most of researchers agreed and accepted that larger samples would be more
representative than smaller ones; the benefits of larger samples could be outweighed
by their increased cost (Ruane, 2005). Hair, Anderson, Tathan and Black (1998)
noted that a minimum sample size of 200 was required by statistical analysis and
Schumacker and Lomax (1996) found that many researchers used a sample size from
250 to 500 respondents. In this study there were three destination selected like,
Kashmir and Assam from India and Sri-lanka. Zikmund (2003) indicated that
convenience sampling was referred to as sampling by obtaining units or people who
were most conveniently available. In order to have a convenient access to the
subjects, the convenience sampling method was used in this study.
Data collection
This research used data from a self-administered questionnaire using structured
questions by referring to the previous literature and following the focus group
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approach. Respondents were encouraged to participate by suggesting that their
responses to the survey would assist destination marketers and development
agencies or operators to understand respondents' real perceptions of service quality,
and provide new and better services
A questionnaire was designed after doing the extensive literature. Focus group
interviews were conducted to provide additional insights into the proposed
dimensions and develop a questionnaire specifically for customers at the surveyed at
the various places of the five destinations across the north India. Krueger (1998)
reported that a focus group study was frequently used to design a questionnaire for a
quantitative survey. According to Edmunds (1999). During the interview process of
the focus group , the group members were encouraged to list all of the factors that
might comprise their perceptions of the destination attributes and likelihood to visit
again at that place. Finally, the researcher summarized the discussion, drew
inferences and then categorized what was said during the interview discussions.
Before constructing the questionnaire, a set of general dimensions specific to the
destination was identified based on the literature review and the focus group
interviews. Respondents were asked to rate the importance of 20 cognitive attributes
Using a 7 point scale anchored at 1=not important and 7= very important. In a
separate section respondents were asked to indicate the perceived performance of
each of the five competing destinations across the same attributes, again a 7 point
scale was used.
Pretesting of the Questionnaire
Therefore, a questionnaire should be pre-tested, and the responses would
demonstrate whether there was a need to re-arrange the response categories to a
particular question (Sarantakos, 2005). In order to conduct a pre-test in this study,
the researcher administered English and Chinese questionnaires to a small group of
people resembling the research population. In terms of the English questionnaire,
ten randomly selected English-speaking people who had previously came on short
break journey. Once the pre-test was completed, the researcher worked on the text
editing, spelling, legibility, instructions, layout space for responses, pre-coding,
scaling issues, and the general presentation of the questionnaire. Finally, the
questionnaires were distributed to the visitors at the selected destinations.
Data Analytical Techniques
SPSS 20.0 was used to analyse the data. Descriptive statistics like Frequency, Mean
and percentage were applied to analyse the demographic information of customers.
The Exploratory analysis was used to identify the underlying dimensions of the
Destination Importance analysis and in order to identify the various positions held
by the tourists regarding the selected destination the IPA analysis was used.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Overall 3700 questionnaires were distributed across the three destinations two from
India and other Sri Lanka as a country whole; 1098 were from Kashmir; 965 were
from Assam and 937 were agreed to participate and returned the filled
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questionnaire. The response rate was 81.08 %.There were certain questionnaires
which were merely non-useable. In the present study, the researcher received 3000
useable filled questionnaires. First, the mean scores for the sum of the dimensions,
cognitive and likelihood to visit or conative of the two groups were computed.
The respondents were asked to fill the demographic profile refer the table 1. It was
found that male respondents (n= 1789) were more than the female respondents
(n=1211). In terms of age of the respondents age between35-49 were accounted
32.8% and followed by 20.9%, 20.6 % between age 26-34 and 50-64. In terms of
marital status married respondent were accounted more 66.6% (1998) followed by
unmarried/single 30.01% (903) and 2.2 % (166) were divorced and 1.1 % (33) were
living alone. 64.3% (1930) Respondents were found that they had two children and
followed by the no children, 26.0 % (780) and more than three children 9.6 %
(290). The majority of the consumers 67 % (2010) were in income category 5-10
lakh, up 10 lakh more 17.8 % (535), more followed by 15.16 % (455) in up to five
lakh annual incomes.
Factor Analysis of Importance Analysis
Factor analysis was applied to identify the under laying factors on the basis of tourists
perception developed the cognitive attributes importance results were presented.
Hair et al. (2006) recommended that a sample size of approximately 350 and factor
loadings greater than ± 0.30 should be considered as significant. In addition, a 0.50
loading Implies that 25% of the variance is explained by the factor (Hair et al.,
2006). In this study, therefore, VARIMAX considered the factor loadings of ± 0.50
for 20 variables as significant, but one variable Moderately costly) were less than
0.50 loading. Each factor was subsequently renamed in accordance with the
construct that they represented. The three factors were respectively named as
follows1) Destination Infrastructure and Service: - It was found that the variables
Good café and restaurant (mean= 6.54) Suitable accommodation (mean=
6.73), Medical facilities (mean =6.34), Shopping facilities (mean=6.21),
connectivity (mean= 5.89), supporting infrastructure at the destinations
(mean=6.01) location were highest loaded and explained the 34.48
percentages of variance. This factor consists of all the variables that are
generally focused on the infrastructures and the various facilities and
services are provided and created by the government and private
stakeholders at the destination. The mean values have shown that the
respondents rated very important to these destination attributes except
shopping facilities which also having tendency to somewhat likely to
important.
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Table I- Factor Analysis of Destination Importance Attributes
Factor (S)
Alpha Factor Eigen Variance Communalities Mean
loading values Explained
(%)
1. Destination Infrastructure .79
and services
Good café and restaurants
Suitable accommodation
Medical facilities
Shopping facilities
Connectivity Location
Supporting infrastructure at the
destination
2. Destinations motivations
See it to believe that such mass .78
violence happened
To make the violence real for me
Places for walking/tramping
Leisure and adventure activities
Scenic beauty
Cultural experience
Local sightseeing
Emotional experience
.82
3. Safety and Security
Safety and security of the visitors
Crowd management
Local police participation
Safe walk around and
entertainment
Helping local community
Total variance explained

4.16

34.48
.822
.796
.932
.920
.823
.866

.890
.832
.830
.828
.734
.702
.898
.843

2.78

24.72

.788
.756
.698
.676
.656
.587

.775
.655

6.23
6.34

.802
.656

5.43
5.78
5.98
6.12
5.46
6.02

.573
.755
.663
.798
1.99

6.54
6.73
6.34
6.21
5.89
6.01

11.21

.867
.843
.797
.765
.654

.845
.689
.784
.689
.622

6.22
6.12
5.99
6.00
6.11

70.41

Principle Component Analysis with Varimax Rotation
2) Destination motivations : - The variables in this factor were highest loaded
on “See it to believe that such mass violence happened (mean = 6.23), To
make the violence real for me (mean = 6.34), Places for
walking/tramping(mean=5.43), Leisure and adventure activities(mean=
5.78), Scenic beauty (mean=5.98), Cultural experience (mean=6.12), Local
sightseeing (mean=5.46), emotional experience (mean=6.02 ) and which
also rated very important by the respondent. The 24.72 percent of variance
was explained by this factor. The mean values of all the variables depicted
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that the respondents were agreed on the various motivational attributes of
the destinations.
3) Safety and security: - The variables Safety and security of the visitors
(Mean=6.83), Crowd management (mean=6.26 ), Safety and security (mean
=6.80), Local police participation (mean= ), Safe walk around and
entertainment (mean= 6.00) and Helping local community (mean=6.11)
were highest loaded and rated very important by the respondents , This
factor explained the 11.21 percentage of total variance
Table II- Importance and Performance Analysis of the selected violence Prone
Destinations
Variables

Shopping facilities
Suitable accommodation
Medical facilities
Good café and restaurants
Connectivity
Location
Supporting infrastructure at the
destination
See it to believe that such mass
violence happened
To make the violence real for me
Places for walking/tramping
Leisure and adventure activities
Local sightseeing
emotional experience
Scenic beauty
Cultural experience
Crowd management
Helping local community
Local police participation
Safe walk around and entertainment
Safety and security of the visitors
Grand mean
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Importance
Mean values

Mean
Performance
Mean values difference

6.46
6.66
6.23
6.26
6.52
6.26

5.64
5.41
4.62
4.71
5.14
4.91

0.82
1.25
1.61
1.55
1.78
1.35

6.49

4.84

1.65

6.13
6.25
4.96
6.12
6.13
6.25
6.46

5.16
4.93
4.35
4.61
4.89
4.87
5.78

0.96
1.32
0.78
1.23
1.14
1.30
0.61

6.49
6.25
6.49
6.46
6.37
6.44
6.28

5.30
5.16
5.47
5.60
5.29
5.42
5.10

1.19
1.09
1.01
0.85
1.07
1.32
1.19
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Table Four Factor Importance performance Analysis
Factor
Importance Kashmir
Assam
Sri- lanka
(Performance) (performance) (Performance)
(1) Destination
6.5
5.3
3.9
4.8
infrastructure
(2) Destination
6.9
5.1
4.3
4.3
motivations
(3) Safety and security 6.3
5.2
4.9
5.0
Grand mean
6.5
4.04
3.2
3.5
The mean factor scores for attributes and performance perceived performance from
each destination are presented in table 3, these factors were applied to IPA matrix
which is highlighted in figure 1A. The Y axis crosshair is plotted at the grand mean of
all the destinations performance (5.21) while the X axis crosshair is plotted at the
grand mean for attribute Importance (5.23).the first letter of each destination, along
with the factor number has been used to code each point.
The mean factor scores for attributes and performance perceived performance from
each destination are presented in table no 4.7.2 these factors were applied to IPA
matrix which is highlighted in figure 4A. The Y axis crosshair is plotted at the grand
mean of all the destinations performance (6.56) while the X axis crosshair is plotted
at the grand mean for attribute Importance (4.04).the first letter of each destination,
along with the factor number has been used to code each point.
The first letter of each destination along with the factor number has been used to
code each data point. For example in quadrant first K1 stands for Kashmir and 1
stand for destination infrastructure. Similarly all the others factors and first name of
the destinations were plotted refer Figure 1A.
Distinctive positions were identified for two destinations the first is Kashmir on
factor one called destination Infrastructure “Good café and restaurant, Suitable
accommodation, Medical facilities, Shopping facilities, connectivity, supporting
infrastructure at the destinations location”. It has achieved first rank on the factor (refer
figure 1A) another destination i.e. Assam ranked first on factor “safety and security”
is ranked first and the destination “Sri Lanka” also ranked first on safety and security.
And the other dimensions were perceived to perform strongly on factor third which
features the attributes “safety and security, crowd management, local peoples'
participation, Safe walk around and entertainment, helping local community with
dominant position.
As we can see that in quadrant ii where high importance and high performance has
seen Kashmir is leading than others destinations although there is mean difference
more than one so the destination marketers can relay work on these factors in order
to positioned the image of the destination in their mind.
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Figure I- A, Importance Performance Analyses
Likewise, in other case Sri Lanka it found that the importance level on the three
factors were high as compare to performance on the three factors like destination
Infrastructure (S1) destination Motivation (S2) and safety and security (S3).
Therefore by finding the low performance on to some extent, having a tendency
towards the somewhat performing on these factors. The destination marketers
generally can work on these factors, especially the various destination motivations
and destination infrastructure like good café and restaurants, suitable
accommodation should be built and of course connectivity and transportation
infrastructure must be created.
In case of Assam where high performance found as compare low performance or
neutral side given by respondents generally leads to have mean difference even more
than two on some of the variables. So it leaves the implications for the destination
marketers and stakeholders to concern about the safety and security of the tourists,
active participation by the local people and police at the destination should come
forward and take the various initiatives for ensuring the safety of the visitors. They
must develop the sufficient destination motivations and attributes and destinations
infrastructure like hotels motels and restaurants. Hence, the hypothesis of the study
regarding the perception of the tourist on the destination importance and
performance attributes is validated means there exists a significant difference on
terms of importance and performance of the destination attributes across the
selected destinations.
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Table III- Brand Image Across the Destinations
Variables
Kashmir
Assam
Image
Image
mean
mean
values
Values
Being safe for me & my family
4.05
4.95
Emotional experience
5.10
4.00
comfortable weather
6.50
5.60
Moderately costly
6.05
5.76
Diverse & unique customs/culture
6.29
5.95
Friendliness of locals
6.01
6.09
Historic Sites & Museums
4.00
5.85
Nightlife & Entertainment available
3.60
5.98
Different & Varied varieties
3.95
6.0
of cuisines
Scenic Beauty & natural Attractions
6.25
5.90
Sports Facilities & Activities available
6.22
4.80
Shopping & Leisure Activities
6.42
5.50
Adventure activities
6.32
6.14
Comfortable & Clean Accommodation
5.10
4.50
Tourist Information & Support
6.30
4.90

Sri Lanka
(Image
mean
Values )
5.20
5.10
5.40
6.20
6.25
6.23
6.40
6.02
6.35
6.22
4.90
6.60
4.02
5.01
6.35

Refer table no 4, It was found that the respondents were perceived highly agree
(5.20), Assam (6.23) on being safe for me and my family ; Sri Lanka (5.10) and
Kashmir (5.10) on emotional experience, Kashmir (6.29) and Assam (6.25) on
diverse unique culture, Kashmir (6.50) and Assam (5.40) on comfortable
weather, Kashmir (6.25) and Sri Lanka (6.22) on Scenic beauty and natural
attractions, Kashmir (6.22) and Sri Lanka (4.90) on Sports facilities and activities
Available; Kashmir (6.32) and Assam (6.14) on Adventure activities, Kashmir
(5.10) and Assam (5.01) on Comfortable and clean Accommodation and last ,
(6.35) Sri Lanka and Kashmir (6.30) on tourists information and support were
rated very important in creating the image in the mind of the tourists.
Table IV- Likelihood of visiting each Destination
Destinations
N
Mean
S.D
Sri lanka
3000
5.0
1.5
Kashmir
3000
5.0
1.5
Assam
3000
4.9
1.5
As we can see from the table 4, the leadership positions of Sri Lanka and Kashmir is
the reflected in the results for respondents stated likelihood of visiting each
destination. it can be seen that Sri Lanka (mean value = 5.0) and Kashmir (5.0)
perform strongest for this item, again consistent with IPA and affect performances.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The main objectives of the present study were to identify the underlying factors on
the basis of which tourist perceptions are developed; study how tourists perceive
competing destinations; to compare the existing destinations in terms of
performance and importance to the travelers; to undertake the positioning analysis
to understand the destinations image in the minds of the tourists and to study the
likelihood of tourists visiting the competing destinations. In this study, there were
three violence prone destinations was taken, two at national level like Jammu and
Kashmir, Assam and Colombo, SriLanka at International level.
As far as the perception of tourists is concerned regarding the various destinations,
on these attributes the findings of the Kashmir was suggested that the variables
having one or more than one mean difference are see it to believe that such mass
violence happened, Good café and restaurants, location, local sightseeing,
emotional experience and others variables like crowd management and helping local
community are having mean difference more than one. It means that the destination
marketers and government authorities should consider these variables in order to
make holidays memorable for the tourists. In fact they should do this by improving
and working on these variables they can make the tourists to stay for longer period of
time. They should create all types of accommodation in order to meet the demand
and develop the various means of transportations like railways road taxis etc for
achieving the accessibility of the destinations etc. The influx of the tourists at the
destinations and public areas like railways airports, historical sites and pilgrimage
sites should be streamlined and there is need to make some arrangements in order to
maintain the carrying capacity and safe and smooth functioning of the destinations.
Safety and security generally greatly influenced especially in Jammu and Kashmir so
peace through tourism should be considered and lot of image building exercises
must be carried out by the state tourism department and on the central government
as well, although the normalcy is coming a lot of tourist have been coming in
Kashmir valley but still people have fear and concerned about the safety and security
for themselves.
Similarly, in Assam In India, the variables like Good café and Restaurants, Medical
facilities, Connectivity, Suitable of accommodation, medical facilities, supporting
infrastructure at the destination, local police participation (1.32) were having huge
mean difference and the variables like others also having almost mean difference one
were crowd management and helping local community, taking violence and places
for walking and tramping. Had mean difference from 1 to almost 3 or tendency
towards four too. It means there was a huge difference in perception of the
respondents in terms of the variables they considered important and performance of
these variables as far as the destination was concerned. It means there are
implications for the DMO's and Government authorities to consider these variables
in order to make the short break holidays memorable for the tourists not even for a
short break but also look for longer period of time they should create all types of
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accommodation in order to meet the demand of the everyone and the various snow
sports and other adventures sports camps and games should be organized. The local
community participation and helping attitude should be encouraged by the local
authorities. The tourists' information centers should come forward to help the
tourists in providing the appropriate and required information. The number of the
tourists at the destinations and public areas like railways, airports, historical sites and
pilgrimage sites should be avoided and there is need to make some arrangements in
order to maintain the carrying Capacity smooth functioning of the destinations.
They must try to encourage tourists to experience the local culture and traditions by
conducting the art fairs on a regular basis within the state or region.
Likewise from Sri Lanka the variables were having highest mean differences between
the perceptions of respondents, Location. Supporting infrastructure at the
destination (mean difference, safety and security of the visitors, leisure and
adventure activities, local participation, Emotional experience, safe walk and
around, local police participation, crowd management were having more than one
mean difference in the means of performance and importance. Therefore the large
mean difference (more than one) leaves the implications for the destination
marketers and local bodies to consider these variables in order to make the tourists
satisfied and provide them a variety of hotel accommodation and other
infrastructures like building of the cafes and restaurants good roads and
administration of the region must organize some adventure sports activities at this
particular destination.
Distinctive positions were identified for two destinations the first is Kashmir on
factor one called 'Destination Infrastructure' “Good café and restaurant, Suitable
accommodation, Medical facilities, Shopping facilities, connectivity, supporting
infrastructure at the destinations location”. It has achieved the first rank on the
factor, another destination i.e. Assam ranked first on factor “safety and security” is
ranked first and the destination “Sri Lanka” also ranked first on safety and security.
And the other dimensions were perceived to perform strongly on factor third which
features the attributes “safety and security, crowd management, local people
participation, Safe walk around and entertainment, helping local community with
dominant position.
As we can see that in quadrant ii, where high importance and high performance has
seen Kashmir is leading than others destinations, although there is mean difference
more than one so the destination marketers can relay work on these factors in order
to positioned the image of the destination in their mind.
Likewise, in other case Sri Lanka, it found that the importance level of the three
factors were high as compare to performance on the three factors like destination
Infrastructure (S1) destination Motivation (S2) and safety and security (S3).
Therefore, by finding the low performance on to some extent, having a tendency
towards the somewhat performing on these factors. The destination marketers
generally can work on these variables of the factors like Good café and restaurant,
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Suitable accommodation, Medical facilities, Shopping facilities, connectivity,
supporting infrastructure at the destinations especially the various destination
motivations and destination infrastructure like good café and restaurants by the
local stakeholders and others foreign chains as well, suitable accommodation should
be built by the Indian hotels and others as well. The connectivity of the place really
plays a vital role in any destinations so therefore the roads and efficient means of
transportations infrastructure must be created. The frequents services of buses,
coaches railways and air flights etc. should be there.
In case of Assam where high performance found as compare low performance or
neutral side given by respondents generally leads to have mean difference even more
than two on some of the variables. So it leaves the implications for the destination
marketers and stakeholders to concern about the safety and security of the tourists,
active participation by the local people and police at the destination should come
forward and take the various initiatives for ensuring the safety of the visitors. They
must develop the sufficient destination motivations like “preservation of violence
happened sites that really motivates to visitor to see and want to have an emotional
experience by the visitor. The places for walk around in like river bank or path
around the parks and wildlife, etc. must be created and developed so that the visitor
can enjoy at the destination.
Effective positioning requires a succinct, focused and consistent massage,
positioning analysis requires as understanding of how a destination is perceived
performing on attributes deemed important to the target, relative to the
competition. Therefore, positioning a multi attributed destination in dynamic and
heterogeneous markets presents a significant challenge for DMO's. Two important
implications of the positioning theory confront the destination marketers. First
which destination attributes should feature in positioning campaign and which
should be omitted. Second the research requirement to analyze the position held in
the range of different markets and travel contexts. Of interest to stakeholders are
likely to be prohibitive. Therefore, would one succinct and focused positioning
theme consistently meet the needs of all target markets?
This investigation of the position held by a competitive set of destinations in India
especially Kashmir in the northern and Assam in the eastern states and Sri Lanka a
small country located adjacent to southern part of India features a comparison of
cognitive and affective positioning techniques. It is suggested that these techniques
offer a practical solution to the challenges faced by destination marketers.
Destination Marketers are faced with the challenges of indentifying one or few
features from their diverse and multi attributed product and services that could be
developed by the DMO's to differentiate their destination in meaning full way to
consumers. Very few studies have been carried out on affective positioning of the
destination.
Conceptually the alignment of the factor on the IPA and affective responses grid
provides an alternative option for the destination positioning analysis. The
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extension of the IPA technique to incorporate dimensions derived from factor
analysis has contributed to an enhanced understanding of the suitability of the IPA
for destination positioning analysis. The third objective of the study was to compare
the existing destinations in terms of performance and importance to the travellers.
It was found out that factors 1 (Destination Infrastructure) and 2 (Destination
motivations) were considered by majority of the respondents as high importance
factors and factors 3 (Safety and security) were considered as moderate to low
importance factors. Kashmir and Sri Lanka as a destination were observed to be
performing very highly on all the four factors irrespective of the fact that what degree
of importance the tourist gave to them. Assam was performing to some extent
highly on factors 1, abut was performing lowly on high importance factor 1 because
of which few of the tourists was dissatisfied with the destination and was turning
away from this destination.
Thus, we can see that Kashmir and Sri Lanka are the high performing destinations
on the various factors identified by our study. Thus the factor analytic IPA an
affective responses matrix proved effective in identifying the positions of the
competitive set of the five destinations. While the northern part of India in travel
context is acknowledged the dimensions of short break destination attractiveness
may be of interest to destination market researchers in others regions too.
The final objective was to study the likelihood of tourists visiting the competing
destinations. The leadership positions of Sri Lanka and Kashmir is the reflected in
the results for respondents stated likelihood of visiting each destination. it can be
seen that Sri Lanka (mean value = 5.0) and Kashmir (5.0) perform strongest for this
item, again consistent with IPA and affect performances.
LIMITATION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Given the emergence of destination positioning especially for violence prone the
lack of research reported in the tourism literature, there is clearly a need for more in
depth analyses of the characteristics of this type of holiday/motivational activity. In
particular, the following are proposed:
? There must be an exploration of the relationship between perception, stated
intent to visit and actual travel.
? An investigation of significance of others types of purpose/opinions available
other than by car or other modes of transportation, such as domestic and
International air packages and;
? An investigation into polices of regional tourism offices destination marketing
such as how positioned tradeoffs are made would aid understanding of effective
process and inhibitors to best practices.
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Abstract
Corporate Governance (CG) and Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) have emerged as important dimensions of the long term
sustainability of the firms as these regulate commitment and adoption of
ethical practices by the firms in their businesses. This study explores CG
and CSR in hospitality industry in India as this is an emerging sector
likely to see balanced growth by adoption of sustainable business
practices. This paper examines the practice of CG and CSR through
content analysis in the 10 largest market capitalization based listed
Hotels in India. The study uses secondary data of various public reports
and covers time frame of 5 years (2009-10 to 2013-14). Guidelines
issued by Ministry of Corporate Affairs (09 parameters) for CSR and
broad norms for CG are used as benchmark to analyze the practice of
CG and CSR. The study reveals that on CG front almost all the hotels
studied lack vigil mechanism and many do not have whistle blower
policy. The situation of CSR reporting is not very encouraging and a few
companies have a CSR policy.
Keywords: Corporate governance, corporate social responsibility,
business sustainability, hospitality industry, hotels.
INTRODUCTION
The principles of sustenance of companies have changed with the changing
environment. Before the evolution of the principles of corporate governance and
corporate social responsibility, focus of the companies was on productivity,
employees and customers and their impacts on larger external environment was not
a serious matter of concern. Now the impact on environment has become one of the
main determinants of their success when environmental benchmarking has become
almost mandatory. The working of the firms is influenced by legislations and
regulations on one hand and social communities, pressure groups etc. on the other.
The legislation influences through corporate governance regulations and pressure
groups through corporate social responsibility. This paper is an attempt to
understand the different actions and decisions of the firm influenced by corporate
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Governance (CG) and Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR).
Corporate governance is a formal structure for good corporate citizenship with the
main aim of ensuring stakeholders interest in the business. Financial failures of
corporations such as Enron, Lehman Brothers and World.Com in the United
States, Satyam in India, brought about the importance of good corporate
governance to limelight. CSR is a reflection of company's conscience and its
commitment towards different social groups for long term sustainability. CG norms
and CSR (sustainability practices) differ from each other though, important and
indispensible for the businesses. CG norms and CSR practices vary across the
industries, locations and sectors. This paper analyses the scenario in Indian
Hotels.The discussion of this paper is divided into four sections: review of
mandatory and non mandatory norms of CG and CSR, research methodology,
content analyses of the CG and CSR practices by the selected hotels for the five years
period of 2009-14; and findings based on content analysis.
Corporate Governance
Corporate governance is a mechanism by which the firms are directed and
controlled, enhancing and creating long-term sustainable value for the stakeholders
through ethically driven business practices. It is about commitment to values, ethical
business conduct by making a clear cut distinction between personal and corporate
funds in the management of a company. Corporate Governance aims at fairness,
enhances transparency, ensures accountability and fixes responsibility in the
functioning of the company with the ultimate objective of realizing and enhancing
shareholders' values.
Evolution of Corporate Governance
The term “corporate governance” came into use during the 1980s as the general
principles by which businesses and management of companies were directed,
managed and controlled. The evolution of the company form of firms which
separated the ownership and management raised various issues related to the
conduct of the affairs of the company. The corporate scandals added to the
realization that there should be a system to regulate the affairs and the actions of the
companies. Year 1992 was a landmark in the history of corporate governance when
first time a formal Code of Practices was given by Cadbury Committee in US. After
Cadbury committee report, many committees were formed all over the world to
address the various issues related to Corporate Governance. Greenbury Report
(1995), Hampel Report (1998), Combined Code (1998) were also based on the
guiding principles of Cadbury Committee. The Sarbanes-Oxley legislation (USA)
and the OECD principles of corporate governance are perhaps the best-known
among these.
Corporate Governance in India
Various scams and scandals in India and other parts of Asia raised the concern for the
formal structure of reporting and disclosures by the corporate but the Indian
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corporate sectors witnessed the reforms in 1990's. The most important development
in the field of corporate governance and investor protection in India has been the
establishment of the Securities and Exchange Board of India in 1992. In 1996 a
committee chaired by Rahul Bajaj came up with Confederation of Indian Industry
code for desirable corporate governance. Confederation of Indian Industries issued
voluntary Code of Corporate Governance in 1998 which initiated the formation of
committees. The CG guidelines by the Confederation of Indian Industry are more
or less based on report of Cadbury Committee (1992) in the UK. Inspired by the
Cadbury Committee Report, the committees were formed in India by
Confederation of Indian Industry, the Securities and Exchange Board of India
(SEBI) and the Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industry (ASSOCHAM).
In 2000, Kumar Mangalam Birla committee and in 2003, Narayana Murthy
committee submitted their reports for corporate governance. These committees
have the maximum impact on changing the corporate governance in India mainly
regarding code for corporate Governance. These three committees have given norms
related to creditor's rights, shareholder's rights, special disclosure for initial public
offering, transparency in financial dealings and appointing Board of Directors.
Recommendations of Birla committee were implemented through the enactment of
clause 49 of the listing agreements. Clause 49 was further changed in response to
Murthy Committee's report in 2003. The changes were related to board
composition, audit committees, CEO/CFO certification, and disclosure of
information to the shareholders. Presently, Clause 49 is divided into eight sections
dealing with the Corporate Governance Report, Board of Directors, Remuneration,
Shareholders, Management, Board Procedures, Audit Committee and Compliance.
Corporate Social Responsibility
Corporate Social Responsibility is concerned with affecting meaningfully the lives
of the communities around and in the ecosystem in which a company operates its
business.CSR related to the ethical and responsible conduct of the operations of the
corporate that enables it to pitch in to the social and economic welfare of the
communities. CSR is a duty of the corporate of highest integrity and ethics that
results in practices that are sustainable and generate real value for stakeholders and
society at large. It is an application of high environmental and social standards to
support a sustainable future by use of resources and world-class green practices and
rests on the three principles of Sustainability, Transparency and Accountability.
Evolution of Corporate Social Responsibility
Corporate Social Responsibility is not a new concept. Religion and charity were the
two mediums which accelerated the growth of Corporate Social Responsibility in
the pre- industrialized period. This was the time when Temples, Schools and various
public related constructions were done by the business houses as a part of charity.
The concept of CSR became more prominent in 1970s and by the last decade of
twentieth century it became more formal way of getting engaged in the development
of the weaker and deprived sections of the society.
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Corporate Social Responsibility in India
India has a rich history since the time of Kautilya when the philosophers have
preached and promoted the adoption of ethical practices in conducting the affairs of
the businesses. Many Indian ancient literatures such as Valmiki Ramayana, the
Mahabharata and the Puranas cited the concept. Indian regulators and corporate
sector has also realized that the success of business is not possible without the
development of the society. After getting the suggestions from various sections of the
society and keeping in view the prevalent Corporate Social Responsibility practices
worldwide Ministry of Corporate Affairs has issued Corporate Social Responsibility
Voluntary Guidelines 2009 highlighting the main areas where the corporate need to
concentrate while conducting the business. Ministry of Corporate Affairs in its
Companies Act 2013, section 135 (1) (effective from 1st April 2014) has enforced
CSR by making it a mandatory requirement for the companies to report its CSR
activities. The companies having net worth of 500 crore or more or turnover of 1000
crore or more or Net profit of 5 crore or more in any financial year have to spend 2%
of their net profit on CSR related activities or to explain why they cannot do so.
They are also required to constitute a Corporate Social Responsibility Committee
for implementation of CSR activities of the company.
Relationship between Corporate Governance and CSR
Corporate Governance and CSR are like the two sides of the same coin. They
complement each other and are part of structured corporate governance. It had now
been accepted that the firm cannot survive in the long run if it keeps society aloof of
its activities. Sir Adrian Cadbury, 2002 remarked that: 'The broadest way of
defining social responsibility is to say that the continued existence of companies is
based on an implied agreement between business and society' and that 'the essence of
the contract between society and business is that companies shall not pursue their
immediate profit objectives at the expense of the longer-term interests of the
community'. CSR was traditionally related to charity and philanthropy but now the
focus has changed model which recognizes the participation of the stakeholders. The
two main theories of Corporate Governance agency theory and stakeholders theory
fixes the responsibility of the directors to remain accountable and be ensure
participation of stakeholders in decision making. Now the aware and the
knowledgeable community is raising their concerns for the various social and
environmental concerns for stakeholders. Both the concepts have their premises on
the ethical and responsible business practices. The outcome of the both is also same
which increases the confidence of the stakeholders, credibility and the image of the
business. In India CSR is a matter of self governance, whereas corporate governance
is more regulated and structured form of mechanism working in India when
compared to CSR. The outcomes of corporate governance and CSR are the same.
. Strong brand image and reputation of the company.
. More transparency in the financial and non financial practices of the company.
Improvement in the confidence and relationship with the stakeholders.
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.If the various provisions of corporate governance are studied it shows that the
interest of the various stakeholders is protected by these provisions. Sometimes it
becomes difficult to separate the two concepts as it seems like CSR is the extended
version of stewardship theory which acclaims the participation of the shareholders in
the decisions of the company. Akerstrom (2009) quoted that CSR is an extended
model of CG and therefore in order to be successful in its CSR program, a firm must
be successful in its CG.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The growing body of knowledge on CSR and CG suggest that both are interrelated
and dependent on each other as they are based on the same principles. Jamali (2006)
commented that firms cannot only be the contributor to the global economy but as
they grow they have to look after the interest of the various stakeholders. The
objectives are not different but are complimentary to each other as they complement
in realizing each other's goal. The framework for CSR is not well defined whereas
Corporate Governance is more formal and structured. (Lawrence E Mitchell,2007).
As said by Strandberg (2005) that both the concept talks of the same values and
therefore, the corporate should start looking beyond the objective of profit
maximization. CG is concerned with the internal management and best practices
whereas CSR deals with the external aspect related to the environment in which the
business is operated. The interest parties related to both the aspects will be taken care
of if the firm frames a structure of CSR (Akerstrom,2009). CG is a wider term which
lay down a structure for formal and informal relationship between all the
stakeholders. The outcomes of such relationship relate to the society in general
(Shleifer and Vishny, 1997). As the businesses are provided with the resources for its
growth and sustainability, they are also responsible towards the stakeholders
(MacMillan et al., 2004). The concept of Corporate Governance and CSR has been
helpful for many as they measure the performance of their suppliers on the basis of
this initiative.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
CSR initiatives by the corporate are not mandatory in India although Clause 49 in
Listing Agreement of SEBI has laid down certain mandatory and non- mandatory
provisions for the disclosure of CG practices by the listed companies. The aim of this
paper is twofold: one is to briefly explain the norms related to CG and CSR in India;
and second is to compare CG and CSR practices of the 10 selected listed hotels in
India.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A descriptive research is initiated through content analysis. The purpose is to study
CG and CSR practices in the listed hotels in India using secondary data collected
from the Annual Reports of the Companies.
Population and sample-The population consist of all listed hotels companies in
India. There are 57 listed Hotels in India which are either listed with Bombay Stock
Exchange or National Stock Exchange. A sample of 10 companies was selected for
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comprehensive and purposeful conclusions and this is 20 percent sample is
considered adequate for useful inferences. The selected hotels are top ten listed
Hotels in India (Listed in Stock Exchange) in terms of market capitalization. The
study is conducted for a period of 5 years (2009-10 to 2013-14). The source of data
collection is secondary (Annual Reports, Corporate Governance Reports, CSR
Reports). An Indictor table has been constructed to study the various CSR and
Corporate Governance practices.
Data-Annual Reports for the 10 listed hotels were accessed from the websites. The
10 hotels were: The Indian Hotels Company Limited, EIH Limited, Mahindra
Holidays and Resorts India Limited, India Tourism Development Corporation,
Hotel Leela Ventures Limited, Oriental Hotels Limited, Speciality Restaurants
Limited, Sterling Holiday Resorts (India) Limited, Taj GVK Hotels and Resorts
Limited and EIH Associated Hotels Limited.
Research techniques Used- Cross tabulation, bar diagram are used to present the
data. Data analysis followed the descriptive content analysis method. As defined by
Jose and Lee (2007) content analysis is a technique for making inferences by
objectively and systematically identifying specified characteristics of messages. The
secondary data on eight parameters of CG and nine parameters of CSR is collected
for the selected hotels.
Corporate Governance Performance
First the data was compared of 10 companies on the various categories of corporate
governance reporting as per the clause 49 of listing agreement of SEBI. The table 1
gives the details of the companies on the reporting.
Table I- CG Performance Report
Year/
CG
items

Compen CEO
sation
and MD
disclosure are
different

Chairma CEO/
Whistle Vigil
n is a
CFO
Blower Mech.
Non
Certifica Policy
executive tion
director
1. THE INDIAN HOTELS COMPANY LIMITED
2009-10
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
2010-11
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
2011-12
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
2012-13
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
2013-14
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
2. EIH LIMITED
2009-10
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
2010-11
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
2011-12
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
2012-13
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
2013-14
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No

Audit
Related
Commit Party
tee
Transaction

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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3. MAHINDRA HOLIDAYS AND RESORTS INDIA LIMITED
2009-10
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
2010-11
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
2011-12
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
2012-13
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
2013-14
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
4. INDIA TOURISM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION LIMITED
2009-10
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
2010-11
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
2011-12
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
2012-13
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
2013-14
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
5. HOTEL LEELA VENTURES LIMITED
2009-10
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
2010-11
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
2011-12
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
2012-13
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
2013-14
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
6. ORIENTAL HOTELS LIMITED
2009-10
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
2010-11
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
2011-12
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
2012-13
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
2013-14
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
7. SPECIALITY RESTAURANT LIMITED
2009-10
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
2010-11
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
2011-12
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
2012-13
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
2013-14
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
8. STERLING HOLIDAY RESORTS (INDIA) LIMITED
2009-10
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
2010-11
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
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Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

As shown in the Figure 1, CG disclosures related to Compensation (Remuneration),
Audit Committees and Related Party Transactions are very importing from the
reporting point of view for all hotels. The figure also shows that the least reported
governance issue was Vigil Mechanism and Whistle Bowler Policy.
The aggregated view of number of companies reporting on each parameter of
corporate governance is presented in Table 2.
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Table II- Number of companies reporting on the Corporate Governance
Year/ CG Compe CEO and
items
nsation MD are
disclosu different
re
2009-10
10
8
2010-11
10
8
2011-12
10
8
2012-13
10
8
2013-14
10
9

Chairman CEO/CFO Whistle Vigil Audit
Related
is a Non Certificatio Blower Mech. Committee Party
executive n
Policy
Transaction
director
8
8
5
1
10
10
8
8
5
1
10
10
8
8
5
1
10
10
8
8
5
1
10
10
8
8
5
1
10
10

As shown in figure 1, none of the companies reported on all the 08 items of
corporate governance. 3 companies reported on 7 items (Co 1, Co 6 and Co. 8) and
6 companies reporting on 6 items ( Co. 3, Co.4, Co.5,Co.7, Co.9 and Co. 10). 1
company (Co. 2) reported on only 4 items of corporate governance. If we look at the
individual company tables we will find that all the five years (2009-10 to 2013-14)
the reporting pattern of the companies remained same. Number of items reported
and the reported items also remains the same. The annual reports also show that
there is no major change in the CEO and MD positions of the companies. The
person holdings the positions keep on holding it without any change. Same is the
composition of the board of the companies.
All the companies have reported on the compensation given to their board along
with the remuneration to their executive and non executive directors, the companies
have also elaborately disclosed their Audit Committees and its composition. Related
party transactions also discussed keeping in view the requirement of the regulations.
Generally the promoters of the company are its Chairman and at the same time they
hold the position of the Managing Director. Duality of the chair is seen in 2
companies. The majority of the companies are not having any whistle blower policy
and vigil mechanism system.

Campiness

Figure I- Company by company reporting on corporate governance
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Corporate Social Responsibility
The data was compared of 10 hotels on the voluntary guidelines of corporate social
responsibility reporting as given by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs. The table
below gives the details of the companies on the reporting. The tables 3, 4 and 5 and
figure 2 give the details of the company on reporting.
Table III-Number of companies reporting on the Corporate Social Responsibility.
Financial Code Safe Efficient Corporate Respect Environm Resposnible Equitable Value
Year
of
goods Workforce Sustainab- and
ental
manner
Develop- to
conduct and Cost
ility
promote Initiatives
ment
the
services Managemhuman
customers
ent
rights
2009-10
8
6
6
7
1
7
3
7
3
2010-11
8
6
6
7
1
7
3
7
3
2011-12
8
6
6
7
1
7
3
7
3
2012-13
8
6
6
7
1
7
3
7
3
2013-14
8
6
6
7
1
7
3
7
3

Table IV- Company wise reporting on Corporate Social Responsibility
Financial The Indian EIH Mahindra India
Hotel Leela Oriental Taj GVK EIH
Year
Hotels Co. Limited Holidays and Tourism
Ventures Hotels Hotels and Associa ted
Ltd
Resorts India Development Limited Limited Resorts Ltd. Hotels
Ltd.
Corporation
Limited
2009-10
8
6
7
4
3
5
6
7
2010-11
8
6
7
4
3
5
6
7
2011-12
8
6
7
4
3
5
6
7
2012-13
8
6
7
4
3
5
6
7
2013-14
8
6
7
4
3
5
6
7

Figure II- Corporate Social Responsibility reporting by the companies.
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Table V- CSR Practice Report
Financia Code Safe
l Year
of
goods
conduct and
services

Efficient Corpora Respect Enviro Respos Equitable Value to
Workfor te
and
nmental nible Developm the
ce Cost Sustaina promote Initiati manner ent
customers
Manage bility
human ves
ment
rights
1. THE INDIAN HOTELS COMP ANY LIMITED
2009-10 Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
2010-11 Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
2011-12 Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
2012-13 Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
2013-14 Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
2. EIH LIMITED
2009-10 Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
2010-11 Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
2011-12 Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
2012-13 Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
2013-14 Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
3. MAHINDRA HOLIDAYS AND RESORTS INDIA LIM ITED
2009-10 Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
2010-11 Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
2011-12 Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
2012-13 Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
2013-14 Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
4. INDIA TOURISM DEVELOPMENT C ORPORATION
2009-10 Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
2010-11 Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
2011-12 Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
2012-13 Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
2013-14 Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
5. HOTEL LEELA VENTURES LIMITED
2009-10 Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
2010-11 Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
2011-12 Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
2012-13 Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
2013-14 Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
6. ORIENTAL HOTELS LIMITED
2009-10 Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Ye s
No
Yes
Yes
2010-11 Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
2011-12 Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
2012-13 Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
2013-14 Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
7. SPECIALITY RESTUARANTS LIMITED – No reporting on CSR initiatives.
8. STERLING HOLIDAY RESORTS (INDIA) LIMITED - No reporting on CSR initiatives.
9. TAJ GVK HOTELS AND RESORTS LIMITED
2009-10 Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
2010-11 Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
2011-12 Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
2012-13 Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
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2013-14 Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
10. EIH ASSOCIATED HOTELS LIMITED
2009-10 Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
2010-11 Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
2011-12 Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
2012-13 Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
2013-14 Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No
No
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
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As it is clear from the Table 3, 4, 5 and Fig. 3 out of the 10 companies studied, only
08 have disclosed their CSR practices and initiatives. All the 08 companies have
reported on the Ist item related to the code of conduct. Although none of the
company has mentioned separately the code of conduct. It is assumed that Code of
conduct for CG and CSR are considered same by the companies. All the companies
have made the statement to adhere to the code but the code is not available in the
reports. It can be seen on the websites of the company. 06 companies reported on
safe goods and services. None of the companies have mentioned it in CSR report but
have shown it as a part of Management Discussion and Analysis. Efficient
Workforce Cost Management is also a part of CSR report for 02 companies
otherwise all the remaining companies have shown it as HR initiatives. 07
companies have reported on Corporate Sustainability and Equitable Development
of the community. Responsible business conduct and value to the customers is
reported by only 03 companies. Respect and promotion of Human Rights remained
the least reported item by the companies.

Figure IV- Corporate Social Responsibility reporting by companies

The above figure shows the reporting pattern of the companies. Only 08 out of 10
companies have disclosed their CSR practices. The reporting pattern shows that for
all the 05 years the patterns remains the same. The companies have followed the
same criteria for reporting. Co. 1 has reported on all the 8 items for all the 5 years.
Company also submits its Corporate Sustainability Report to United Nations
Global Compact on international guidelines given by Global Reporting Initiatives
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and UNGC. Co. 3 and Co. 10 has reported for 7 items in all the years. Although Co.
3 has also disclosed its five years sustainability roadmap. Co. 2 and Co. 9 has
reported on 6 items for all the 5 years. The CSR Committee was formed in Co.2 in
2012-13, but the company has not reported on the expenditures made as required
by the Companies Act 2013 Section 135 (1). Co. 4, Co. 5 and Co. 6 have reported
on 4, 3 and 5 items only for all the five years. The items reported remain the same for
all the three companies during the five year time period.
CONCLUSION
The result of CG reporting of the 10 top listed hotels in India shows the companies
have disclosed the items as there was a mandatory requirement to have CG report.
The reporting patterns remain the same over the years. The details also highlighted
that the committees' members also remained the same. The companies have kept on
reporting on the same items in the time period of five years. Even after the
amendment in the SEBI regulation in 2013-14 the disclosures by the companies has
not changed much. Almost all the companies lack in vigil mechanism system and
many do not have whistle blower policy. All the companies have very clearly
mentioned about the related party transactions, the composition of their Audit
committees and the compensation policy.
The situation of CSR reporting is not very encouraging. Except a few companies
most of the companies do not have a CSR policy. Some of them have mentioned
some of the initiatives taken by them but there seems a lack of direction. The details
show that the reporting pattern is more of a formality for many. Safe services, value
to the customer and business with responsibility are the issues which relate to social
indicators of CSR. These three issues were less addressed by the companies.
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Abstract
Though tourism represents nowadays a growing force that connect
diverse cultures and peoples worldwide, no less true is that hospitality is
dying. As never before, Europe is being interpolated by its lack of
tolerance and hospitality respecting to Middle East's migration. The war
on terror initiated by Washington, Islamic State, the civil war in Syria
are some of the problems that whip peoples and force them to look for
another better places. However, at the time Europe accepts these
migrants, terrorism instills the germen of fear which prompts a closure of
borders. Terrorism not only is undermining the notion of hospitality but
also closing the hermeneutic borders with the non-white others. As a
result of this, two types of mobilities surface. One signals to a financial
elite which is encouraged to fly towards exotic destinations while the
other is subject to immobility.
Keywords: Terrorism, hospitality, risk, fear, mobility, tourism.
INTRODUCTION
Europe has experienced a humanitarian crisis of thousands of exiles, refugees and
migrants coming from Middle East. Though some of them, hopeless of years of civil
wars, never would find dream-like world, they are at the doorstep of the Old
continent. The encounter between forced migrations and the lack of hospitality in
developed countries has widely discussed in specialized literature. However, there
was less attention given to the fact that under some conditions terrorism paved the
pathways for the advent of unfriendly reactions that affects the ways hospitality is
offered. At the time, European countries manifested their intention to open the
already-existent migratory barriers to Muslims (post Aylan´s death), Islamic State
announced that some loyal “jihadists” have successfully infiltrated within the
accepted flow of Muslims seeking asylum. This news not only jolted the public
opinion, but also placed the concept of hospitality under the lens of scrutiny. At
some extent, is terrorism responsible for the decline of hospitality?, or only its final
and polished product?.
In this essay-review, we explore the ways exaggerated risks perceptions may lead
towards the end of hospitality. In this respect, secularization accompanied with the
inflation of risk perception has prompted disorganization in the social ties that
affected the ways we connect with others. Mobilities become in a commodity or a
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sign of status only the privilege group exhibits.
Modern Capitalism
From Adam Smith to Maynard Keynes, the theme of poverty was central to
economy almost from its onset. The classical doctrine of economy understands that
there are losers and winners. How losers become in winners is the main concern of
economists worldwide. Capitalism as a cultural project evolved respecting to three
founding events, the discovery/conquest of Americas, breakthroughs in technology
and the advance of science that introduced a broader system of classification to
explain human experience (Heilbronner, 2011). Over decades, academicians and
pundits were wondering why some countries remained pours while others are
exorbitantly rich. Is capitalism a system that engenders asymmetry and inequality?,
or simply is the fear of certain elite to lose their privileges which leads societies to
chaos and moral decline?.
Although much has been written in this direction, some leading voices persisted in
the academic circles. The theory of ignorance postulates that international markets
have disruptions and failures. To what an extent, governments have the expertise to
face and resolve such glitches, the more success the economy. Whenever the marketled failures are not dully addressed, the risks of collapse are enhanced (Loasby, 1976;
Dove 1983; Reinert, 2007). Rather, other economists believe that culture plays a
crucial role by understanding why some nations embrace prosperity. Per this
viewpoint, there would be serious cultural pathologies as corruption or violence that
prevent governments to accept sustainable programs of development (Leff, 1964).
Whatever the case may be, even left-wind socialism has failed to justify why their
countries keep rich leaders living in a ghettoized society. These and other themes are
explored in the book Why Nation Fail, the origins of Power, prosperity and poverty,
recently released by Crown Business. Its authors, Daron Acemoglu & James A
Robinson reconsider the possibility that prosperity would be determined by the type
and quality of institution any society constructs. Two types of institutions are
coexisting in the diverse economic systems. The “extractive institution” signals to
great concentrations of power in a small minority, which exploits the resources of
society in its favor. These political institutions are based on non-democratic
governments and the lack of private property. On contrary, inclusive institutions
avoid to instill monopolies vesting the power in a broader way, renewing
administrations according to popular voting. Unable to extract the resources of
others, this model encourages the competence to strengthen the market. As a result
of this, wealth and prosperity must be inevitably reached by the citizenships
(Acemoglu & Robinson, 2012).
Here, the notion of “creative destruction” formulated by Schumpeter gives a hint.
Competition among stakeholders is not viable in atmosphere of oppression and
extreme centralization, simply because elite is frightened to loose the control and
power. Unless, as South Korea, the decision of politicians guided by US, to create
broader participative institutions can be implemented, growth is limited. This begs a
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great contradiction since hegemony of Us over Korean politics started with a coup de
etat. David Harvey has criticized the concept of “creative destruction” as the
epicenter of job insecurity as well as the advance of postmodernism. Just after the
Arab-Israeli war, and the resulted oil embargo, West realized its forms of energy
where seriously compromised by next generations. It implied a radical change which
went in forms of more decentralized economies, where knowledge and stability set
the pace to uncertainness and risk. The social ties not only weakened in view of
individualism, but also the fordist-scale production style declined (Harvey, 1989).
R Rajan, a pioneer in anticipating the financial crisis of 2008, contradicts the trust in
liberal markets as well as the dichotomy between extractive and inclusive political
states. The crisis shocked US and Europe a couple of years back, as a result of the
populist policies implemented by Bush´s administration to resolve the problem of
unjust wealth distribution. American workers are paid according to their
professional degree. For those who had the luck to go the university, possibilities to
gain better salaries are higher than those blue-collar workers. This evidenced that the
labor market had serious imbalances in view of low and high skilled workforce.
Instead of undermining the financial barriers of the current the education system
(universities), Bush started important financial reformations in order for pour
families to gain loans with minimum requirements. Much of the affordable money
at the market was used by ordinary people for buying houses (Rajan, 2010).
However, with the passing of time, this created an atmosphere of speculation and
real-state, which brought serious consequences for economy. Once the interest rate
was changed by the Federal Reserve, American economy collapsed. It does not
represent a personal assessment whether the economy was led to recession by
negligence or by a great conspiracy, it alludes to see how American economy is far
from being equitable and egalitarian as Acemoglu and Robinson preclude. At time
of exploring the limitations of Why Nations Fail, we understand how capitalism and
social Darwinism are inextricably intertwined. Besides, in a racialized state there is
an ethnocentric discourse that makes from efficiency the hallmark to distinguish
civilized from uncivilized societies. Since the old stereotypes for race are overtly
barred, Anglo-protestant ethnocentrism mutated to new more subtle forms (liberaloriented practices), which are explored in the present work. This represents a type of
new racism flagged of rational thought. However the same belief persists, Anglosocieties more prone to progress, liberty and democracy develop sustainable
economies than other societies. As Korstanje (2015) puts it, we are living in a World
where risk plays a vital role since social trust is undermined. One of the lessons of
9/11 was not only the world was an unsafe place to live, but also the “Other” is a
dangerous element that must be repelled. This created a much deeper hermeneutic
of closure which strengthened discrimination and exclusion. Risk was posed as a
mechanism of indoctrination to dissuade the workforce its claims are inappropriate.
At the time, the globalization of fear allowed the integration of new systems of
productions, the ancient concept of hospitality as it was coined by European
societies declined. The country, US, that a couple of centuries back was the epicenter
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of hospitality for aliens and forced migrations, today was the fulcrum of an empire
where the non-white “Other” is an “undesired guest”.
The decline of hospitality
In a book that synthesizes his biographical and fieldwork notes, Marc Augé reminds
the sojourn in Bouakè, Ivory Coast where natives ask for guests to demonstrate their
virtue living under the same roofs of lepers. Customs like these which are far from
western traditions not only are sacred for some African tribes, but also defies our own
conception how hospitality is honored (Augè 2012).
Doubtless, hospitality has been widely studied over the last decades from diverse
perspectives. As Lynch et al. (2011) put it, the specialized literature has developed
two clear waves of investigation. While some scholars see in hospitality a type of
mechanism of control, others focus on its gift-exchange basis. Far for being resolved,
this discussion leads to question the roots of hospitality in our contemporary society.
Although, Jacques Derrida played a crucial role expanding the philosophical
understanding of the issue, even in the Anglo-World, he paid little attention to
politics in the configuration of “Otherness”.
The success of nation-state was historically confined to its ability to monopolize the
violence (Guidotti-Hernandez 2011), stimulating fear as mechanism of
indoctrination (Korstanje, 2010) or envisaging future (Korstanje, 2013d). No less
true is that postmodern ethos introduced a new way of contemplating the world
where imagination was undermined. Peoples not only do not beliefs in Gods, but
distrust from all-encompassing models. The life is lived today, for maximizing the
individual pleasure and reducing displeasure (Korstanje, 2009). The “Other” is
constructed according to my own experience. Social relationships are determined by
the digital technologies which are connected or disconnected to user's discretion.
This resulted in more flexible but weaker ties among peoples (Germann-Molz,
2014). In this context, modern philosophy attempted to decipher the code of
“nation-hood” as inherently intertwined with a much elaborated ethnicity,
homogenized and controlled according to the interests of elite (Skoll & Korstanje,
2013). In this context, there is no much difference between Derrida and Nietzsche
(in the reception of Latin Americans).
As the previous argument given, the legacy of Derrida as well as his critique to
Western thought may be summarized in the three following relevant points
? Any process of ethno-genesis which is aimed to the sentiment of “us”, needs a
counter-process of differentiation, an “outside” where the border determines
who are in and out.
? Democracies, whatever the case may be, have their own limits and closures to
“Others”.
? By means of “strangers”, nation-states develop the in-group rules.
One of the contributions of Derrida to this theme reminds us that at the time, we are
in presence of Others, we are constituted as us. The “other” not only is disciplined,
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marked or regulated by host's rules it reminds that tolerance is given by the law of
masters. In this respect, Penchaszadeh distinguishes the guest from alien (stranger).
Whereas the former signals to the gaze of state, the latter one defies the status-quo.
As a result of this, the societal order demonizes aliens whenever they cannot be
disciplined. Aliens represent a serious threat for politics, simply because they are
beyond the hegemony of language. This begs a more than interesting question, is
hospitality a subtle form of ethnocentrism or racial discrimination?, why hospitality
and why now?.
Migrations and Tourists
20 July of 2008 in Rome Italy, as picture on the introductory section showed, two
corpses likely from two drowned Roma children lie down at the beach jointly a
couple of tourists who were indifferently about what happened. What does this
picture suggest?, are first-class citizens insensible to the Other`s suffering?.
Well, in the hyper mobile world of communication, instant experiences, hedonism
and consuming life, two types of mobilities coexist. The global financial elite
encourage travels to take distance from reality, embracing the belief that good
citizens are legally allowed to be mobile. While thousand of vagabonds, migrants,
refugees are condemned to starvation and an imminent death. As a project,
capitalism has consolidated generating serious asymmetries in the means of
production, where few monopolizes the slavery of the whole (Virilio, 2012;
Bauman, 2000; Tzanelli & Yar, 2009, Eagleton, 2011; Bianchi & Stephenson,
2014; Maccannell, 2011; Urry, 2007; Korstanje & Clayton, 2012; Korstanje,
2011). Paradoxically, though TV news are fraught of events characterized by
“humanitarian disasters” of new-comers who do not find suitable welcome in the
centre, nothing is done to change this radical situation. Undoubtedly, the problem
of violence and hospitality seems to be inextricably intertwined.
This is the main reason why Ana Paula Penchaszadeh presents her book: Politics and
Hospitality. In this project, she discusses not only the distance between guest and
stranger but also the conceptual limitations of Derrida respecting to the influence of
politics in the way the “Other” is imagined and subordinated to main Western
matrix. Written in a polished way, this philosophical research is formed in six
chapters, which range from the maussian theory of gifts towards the meaning of
democracy. Since the act of giving hospitality is based on tolerance of the “Other”,
which is marked as an alien, we must accept that there is something ethnocentric in
the way the identity is forged. The first chapter (Hospitality and gift) explores the
legacy of Mauss and his theory of gift to place hospitality into the fields of social
bondage. She takes a public debate in the Argentinean Senate from 1894-1896, to
show her thesis. In view of this document, it is clear how the same “Constitution”,
which was originally issued to invite migrants to dwell the argentine soil, is gradually
changed to a more restrictive forms of discipline. The needs of creation a nationhood is associated to the governmental attempts to homogenize diverse ethnicities,
groups, and new-comers arriving to Americas from 80s on. In this context,
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government appealed to language to accept (disciplining) aliens into the same
nation. Those who resisted in speaking “our language” should be treated as
“anarchists”, as “undesired guests”. The project of Enlightenment adopted by
founding parents (in Argentina and other Latin American state as well) envisaged
the aborigine as a threat which may place the civilized country in jeopardy. Rather,
the second section discusses the limits imposed by sovereignty to understand the
“otherness”. Within a certain territory, the legal jurisprudence issued by state
establishes a guiding-rule for classifying selfhood from otherness. For that reason, it
is almost impossible to discuss modern hospitality ignoring the principle of
sovereignty. Tracing the cue of Schmitt, Hobbes and Rousseau, the sacrificial
meaning is sublimated to construct a much broader negotiated sense of security.
From education (Rousseau), to fear (Hobbes), the radical Other is established to
forge the own identity. The third chapter, to our end the best developed, refers to the
deepness of death. Alluding to the metaphor of pregnancy, where the young mother
who brings life, is uncertain respecting to the evolution of her embryo, hospitality
regulates the tension between what is controllable and incontrollable. The current
conditions of democracy that today traces and jails thousand of migrants, simply
because they are demonized as a threat for social order, is one of the topics widely
developed in fourth and fifth chapters. Last but not least, the efficacy of
international right to protect “refugees” or the role of international institutions to
protect the future victims of genocides represents the epilogue of this trailblazing
philosophical project.
In sharp contrast to current literature, Penchaszadeh argues convincingly that
hospitality is determined by the combination of five items: language, gift-exchange,
sovereignty, representation of death and democracy. Whether Derrida overemphasized on the tolerance as the borderlands of hospitality, she understands that
hospitality goes in the opposite direction than tolerance. Starting from the premise
that the self is enrooted into a certain territory, citizens are constituted according to
the figure of “Others”, who are not citizens but are tolerated. By exercising their
power, nation-states allude to tolerance to encourage the gift-exchange system. In
fact, Derrida made a radical critique to post-modern society and its principle of
property, which undermines the possibilities for peoples to embrace the
“unconditional hospitality”. This leads us to a second question, may hospitality be
conceived beyond the politics?.
Likely, as Derrida, Penchaszadeh had an idealized image of democracy, and of course
they will respond, yes. However, this seems to be a deep-seated issue which may be
continued in next approaches.
Discussing the limits of democracy
The limitations of Derrida come from his idealized view of democracy. Since its
grounds are inclusion and acceptance, Derrida adds, democracy (at some extent)
may be equaled to hospitality. However, its effects on politics are paradoxical. On
one hand, the nation-hood confers the belief of an exemplary centre to be
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naturalized in the course of time. This space of exception not only gives “identity”
but introduces “uncertainness” to close the unconditional hospitality. The latecapitalism is tended to “create an oligarchy” within democracy, to monopolize the
disciplinary mechanism of control over workforce. Although Derrida`s concern on
capitalism are correct, why we say adamantly he developed a Romanized view of
democracy?.
As Castoriadis noted, democracy has not been a Greek legacy, but from Athens.
Over centuries democracy was practiced by Athenians in a way the rest of Greece
resisted. After the Peloponnesus war, the real nature of democracy has gone for-ever.
Unlike modern democracy (or as we have dubbed in earlier works), ancient Greeks
understood if everyone has right to all, anyone has nothing. Although the authority
of the King was never questioned, Ancient Greece developed a political resort
(demos) for lay-citizens to convoke an assembly if a law was unjust. With the advent
of modern industrial revolution not only the social ties are undermined, but a new
way of interpreting democracy arises. This is the concept created by British Empire,
which has dubbed by Korstanje as “Anglo-democracy”. In perspective, it paves the
ways for a new configuration of power, where “self-determination” sets the pace to
“republicanism”, or “voting”. As a result of this, Anglo-democracy instilled “the
concept of freedom” as a platform to stimulate the consumption. The paradox lies
in the fact this temporal freedom was not associated to the politic fields, since the
lay-citizen is not legally empowered by derogating the law passed by Anglodemocracy. The liberties given to peoples were inextricably intertwined to “desire”
and “consumption”.
As the previous argument given, in the Anglo democracy, any subject governs
through its representatives and through the constituent assembly. This creates a gap
between citizenry and social institutions, which is filled by economic financial
corporations. At the time, the global sense of mobility is posed to favor the market
citizens are really restricted in the politics. The disciplinary mechanism of
surveillance prevents the social change. The ideology of capitalism has successfully
expanded and accepted by populations thanks to two major assumptions, which are
embraced by Jacques Derrida.
First and foremost, many scholars believe that State is a counter-force that balances
the interests of Market. Citizens may find a shelter in the policies of nation-state.
Historians of capitalism not only have widely criticized this belief, presenting
evidence that nation-state surfaced to facilitate the expansion of capitalism, but also
focused on social inequality was a constant on human history. Neither hospitality is
a reified form of democracy, nor is inequality effaced from earth by democracy. In
other times, there were serious political asymmetries enrooted in the authority of
King, his territory and the duty of citizens. In order to weaken the social bondage,
post-modernity has posed a new axiom, which suggests that “The massive” (this
means what comes to all) is based on the spirit of democracy. Far from being real, this
belief ignores the doctrine of sum-zero society. Within a frame-time, citizens will
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choose their governments as consumers get a product. Nonetheless, the workforce
and its unions (in the struggle against international capital) lacks “from the demos”
as a resource to protect the weaker agents (Korstanje 2013a; Korstanje, 2013b;
Korstanje 2013c; Korstanje, 2014). In this conjuncture, Derrida precludes not only
the roots of democracy but hospitality.
Ethnology and Anthropology have collected an interesting conceptual framework to
understand hospitality as a rite of passage, or a pact, where “strangers” are welltreated to ask for the protection to Gods, once death. The same treatment strangers
receive Gods will harm or protect the human beings. Natural disasters, famine,
plagues and other calamities were considered “a just punishment” when the
community vulnerated the right of aliens. For whole part of cultures, the concept of
evilness and tragedy stems from the violation of hospitality-guiding rule (Korstanje
& Olsen, 2011; Korstanje & Tarlow, 2012; Korstanje, 2010). The conception of
Derrida on hospitality not only is far from being historic, but also is imagined
according to what his own stereotypes. Anyway, some interesting questions arise.
What type of hospitality may secular societies offer?, is hospitality linked to the
figuration of death?.
To our end, the paradox formulated by Derrida (in view of unconditioned and
restricted hospitality) can be resolved as follows. Unconditional hospitality, which is
based on religion and the belief in here-after, may be only granted in traditional
societies, while its restricted form seems to be proper of modern secular ones. There
is a last point in Derridean thesis which merits to be revisited.
Hospitality and Religion
As it has been earlier noted, hospitality keeps a strong political hallmark. In the age
of Biopolitics, the exemplary centre exhibits not only the power of master, but also
the vulnerability of guest. Any displacement within hospitality is a like a travel to
death, towards here-after where Gods or spirits will guide our path (Korstanje &
Skoll, 2014a). In this respect, Paloma Balbín Chamorro (2006) has deciphered the
complex world of hospitality, using etymology as a valid instrument. The term
comes from Latin Hospitium which derived in two legal terms, ius hospitii and ius
civitatis. A close reading suggests that Humbert was not correct, when said that
strangers received hospitium to be protected during their sojourn, Chamorro adds.
In fact, the word hospes was applied to inter-tribal reciprocities that facilitated the
economic good exchange. In this vein, Korstanje (2010) highlights that the roots of
hospitality should be found in the “indo-Arian” formula, hostis+pet. Although,
there was a direct connection between hostis and the figure of enemy, the hospitium
was practiced in friendly contexts. The meaning of hostis was applied to connote
“equilibrium” and balance among human beings. Furthermore, starting from the
premise that pet means “master”, hospes+pet should be understood as “master of
host”. Whatever the case may be, this discussion reveals two relevant things for our
review. The first and foremost, hospitality was enrooted in politics. Secondly, there
was an asymmetrical relation of reciprocity between hosts and guests, which merits
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to be investigated. An asymmetry of this nature creates a gap which is filled by
religion. Ramos y Loscertales (1948) agrees in the religious aspect of hospitality.
Strangers or those who were pilgrims should be protected because they are absolute
godsends. They represent an opportunity to be in communion with Gods, and the
whole. The ontological security of community is given by its ability to be reconciled
with Gods. This was the legal epicenter where any principle jurisprudence is
structured. As Korstanje, in earlier works, puts it, hospitality with “strangers” equals
the treatment humans received from Gods in the here-after. The modern ethnology
collated evidence enough to demonstrate many ancient tribes thought natural
disasters were a product of stranger mistreatments. Here one question surfaces, to
what an extent secular societies may offer generalized hospitality?. Korstanje
explains that while secular societies, where religion is neglected, embrace “restricted
hospitality”, unconditional hospitality only was possible in ancient or traditional
communities (Korstanje, 2008; Korstanje & Tarlow, 2012).
Derrida and the Problem of Imperialism
Jacques Derrida alludes to the figures of “foreigner” to draw the limits between
inside and outside. Following Plato's legacy, he questions to what an extent
foreigners may be defined as those who asks about others. Guests are often
accompanied with their own language, which is derived from their constitutional
culture. Hospitality is offered or denied depending on the foreigner's personal
properties. New-comers interpelate the hosting community in the same way, the
question may be or not hosted by the speaker. The language of the host interrogates
violently and suddenly since it imposes the home owner's interpretation. Therefore,
the foreigner is forced to adopt another tongue which is not the one he usually speaks
or writes. The host's translation is part of his very own abode and it is precisely the
point where the possibility of hospitality takes place. According to Derrida, two
types of hospitality emerged in the “absolute” (unconditional) and “restricted”
(conditional) forms. In this sense, the absolute hospitality demands the host to open
the proper home not only before foreigners but also before anonymous Travellers
who are unknown for me. This way, I am obliged to let them to enter but to ask
reciprocity. Rather, restricted hospitality signals to those foreigners who meet the
criteria of laws, considering that hospitality is applied to a certain person, not an
unknown alien.
The host's laws are certainly granted if the newcomers are subject to the right, which
is always conditional. Without identity, or property, the guest becomes in “a
parasite”. No need to say, Derrida was adamantly criticized because he leaves little
evidence how “absolute hospitality” may take room. Kevin O'Gorman explains that
deconstructionism was rejected by professional philosophy during long time. The
concept of “unconditional hospitality” as an impossibility since always strangers are
conceived with a lower degree of violence. In the lack of accuracy to observe the ideal
version of hospitality, a more restricted form arises. That way, he involuntarily likes
hospitality to ethics or in his own terms, friendship.
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Whenever the hospitality is lived as an act of generosity, guests and hosts are unified
into a friendly meeting.
“When a country's borders, or the domestic domain, are open to guests or immigrants,
conditional hospitality places us in relation to impossibility; failure to provide a greater
generosity and that impossible greater generosity inhabits our act of conditional
hospitality. When, with the best intentions, people nonetheless inevitably fail in their
attempt to be open to the difference of the 'other' that impossibility resides in their
attempt, and places them in a different kind of relationship with the other in question”.
(O Gorman, 2006: 54)
Others voices criticized Derrida´s development as pseudo-philosophy, (see
discussion with John Searle). He is accused to misunderstand the real historic
hospitality as “an intertribal pact” of non-aggression whose effects are determined
by the political act. There is no possibility to offer hospitality beyond the politics.
It is important to clarify that this is not an essay review on Jacques Derrida in the
strict sense of the word but on the reception in Latin American philosophy; to be
more exact, from the reading of Maria Paula Penchaszadeh. It does represent only
the reception Derrida had in the ethos of Latin American philosophers. As postMarxian academicians as Alberto Fillipi observed, Latin America has developed a
strange version of Marxism where politics not only were the motor of history, but
also state was preferable designed as the protector of citizens before the advance of
market. In this region, Marxism has changed to a new form that emphasized the role
of politics in the social world.
Secondly, there is a strange fascination, likely resulted from French philosophy, for
the promises of democracy. Latin American thinks that the restrictions imposed over
their economic prosperity not only are given by the continuation of coups de etat
that interrupted the democratic life, but also by a dark compliance between armies
and neo-liberal forces of the market. In this point, genuine democracy is the best
antidote against the asymmetries created by capital-owners. Although it is right on
some sense, this romantic gaze ignores “the concept of democracy” cemented the
expansion of capitalism worldwide. However, there is a little uncovered point of
discussion in this entry that likes Derrida´s work with ethnocentrism. In what way
are we authorized to confirm this allegation?, is not Derrida the philosopher of
deconstructionism?.
Empires consolidate their hegemony in two drastic different directions. On one
hand, we have the classic discourse that proclaims the superiority of few over others.
In these terms, hospitality is limited not only to the authority of masters but persists
in the roots of law. This is exactly what Derrida called “restricted hospitality”.
However, there is another type of hospitality that never asks anything in return. Is
this a sign of supremacy or a simple attempt to connect with others in egalitarian
conditions?.
Marshall Sahlins was one of the pioneers in continuing with Marcel Mauss´
concerns. Centered on other factors as kinship, power, rank and geographical
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distance, Sahlins elaborated a new typology of reciprocities that may be explained as
follows,
As a dyadic swamp, reciprocity (like solidarity) is subject to a rite of redistribution of
goods that marks the roots of social bondage. While produced objects are necessary
for economic subsistence, the monopoly of surplus (wealth) confers status to
holders. Following Sahlins´ model three types of reciprocity should be noted,
? Generalized reciprocity is marked by no needs of return for one or both parties.
These transactions not only are centered on vagueness in the obligation to
reciprocate, but in a clear asymmetry of rank between sides.
? Balanced Reciprocity signals to an equivalent exchange of goods or values among
parties. An example of this subtype whenever a tourist pays for a room at hotel.
?
Negative reciprocity is characterized by the interest of parties to maximize their
profits no matter than the Other. Clear examples of this are theft, or barter. The
self receives or takes a good which never is returned with impunity.
Not surprisingly, Sahlins did the correct thing to announce the status and rank plays
crucial role to create a “generalized reciprocity”. Only the lords of city are allowed to
offer an “unconditional hospitality” without reciprocity (Sahlins, 1963; 1965;
1972). Since the “Other” is a little thing, nothing is asked to be returned to the
master. This generalized way of reciprocity covers not only an act of paternalism but
of imperialism. A more subtle discourse that characterizes the upsurge and zenith of
empires relates to the fact, that Otherness is under-valorized to be assisted without
exception and at any situation. The expansion for trade needs to use the allegory of
human rights to connect emotionally with other territories. History witnessed how
empires literally appealed to humanitarian reasons to save the “condemned”, the
savage souls from their hell. Beyond the attempts to help others, lays the logic of
exploitation and domination. This begs a more than interesting question, why we
should help Others who have nothing to do with us?.
While Durkheim sought an innovative explanation to precise how society is possible
in collective ways, the liberal alternative stays close to “individualism”. One of the
exponents of this tradition John Rawls sets forward a theory of reasonable law to
explain why some nations fails other are prosperous. Liberalism had serious
problems to digest charity when it is framed beyond the individual right to property.
The theory of reasonable law rests on the belief that people sacrifice their appetite for
war and ambitions to achieve wider forms of political, economics, and social
cooperation. Therefore, trade and negotiations are of paramount importance to
balance the international relationships. Of course, Rawls is criticized simply because
after Auschwitz this idea would seem a simplistic utopia, an allegory. His response to
these allegations is not convincing. Rawls echoes Kant's doctrine of international
law that only a liberal society may lead human beings to a sustainable state of wellbeing. Any person may be pressed to help others without violating its autonomy.
Therefore, peoples must assist other peoples living under unfavorable conditions
that prevent their having a just descent political regime. What happens when
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assistance should be done over dictatorship regimes?.
Korstanje and Skoll (2014b) have explained that the theory of peoples, like Derrida,
should be revisited but not the reason Rawls notes. He is divining the world in
democracies and dictatorship enlarging the gap that facilitates the surface of an
“empire of charity”, or “the empire of human rights”.
“The neoliberal development in 1990s not only issued a lot of uncontrolled loans that
indebted many poor countries, but also generated an iron chain of dependency between
first and third world. Shown to be a resounding failure, the first social scientists who
encouraged the theory of developmentMilton Friedman possibly the most well known,
especially in his design of the Pinochet-led Chilean economyreplied that cultural
asymmetries were the reason for the third world not to gain the benefits of financial
assistance. That is, it was not the economy; it was the value system of Third World peoples
that kept them in poverty” (Korstanje & Skoll, 2014b: 13).
At least, this reminds Truman's doctrine of development which not only indebted
the world but also created a strong dependency from periphery to its centre.
Whenever the suffering in the world becomes in the platform for submission, it
exhibits the lack of ethic of imperial ethos.
CONCLUSION (RETHINKING THE IMPERIAL CODE)
Even if the tension between hospitality and ethics was formulated by a whole
number of philosophers in ethic fields (From Kant to Rawls), much deeper insight is
needed respecting how “ethnocentrism” evolved. The ebbs and flows of Derrida´s
insight on hospitality stems from this above discussed imperial logic, where the
“Other” (incapable to make another thing than knocking the doors of our paradise)
is portrayed in vulnerable conditions to reinforce our “absolute supremacy” over
them. By offering an absolute hospitality to the peripheral others do not enhance
their lives. Rather, it aggravates the conditions of exploitation. Ideologically, the
success of empires to keep the control over periphery consists in expanding the goodperson exchange into a finely-ingrained system. In so doing, it engenders some big
economic imbalances given by the asymmetry of forces. The absolute or
unconditional hospitality not only reinforce the sentiment of supremacy of
“selected race” over the colonized one, but also elite claimed its right to be like-gods.
In every newspaper, in every TV program or talk-show there is a concern for poverty
and the vulnerabilities of pours, simply because it enthralls Occident as an
exemplary civilization. As Clifford Geertz puts it, sometimes, pacts are celebrated to
be violated (justifying a preventive attack), while others are done to show the
inferiority of others. This is the weaker blind-point not only in Derrida, but in
Penchaszadeh which merits to be discussed. This is the reason why, absolute or
restricted hospitalities are subject to politics.
Anthony Pagden describes how the concept of hospitality was politically
manipulated by Scholastic philosophers to legitimate the conquest of Americas.
Although the discovery and colonization was achieved in a shorter period of time, no
less true is that other incipient imperial powers as England and France questioned
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seriously the role of Spaniards in Americas. What type of law allows Catholic
Church in giving rights to Spain in groups that do not accept Christendom?.
Starting from the premise aborigines do not accept Catholic religion, why we think
the treaty of Tordesillas (1494) was legal?, may a person expropriate the land without
working in it?.
Over years, there was a hot debate among philosophical schools of Spain and
Portugal. However, case reports from this new world suggested some conflicts with
aboriginal tribes, which rejected the “European principle of hospitality” as it has
been formulated by “natural right”. Although, the European natural right
demanded that Hommo viatores (traveling humans) should receive protection, food
and assistance while traveling, some aborigines was not cognizant of this customs
and repelled the presence of strangers. This act of hostility not only reminded that
aboriginals (for philosophers) were not familiar with the “natural right”
(hospitality) but paved the ways in order for them to be seen as sub-humans. That
way, there were not ethical problems in expropriating their lands or even enslaving
them for hard work. Pagden´s research discusses to what an extent the conquest of
Americas, which as remembered as one of the bloodiest event of history, was
legitimized by the European principle of hospitality (Pagden 1995). To cut the long
story short, “absolute hospitality” beyond its impossibility is conducive to the subtle
discourse of Empires which expand their hegemonies by means of “generalized
reciprocity”.
Whatever the case may be, we do thank Ana Paula Penchaszadeh who has a great
sensibility and intellect in dealing with these slippery matters. The problem of
hospitality is not news, and still persists in the matrix of Western civilization. To
what extent, the Other is an invention of selfhood to legitimate the established order,
or whether this Other is used to expand my own hegemony are two major concerns
on the puzzle the philosophy should unravel in a near future.
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Abstract
Today, in the world of circumstances like growing unemployment,
misuse of technology, unpredictable climatic changes and terrorism, the
probability of undesirable events have increased, which has raised an
alarm over the concerns for safety of mankind. Being in particular to the
trail of tourism, in spite of having access to multiple product options and
improved services and facilities than the older times, the modern tourist
is prone to more severe risks and disasters. Either natural or man-made,
disaster is a situation when risk exaggerates and targets multiple victims.
Disaster is non predictable and thus, no calculation or estimation of risk
can be made in this case. Preventing a disaster, especially a natural
disaster, is not possible. We can only cope up with it by staying prepared
and managing its after effects. Being such a critical issue, Disaster
Management in India was taken seriously in the year 2002 when the
tenth five year plan of India had a chapter on Disaster Management,
followed by Disaster Management Act 2005, National Disaster
Management Authority, teaching Disaster Management at Educational
Institutes, Disaster Management trainings etc. Disasters are more likely
to occur at sensitive sites possessing characteristics like dangerous
geographical locations, over crowdedness, popularity, political or social
instability etc. The study area chosen for this research work is the one
having all of these characteristics. Shri Mata Vaishno Devi shrine is
located at the lower, North Indian Himalyas and is prone to various
natural as well as man-made disasters. The research in hand tends to
know what kind of risks and disaster situations are likely to be perceived
by the pilgrims, their safety awareness, safety perception and their
perception about the preparedness of the Disaster Management Task
Force operating at the shrine. Analytic tools like Mean, Standard
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Deviation and regression have been used to draw the results statistically.
Finally after the results of the research are concluded, appropriate
suggestions would be provided to the board to bring further
improvements in their procedures and techniques.
Keywords: Disaster, disaster ,management, preparedness, Shri Mata
Vaishno Devi Shrine.
INTRODUCTION
The world has witnessed both positive as well as negative events. Where positive
events are enjoyed and appreciated, the negative events call for experts to predict
them, stop them, be prepared for them and if they occur, reform from them. The
present study is a research work done in the context of negative events occurring in
the society, confined to risks with a special emphasis on Natural Disaster. Our planet
is not unfamiliar to risks, disasters and natural hazards. They have always been there
and always will be. But the patterns of modern lifestyle are putting more
communities into danger than ever before. While risk is lower in intensity than
disaster, but covers much wider range of negative events. Yet the two terms are
interrelated- as disaster occurs, one or more type of risk exaggerate to create a
multiplier effect (Lumbroso, 2007). The terms 'Risk' and 'Disaster', are two
separate terms which are bound to harm the society. Especially in tourism, which
depends upon an intact and interrelated ecosystem of institutional structures, local
people and the tourists. An incident occurring in one part influences the whole
system. While risk is a short term phenomenon in its development as well as in
leaving its effects, disaster takes longer time to develop and its after effects also
remain for long. While risk can be predicted or assessed and sometimes stopped or
reduced, disaster is something very sudden, and even if predicted cannot be stopped
or reduced. It occurs and can only be tackled with at the time of occurrence managed
afterwards. Disasters often bring crisis. In past few decades, the global tourism has
experienced various risks and disasters including terrorist attacks, political
instability, economic recession, bio security threats and natural disasters. Not
limited to few examples like terror attacks at WTC (2001), Mumbai Taj hotel
(2008), recent war between Isreal and Gaza, tsunami in Japan (2011), floods and
landslides in Kedarnath (2013), political instability in Egypt in the year 2012, earth
quake in Nepal in the year 2015 and many more in the past have left the tourists
scared and fearful. The accelerating risk and disaster situations at tourist destinations
obstruct the potential growth of tourism. Tourist does not prefer to visit a risky
destination. In case of a disaster, tourists do not visit the effective destination for a
considerably long time. As the industry is very sensitive to such occurrences, the
awareness (Lo, Cheung & Law, 2011; Dolnicar, 2005) and preparedness related to
risks associated with natural and societal disasters need to be raised and is raising.
Therefore, Risk Management and Disaster Preparedness / Management should
form an essential part of Destination Management plan of any tourist destination.
India is one such destination in the world map which being a nation of diverse
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topography, culture, heritage, knowledge and manpower and offering a never
ending range of incredible tourism products to the world, is also vulnerable to
almost all known kinds of known risks and disasters. Travel risks have remained a
matter of concern for the tourists, locals, service providers and government agencies
but not much concrete system has been developed to report and manage them
separately. Whereas, Disaster awareness and Management were taken seriously in
the year 2002 when the tenth five year plan of India had a chapter on Disaster
Management, followed by Disaster Management Act 2005, Conception of National
Disaster Management Authority, teaching Disaster Management at Educational
Institutes, Disaster Management trainings etc. While travel risk can occur at any
point of a travel process and at any place, Disasters are more likely to occur at
sensitive sites possessing characteristics like dangerous geographical locations, over
crowdedness, popularity, political or social instability etc. This particular research
work emphasizes on Travel risks in the beginning and accelerates to disaster
awareness, in particular to pilgrimage tourism destination. The study area chosen
for this research work is Shri Mata Vaishno Devi shrine. It is one of the most popular
pilgrimage sites in North India. The number of pilgrims to this shrine has increased
from 13.96 lakh pilgrims in 1986 to 78.03 lakh pilgrims in 2014 (Shri Mata Vaishno
Devi Shrine Board). The number of pilgrims had crossed 10 million in the year
2012. The holy shrine can be reached walking a track of thirteen kilometers uphill
from its base camp. The place is about 600 km from Delhi. The map below shows
the location of the Shrine from the Capital of the country

Source: Maps of India

Attracting mass tourism and being nested in the Himalayas at a height of 5,200 feet
above the sea level, the site is vulnerable to various Travel risks and Disasters and thus
is chosen for research. Focusing on the pilgrims to Shri Mata Vaishno Devi, the
study aims to measure their perception and awareness towards Travel Risks and
Disaster Management Task Force operating at the shrine respectively. A typical
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pilgrim is generally known to be fearless, who ignore the discomforts and difficulties
of the pilgrimage. For them the pilgrimage is a journey to meet their spiritual needs
and their spiritual motivation makes them take up the challenges and threats of the
journey. But now the profile of a pilgrim is changing. The modern pilgrim is
diverting towards tourist that has brought a change in his needs and behavior.
Moreover, the need for safety is anyway a basic need of any human being (Maslow,
1943) which stands true for tourists or pilgrims as well. The shrine of Shri Mata
Vaishno Devi has seen many risks and disaster situations in the past. Moreover any
unpleasant incident in the vicinity or even in the region Jammu creates a chaos and
anxiety among the tourists (Manrai & Manrai, 2011), that needs to be handled at
the earliest. Due to Mata Vaishno Devi's geographical location, the occurrence of
rains, landslides, earthquake, forest fire, accidents etc. is very likely here. Further due
to narrow path, mountainous slope and a huge number of pilgrims visiting the
shrine, the chances of congestion and stampedes build up. This also raises the
chances of health risks to the pilgrims. Further, the state of Jammu & Kashmir has
also undergone various violent communal clashes, political disharmony and terror
attacks. Few major incidences can be recalled as the floods of year 2014, leaving
many killed, struck, an earthquake of 4 M in year 2013 and a major earthquake of
magnitude 7.6 in year 2005, numerous cases of landslide including the recent in the
year 2014 injuring 7 pilgrims, 2012 causing the death of 4 pilgrims, Militant attack
at Raghunath Ji temple in Jammu in March 2005 killing 4 civilians, followed by
another fidayeen attack at same temple after 8 months in which12 pilgrims were
killed and other 50 were injured. Beside these, occurrence of rainfall, snowfall,
landslide, forest fires, road accidents and congestion have occurred for several times,
sometimes causing sometimes suspension of the yatra and sometimes even loss of
property and life. Inspite of the past accidents many more risks prevailing at this
pilgrimage destination, the shrine was witnessing a constant increase in number of
visitors till 2012. But in the year 2013 and 2014, the number of pilgrims reduced to
93.24 and 78.03 respectively. This reduced number may be an aftermath of recent
floods of Uttarakhand and J&K. This study investigates the perception of the
pilgrims about the travel risks and disasters which may occur during their pilgrimage
and to know their level of awareness and perception regarding the Disaster
Management task force operating at Shri Mata Vaishno Devi Shrine.
Justification
This research is based upon one of the most popular pilgrimage site in North India,
Shri Mata Vaishno Devi Shrine. Though the number of pilgrims to Shri Mata
Vaishno Devi has shown a constant increase, the many risks and disaster en-route
and at the shrine have to be coped up with, so as to provide the pilgrims with more
safety and security. In this direction, in the year 2011, the Shrine board has come up
with a special security unit, “Disaster Management Task Force”. Initially the force
comprised of three teams with personals from Shrine Board, CRPF, Jammu and
Kashmir Police, the Public Health Engineering and the Fire Department. The force
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is further divided into sets that are deputed at different locations (stations)
throughout the track. These stations are Katra, Banganga, Ardhkuwari, and
Bhawan (including Bharion and Sanjichatt). The force undergoes regular training
programs so as to be skilled enough to handle disaster and crisis at and around Shri
Mata Vaishno Devi Shrine. This research study, from the perspective of the pilgrims
wants to know which risks and disasters prevail during the yatra along with knowing
their perception regarding the preparedness of the Disaster Management Task Force
operating at Shri Mata Vaishno Devi Shrine. Preparedness can be understood as
actions or and measures taken in advance to effectively respond to the impact of
hazards, including the issuance of timely and effective early warnings and evacuation
of people from threatened locations. It is generally agreed that the impact of disaster
can be reduced if the vulnerable population is fully informed and aware about
possible hazards of the disaster. Directed to gain an empirical evidence for the same,
this research has been conducted. It is unique in its own way as so far very limited
empirical research has been done in the area of disaster management. Various
discussions on Disaster Management Preparedness have been published invariantly,
but an empirical assessment of the perception of the ones who are likely to be
affected the worst by the disasters at such locations. Also the research is pioneer in
investigating the preparedness of DMTF at Shri Mata Vaishno Devi Shrine.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Perceived Risk: Risk has been defined as an uncertainty that consumers face when
they cannot predict the consequences of their purchase decisions (Schiffman &
Kanuk 2000). It is a relevant concept to be studied in tourism as risk and tourism are
interwoven (March & Woodside, 2005). Fischhoff et al. (1984) defines travel risk as
the possibility of experiencing a danger while engaging in travel or the consciousness
of security and knowledge of the likelihood of damage during travel. It is perceived
and experienced by the tourists during the process of purchasing and consuming
travel services (Sheng-Hshiung et al., 1997). In the area of tourism and hospitality,
risk has been identified as the loss which is perceived and experienced by the tourist
in the process of purchase and consumption of travel services and at the destination
(Henderson, 2007). Often, perceived travel risk refers to consumers' perception of
negative effects of buying travel products (Murray, 1991; Dowling & Staelin, 1994;
Zeithaml & Bitner 2003) or the uncertain outcomes of the travel decision (Mac
Crimmon & Wehrung,1990). Tourism literature has some very well researched
concepts about perceived risks including Dominguez, Burguette & Bernard (2003);
Floyd & Pennington-Gray (2004); Kuto & Groves (2004); Castaño (2005);
McCartney (2008); Gupta, Gupta & Arora (2010) which have identified various
perceived risks. According to Richter (2003) risks related to tourism are, health,
crime terrorism war and political instability, cultural and language barriers. Dolnicar
(2005) identified five major risk perception categories viz. political risk, including
terrorism and political instability; environmental risk including landslides and
natural disasters; health risk including lack of access to healthcare and severe
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diseases; planning risk including travelling via less trusted airlines and
inexperienced operators; and property risk including theft and loss of luggage. A
recent study by Boksberger, Bieger, & Laesser (2007) examined risk perception in
commercial air travel. They had identified six dimensions of perceived risk in air
travel which included Financial Risk, Physical Risk, Psychological Risk and
Temporal Risk. Further, Fuchs & Reichel (2011) gave six dimensions of risk
perception of tourists visiting Israel. These dimensions were Human Induced Risks,
Financial risk, Service quality risk, Socio-psychological risk, Natural disasters, and
car accidents, Food safety problems and weather. In 2014, Khajuria & Khanna
suggested six types of risks associated with a pilgrimage destination. These risks
included Health Risks, Natural risks, Anti Social Risks, Over Charging, False
Practices and Socio- Political Risks.
Disaster: From the times immemorial, nature had shown its fury as disasters, but
gradually with increasing human activities, disturbance to nature, ecological
imbalance and ill human deeds have given rise to various disasters worldwide.
According to The United Nations Global Report on Human Settlements (2007),
natural and human-induced disasters are among the top threats to the safety and
security of urban resident in the 21st century. Defining disaster as one of the most
difficult concepts in the literature. It has the potential to destroy a destination's
reputation in a concentrated time frame and that too for a very long time. UNISDR
(2004) defines risk as the probability of a hazard turning into a disaster. Though,
vulnerability and hazards are not dangerous separately, when come together, they
become risk or, the probability that a disaster can happen. Risk appears in many
forms that can have disastrous repercussions on tourism industry if they are not
managed effectively. Managing these risks and disasters has become the need of the
hour.
Preparedness towards Disasters can be referred to as the activities and measures
taken in advance to ensure effective response to the impact of hazards, like issuing
early warnings and the evacuation of people from the threatened locations (United
Nations Environment Programme, 2008). As used in the literature, the concept of
preparedness is multidimensional comprising of a number of activities. Theses
dimensions consist of the various goals that preparedness seeks to achieve. Sources
vary in terms of how dimensions and activities are defined. FEMA (2000) defines
preparedness as a continuous cycle which includes to plan, to organize, to train, to
equip, to exercise, to evaluate and to take corrective actions in an effort to ensure
effective coordination during response process. Preparedness is a phase of the
Disaster Management process and is further comprised of various components and
is followed by subsequent phases. In this research work, the term preparedness is
used for the overall functioning of the Disaster Management Task Force before and
after the crisis. Risk and Disaster Management has evolved over the past few decades
with a shift from response to preparedness. Since the mid-1990s, risk management
has undergone a dramatic expansion, both in approach and significance; evolving
from of management control to become a benchmark of good governance for
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organizations like banks, schools, universities, hospitals etc. Disaster management
is a process which undergoes various steps or phases. Drabek (1986) expands the
concept of disaster management, suggesting four elements of Disaster including
Preparedness, Response, Recovery and Mitigation. It also does not include the
development, training, and testing of the plan. Quarantelli (1981) suggested that
the approach to disaster management process should include activities in six areas:
(1) hazard, risk, and vulnerability (HRV) analysis; (2) mitigation; (3) response (alert
and warning, impact, immediate post-impact, and rescue); (4) recovery and
reconstruction; (5) education and training; and (6) testing or implementation of
emergency plans. While some others like Brewster (2004), Hystad & Keller (2008);
Vasilesucu, Khan & Khan (2008) etc. suggested a circular approach to Disaster
Management. In most of the government reports, a circular or cyclic model of
Disaster management/ preparedness is used. One such cyclic model was suggested
by Brewster (2004). It included four distinct but interrelated phases: mitigation,
preparedness, response, and recovery. In 2014, Pischke suggested an eight phased
cycle for Disaster Management which can be implemented in other areas as well.
Now, as this particular study is a special case of Shri Mata Vaishno Devi Shrine,
which is vulnerable to various risks and disasters, it will focus on the tourist's
perception of Disaster Management Task Force, which is operating there. While the
preparedness and actions of the disaster management team plays a crucial role in
minimizing the effects of the disaster, what the pilgrims or the tourists think or
perceive about the preparedness and efficiency of the task force might have a hand in
their perception about their safety at the destination.
Safety Perception: Safety is the second basic need of mankind and thus inseparable
from human affairs. But the perception of safety has gained much interest from the
researchers in the global era. The frequent events of natural calamities and manmade disasters, along with global terrorism have posed threat to mankind. The
concept of safety is of much significance to the tourism industry and has been
researched well in the past. Tourism, especially international tourism, is highly
sensitive to safety and security issues (Seabra, Dolnicar, Abrantes & Kastenholz,
2013). Researches like Sonmez & Graefe (1998); Milman, Jones & Bach (1999);
Brunt, Mawby & Hambly (2000); Reisinger & Movondo (2005); Gures et al (2011)
have emphasized on the safety of the international tourists. As with risk perceptions,
safety concerns may dominate the decision making process of the travelers causing
them to amend their travel plans George, (2003). If the tourists feel threatened at the
destination, they gain a negative impression of the destination.
Further, Perception is a person's prime contact with the world around him
(Efron,1969). In case of tourist safety, studies like Milman, Jones & Bach (1999);
Rittichainuwat & Chakraborty (2012) ; Chan & Lam (2013) direct us towards a
link between the perception of the tourists about effectiveness of safety devices/
procedure and their individual perception of personal safety.
Hypothesis: On the basis of literature available, this research proposes the below
mentioned hypothesis:
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H1: The perception of pilgrims about preparedness of Disaster Management Task
Force has an impact upon their safety perception.
Objectives of the study:
1) To understand the risks perceived by the pilgrims at Shri Mata Vaishno Devi
Shrine.
2) To study the awareness of the pilgrims about Disaster Management Task Force
operating at Shri Mata Vaishno Devi Shrine.
3) To evaluate the pilgrim's perception about Disaster Management Task Force
preparedness for emergency and disaster.
4) To know the impact of pilgrim's perception about Disaster Management Task
Force preparedness on their safety perception.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The research conducted, being empirical in nature, makes the use of a structured
questionnaire titled “Travel Risk and Preparedness of Disaster Management Task
Force at Shri Mata Vaishno Devi Shrine: A Pilgrim's Perspective”. It comprises of six
sections. The first section consisted of the participants' demographics like gender,
age, education and purpose of travel respectively. Second section, i.e. Perceived Risks
comprised of 17 risks, measured on a five point Likert scale. This section is adopted
from Khanna & Khajuria (2014). The third section is comprises of two
dichotomous questions about Safety Awareness, followed by the fourth section of
perception about Disaster Preparedness of DMTF refined from the questionnaire
used by Survey of Indian Ocean Meteorological and Hydrological Services (2014).
In addition, a section of 'Safety Perception' adopted from Baker (2013) is
incorporated. The instrument is concluded with a segment of open suggestions from
the respondents. As far as sampling is concerned, In 2014, over 3.75 lakh pligrims
visited Shri Amarnath ji shrine. Taking this number as the total population, the
sample size by Krejice & Morgan (1970), came out to be 384. Thus, the
questionnaires were distributed among 400 pilgrims, who were approached at the
Yatri Niwas and Railway station. Out of 400 questionnaires distributed randomly,
270 turned out to be useful, leading to 70% response rate.
DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
Demographic profile of respondents
The demographic Profile of the respondents shows that 55.5 % of the respondents
were male and the remaining 44.5% were females. Majority of the respondents with
approx 58% fall in the age group of 20- 40 years, followed by 42% falling above the
age of 40 years. Only 3% respondents were above the age of 60 years while 13% were
below the age of 20 years. Out of 270 respondents, 20% were studying in college,
graduate, 56.6% were graduates and 23.3% were post graduates.
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Table I- Mean and Standard Deviation of Perceived Risks among the pilgrims N-270

Perceived Risks
Health Risks
Natural Risk
Landslide
Earthquakes
Rain
Snowfalls
Forest fire
Anti-social Risk
Theft
Robbery/ Pick pocketing
Murder
Sexual harassment / Eve teasing
Kidnapping
Socio-Political Risks
Religious riots
Stampedes
Strikes
Curfews
Local Violence
Terror attack

Mean
3.0444

Standard Deviation
0.543

3.085
3.029
3.637
3.659
2.359

1.054
1.034
1.147
1.375
1.222

2.162
2.362
1.503
1.425
2.137

0.681
0.867
1.033
0.867
1.083

2.207
2.096
3.203
3.233
2.162
3.355

0.742
0.570
1.140
1.228
1.071
1.083

Table- I shows the mean and standard deviation values of perceived risks among the
pilgrims to Shri Mata Vaisho Devi Shrine. According to the statistics obtained from
the survey (grand mean = 2.627) this is indicated that the risk perceived by the
pilgrims is neither too much nor is much less.
Table II- Mean and Standard deviation for Pilgrim's perception about
Preparedness of DMTF
Items
In your opinion, Preparedness of DMTF is for potenial
disasters at Shri Mata Vaishno Devi Shrine.

Mean

St. Dev

4.907

0.574

For the level of understanding of the DMTF about risks of
3.600
disaster at Shri Mata Vaishno Devi.

0.658

The level of preparedness of local communities to
mitigate (handle) natural disasters at
Shri Mata Vaishno Devi.

0.779

3.507

This is seen in the table 2 that the opinion of the tourists regarding the preparedness
of the DMTF is high (Grand Mean= 4.004). They think that the level of
understanding of the Disaster Management Task Force about the risks of disasters at
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Shri Mata Vaishno Devi is high. They also think that the preparedness of local
communities to mitigate (handle) natural disaster at Shri Mata Vaishno Devi is high.

Figure I- Pilgrims' awareness about Disaster Management Task force
According to the responses received, as shown in figure 1, 70% of the pilgrims are
aware of the operation of Disaster Management Task Force at Shri Mata Vaishno
Devi while the rest 30% are unaware of the existence of Disaster Management Task
Force.

Figure II- Pilgrims' awareness about whom to contact and where to contact
in case of any emergency
Figure 2 shows that 99% of the pilgrims are aware about whom to contact and where
to contact in case of any emergency while only 1 % pilgrims are not aware of it.

Figure III- Pilgrims opinion about the principal means being used to
communicate with the public at Shri Mata Vaishno Devi
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A: TV, B: Radio, C: Mobile & Technology, D: Internet, E: fax, F: Volunteer
messengers, G: Community meetings or other public briefings, h: Others
According to the information gained from the survey, almost all the pilgrims have
shown positive response regarding the means of communication with the public. A
negligible number of the sample has shown a negative response regarding of foresaid
means of communication.

Figure IV- Responses of the pilgrims about the Disaster Management Employees
leaving their current job position at the time of emergency and manage the
disaster.
It is found in the study that 98% of the respondents feel that the employees of
DMTF are willing to leave their current job positions and help the pilgrims at the
time of emergency and only 2% respondents feel that the employees would not leave
their positions to handle the disaster.
Table III- Mean and Standard Deviation values for Safety Perception of the

Safety Perception:
1. I was given enough information about safety at Mata
Vaishno Devi Shrine route
2. Enough information about safety is available on the
Shrine Board web site.
3. I am confident that the staff makes sure everything is
done to ensure a safe environment.
4. I believe that this place provides enough security for my
personal safety.
5. I feel there is no danger of theft of my personal property
enroute to Sri Mata Vaishno Devi Shrine.
6. I have no concerns about possib le rape or sexual assault
while visiting Mata Vaishno Devi Shrine.
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3.381 1.073
3.307 1.015
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7. I do not feel threatened by possible acts of terrorism while
2.840 1.0598
visiting Mata Vaishno Devi Shrine.
8. I am aware of my destination route and the nearest fire
2.829 1.063
exits.
9. In case of landslide, I know what to do and where to go. 2.948 1.026
10. In the event of a fire I know what to do and where to go. 2.866 1.075
11. I have concerns about skidding and falling down the
mountain
12. Generally I think that my safety and security will not be
negatively affected at this place.

2.851 1.150
4.796 0.638

The data represented in the table indicates that the pilgrims are positively inclined
towards the safety information provided to them on site and at the website of the
shrine (mean = 3.9 & 3.6). They also possess a positive opinion about the staff's
effort in ensuring their safety (X= 3.381). They are least concerned for rapes and
sexual assaults during their journey (X= 2.888) and terrorism (X= 2.8). They also
showed to be aware of their destination route, what to do and where to go in case of
landslide and fire (X= 2.829, 2.948 and 2.866 respectively). The pilgrims do not
think their safety to be harmed during their journey to shrine (X=4.796)
Table- IV Impact of Perception of Pilgrims about Preparedness of Disaster
Management Task Force on Safety Perception of the Pilgrims.
Multiple R
R Square
Adjusted R
Standard Error
Observations

Coefficients

a

Model

1

0.093
0.009
0.005
0.47312
270

(Constant)
VAR00001

Unstandardized
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
3.624 .221
-.084 .055

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
-.093

T

Sig.

16.363 .000
-1.536 .126

Safety Perception = 3.624 - 0.084 Pilgrims Perception of preparedness of DMTF

The regression analysis between Pilgrims' perception about preparedness of DMTF
and safety perception of the pilgrims shows an insignificant relationship (P>0.005).
Thus, the proposed hypothesis that the perception of pilgrims about preparedness of
Disaster Management Task Force has an impact upon their safety perception is not
supported statistically.
Managerial and Research Implications
The undertake research is a source of first hand information for SMVD, which
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provides an insight of the tourists' awareness of operation and preparedness of
DMTF and their perception about safety, especially related to disaster at Shri Mata
Vaishno Devi Shrine. The study reveals the areas where the DMTF lacks and thus
requires improvement. This will further help the policy makers and the stake holders
of Disaster management Task Force to develop strategies and modus of operandi as
per the requirements of the vulnerable i.e pilgrims visiting the shrine.
The study is also a contribution in existing literature upon disaster management
reports by various recognized organizations like Federal Emergency Management
Agency, National Disaster Management Authority, United Nations etc. which
discuss different models of Disaster Management and postulate strategies to prepare
and manage disaster. This study backed by such disaster preparedness models and
theories adds empirical evidence in the research inventory.
CONCLUSION
This study is based on the perception of the pilgrims about the preparedness of the
Disaster Management Task Force at Shri Mata Vaishno Devi Shrine. One of the
objectives of the study is to understand the perception of the pilgrims about the risks
that may prevail at the destination. The results of the study indicate that the
pilgrims to Shri Mata Vaishno Devi do perceive some types of risks (grand mean
2.6), which is more than the perceived risk found by Khajuria & Khanna, 2014 at
the same shrine. Among the undertaken risks in this study, rain, snowfall, strikes,
curfews, terror attacks are perceived higher than Theft, Robbery/Pick Pocketing,
Kidnapping, religious riots, stampedes and local violence. Sexual harassment and
Murder were the least perceived risks among the pilgrims. It also reveals that a major
section of the pilgrims is aware of the DMTF operating at SMVDS and almost all of
them know where and to whom they should approach if any kind of emergency and
crisis or disaster happens. The pilgrims hold high perception about the preparedness
of the DMTF in handling the disastrous situations. Also, almost all of them agree to
the fact that the various foresaid means of communication with that are public are
being used and DMTF is also using effective means to communicate warnings to the
public. The sample appearing highly influenced by the employees of SMVDS
supports that they are ready to leave their current job positions to handle the
situation in case of disaster thereby reflecting an overall positive perception of the
pilgrims towards the preparedness of the DMTF. In parallel, the pilgrims feel safe at
this destination. Their safety perception regarding their journey and the destination
comes out to be positive but shows no relationship with their perception of
preparedness of DMTF, which implies that irrespective of what the pilgrims perceive
about the preparedness of the DMTF, they feel safe during their pilgrimage. The
study also concludes that instead of a considerable level of risks perceived by the
pilgrims, they feel safe at pilgrimage destinations. This can account to the blind faith
and extreme devotion of the pilgrims towards. Khanna & Khajuria (2014) in case of
the pilgrims to Shri Amarnath Shrine also suggested that the pilgrims devote
themselves completely to , risk perceived by them do not make substantial difference
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in their willingness to take up a pilgrimage in respective of the intensity of the risk.
Like results were found in Chauhan & Khanna (2005), which observes that despite
the militant attack in July 2003, the shrine received a high footfall of 5.871 lakh
pilgrims in that month only. They have also cited a same trend of pilgrim inflow in
case of Shri Amarnath Ji Shrine after 2003 attack. This leads to further conclusion
that pilgrims' safety perception is not at all influenced by their perception about
Disaster Management Task Force employees' preparedness to curb any emergency or
disaster. Likewise views were concealed in Khajuria & Khanna (2014) and Khanna
& Khajuria (2014) where the pilgrims felt overall safe at the pilgrimage shrines
despite of risks and thus wanted to visit again.
Recommendations As per the results of the study, natural risk including Landslide.
Earthquakes, Rain, Snowfalls, Forest fire etc. are perceived the most by the pilgrims.
This justifies the suggestion of equipping forces that can handle the grounds at the
times of the occurrence of natural risks. The past few years have seen several natural
and manmade disasters and the trend is predicted to be continued, especially
earthquakes. This urges to develop more effective strategies and operation methods
that can save people from the effects of the disasters as much as possible.
Also the increasing footfall at this particular pilgrimage destination calls for further
development in terms of infrastructure and facilities. At many pilgrimage
destinations, such development is done at the stake of the health of the destination
and the concept of carrying capacity is ignored. Thus a limit to the number of
visitors to Mata Vaishno Devi ji shrine should be fixed so as to avoid any further
incidences of natural imbalance and disasters.
Thus, in nut shell it is recommended that the DMTF should develop more effective
rescue plans, skill its members with more techniques to handle the disastrous
situations. Though pilgrims devote themselves to and are partially ready to bear any
difficulties during their yatra but the DMTF have the responsibility to guide and
save them through the disasters. Signages showing what to do at times of disasters
should be put a several points at the tracks that the pilgrims can handle some of the
situation themselves at the time of any disaster.
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
Though the research is carried out with the fullest of the efforts, it holds few
limitations which could be overcome in the future. These limitations include:
? The research is confined to one particular pilgrimage destination. A similar
research with other pilgrimage sites might come up with different results.
? This research focuses on the pilgrim tourists. Pilgrims hold a very different
approach towards their safety and security as they rely ore upon and destiny than
the human system and devices of security. The other types of tourist may hold a
different approach and attitude towards safety and security. Thus, this study
can be replicated with other category or type of tourists.
? A comparison analysis between two or more set of tourists regarding disaster
management and safety can be in future.
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Abstract
Through a longitudinal study which took place on Koh Phi Phi Island,
Thailand between 2005 and 2012, concerning the influence of political
economy and interpretations of sustainability upon post disaster
reconstruction, this research attempts to fill the void expressed by
numerous commentators who have highlighted a relative lack of
academic attention directly addressing the influence of political
economy on achieving sustainability in post-disaster reconstruction. In
existing academic debates concerning the political economy of postdisaster reconstruction, there appears a trend towards 'disaster
capitalism' (Klein, 2005: 3), 'smash and grab capitalism' (Harvey,
2007: 32) or 'attempts to accumulate by dispossession' (Saltman,
2007a: 57). This research observes however, that this did not occur on
Phi Phi Island post Asian tsunami. Despite claims of a 'clean slate' being
offered by the tsunami in developmental terms, this research provides
evidence and explanation of why this did not and would not exist on Phi
Phi, a finding that may be of relevance to other destinations facing a
post-disaster context. Furthermore, in response to Blaikie et al.'s (2004)
concerns that vulnerability is often reconstructed following a disaster
and may create the conditions for a future disaster; this work extended
discussions of disaster vulnerability through an adapted application of
Turner et al.'s (2003) Vulnerability Framework, presenting a postdisaster situation that remains highly vulnerable and non-conducive to
sustainability. The author draws on the notion of 'strategic drift'
(Johnson, 1998: 179) and 'boiled frog syndrome' (Richardson,
Nwankwo and Richardson, 1994: 10) to explain how host attitudes to
tourism may increase vulnerability. Both these contributions may assist
in identifying destination vulnerability and limitations in disaster
response and recovery.
Keywords: Koh Phi Phi, sustainable tourism development, disaster,
clean slate, vulnerability, disaster capitalism, strategic drift.
BACKGROUND
There is an ever-increasing interest in the pursuit of sustainability within tourism
development planning (Kingsbury et al., 2004; Swarbrooke, 2000). The discourse
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surrounding such development has focused upon the need for informed consent and
stakeholder involvement (Mowforth and Munt, 2003) but, as Pleumarom (1999)
has argued, this ideology can become compromised when global forces conflict with
local interests. The interplay of international political economy and conflicting
global and local interests becomes vividly exposed in the context of developing
nations (Stubbs and Underhill, 2006) and, in particular, situations where natural
disasters produce an alleged 'clean slate' upon which to plan the post-disaster
reconstruction (Klein, 2005; Klein 2008; Tangwisutijit and Warunpitikul, 2005).
However, there have been few published empirical academic works directly
addressing the influence of political economy upon achieving sustainability in postdisaster reconstruction (Klein, 2008). Where such research does exist, it suggests
the increased takeover of global powers in the reconstruction effort as has been
evident in not only post-tsunami reconstruction in Thailand, Sri Lanka and India,
but Caribbean and Middle-Eastern states post-9-11 (Klein, 2005; 2008).
The Asian tsunami of December 2004 left a long-lasting global footprint (Rice,
2005). This event was locally devastating, but also lingered in the global
consciousness because of the intense media coverage, and the fact that many of the
areas affected were those we have personal familiarity with through tourism (ibid.,
2005). The factual, physical reasons for this were those instrumental in the total
devastation of affected areas. Nevertheless, religious justification was also proffered.
The Buddhist religion, as widely practised in areas across the affected region (the
Andaman coast), and increasingly so on the island of Phi Phi due to the influx of
migrant workers from other parts of Thailand, would suggest that the tsunami
revealed divine anger with man and his use of the land, and that this disaster was a
cleansing process associated with bad karma attributed to past actions (Harvey,
2001).
It was widely acknowledged that, if any benefit could be derived from the disaster, it
was the recognition of the impact of high-density, poorly planned and unsustainable
tourism infrastructure that many of these destinations had prior to the tsunami
(UNDP and World Bank, 2005; FAO 10 January 2005, Bangkok Post, 29/12/04;
Pleumarom, 2004; Cummings, 2005). This sentiment was mirrored by a CNN
report: 'if there was a saving grace to the tragedy…. it was the opportunity left by the
devastation to build anew in areas that had been developed in environmentally and
socially unjust ways' (4 December 2005). It was thought by some that the tsunami
provided a 'clean slate' in developmental terms (CNN, 2005; UNEP, 2005).
Furthermore, it was clear that there were a wealth of options as to how the affected
destinations could be redeveloped in the future, to correlate with more sustainable
practices (UNEP New Frontiers Vol. 11, No.1).
It was thus of interest to assess the redevelopment process, through a naturally
occurring case study that allowed examination of the influence of political and
economic factors upon achieving sustainable development within the context of
tourism and natural disasters. The case study chosen was that of Phi Phi island,
Thailand, a popular backpacker and day-tripper destination, the epitome of a
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paradise location (Fahn, 2003; Cummings 2005), which, when struck by the Asian
tsunami of December 2004, suffered a tremendous loss of life and vast destruction of
island infrastructure to support both tourism and local livelihoods (Cummings,
2005; Altman, 2005; Bergman, 2005). Historically, the development of Phi Phi,
including tourism, had been subject to widespread criticism (Fahn, 2003; Byrne et
al., 2005; Hart, 2005; Cummings, 2005; Dodds, Graci and Holmes, 2010), due to
the unsustainable nature of infrastructure development and lack of strict regulation
and planning, particularly with regard to an alleged 'sell-out' of the Phi Phi Le's
Maya Bay (part of Hat Noppharat Thara National Marine Park) following the
filming of Fox's motion picture The Beach (Cummings, 2005; Laopaisarntaksin,
1998; Puthipucha, 1998; Noikorn, 1998; Ekachai, 1998; Ing. K, 1998;
Fuengprichavai, 1998; Techawongtham, 1998; Hongthong, 1998; Lonely Planet,
2004: 348).
This island group, incorporated into the Hat Noppharat Thara National Marine
Park in 1983 is located within the Ao Nang sub-district of the Krabi Province of
southern Thailand, 42 kilometres from the holiday mecca of Phuket and 38
kilometres from the provincial capital, Krabi Town (www.phi-phi.com). They
represent another addition to the great number of island and beach destinations in
southern Thailand, which include Koh Samui, Koh Phuket, Koh Phan Ngan and
Koh Tao, which developed beginning in the 1980s to support growing tourism
demand (Konisranakul and Tuaycharoen, 2010). Phi Phi is within easy travelling
distance (by boat) of both Phuket and Krabi, the journey taking approximately
ninety minutes. Despite being more accessible in recent times, the islands bear
similarities to Cohen's (1983) description of Koh Samui in the 1980s: they are little
incorporated into the national society and only superficially controlled by the
national civil administration and police.
Whilst prior to the tsunami, the island was widely criticised for unsustainable
development planning (Rice, 2005; Fahn, 2003; Byrne et al., 2005; Hart, 2005;
Cummings, 2005; Dodds, Graci and Holmes, 2010), after the tsunami there
seemed, at the outset, the opportunity for reconstruction to occur along more
sustainable lines. Pleumarom (2004:2), a Thailand-based academic, suggested that
in the reconstruction phase, the political context in which tourism was being
promoted also needed to be critically re-examined: 'As the Government seems set to
nurture a tourism monoculture again ... would it not be the time to explore strategies
to reduce the dependencies on tourism, diversify the economy and build more
secure and sustainable livelihoods for the majority of the people?' Certainly, the Thai
government presented Phi Phi as requiring 'total restoration' following the tsunami.
In this respect, initial moves in the redevelopment already suggested a complex
scenario may be unfolding. The Thai government indicated that it wished Phi Phi to
retain its concept as a paradise island, promising redevelopment of a lower density to
preserve the dual bay views in line with sustainable tourism principles.
Further debates concerning the redevelopment plans were elaborated by
Tangwisutijit and Warunpitikul (2005:9), for instance: 'the devastation wrought by
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the Tsunami on Phi Phi island is known around the world, yet there are much
quieter efforts underway that could result in further dramatic changes to the island's
landscape.' On the surface, the new look planned for Phi Phi was an
environmentalist's delight. It called for the elimination of all permanent concrete
structures from the space between the famous twin-bay beachfronts of Tonsai and
Ao Lo Dalaam. Thailand's iconic tropical paradise would be restored to its natural
beauty. The new plan, however, left many island residents and business operators
who survived the tsunami feeling as if they would be threatened with yet another
disaster.
This alleged 'clean-slate' situation and the ensuing redevelopment, then, presented
the opportunity for research to consider what shape stakeholders would wish
tourism to take in the post-tsunami era, and to look at what opportunities were
presented following commencement of the rebuild of island infrastructure. Using a
political economy framework interlinked with other evaluative frameworks, Phi Phi
offered a rare opportunity to see which political, economic and cultural factors
shaped the planning of tourism development and, importantly, whether actual
practice mirrored the principles of sustainability. Furthermore, the research
presented the opportunity to explore the concerns raised by researchers such as Klein
(2005; 2008) and Pleumarom (2004; 2005), amongst others, to investigate whether
affected areas appear to be set to be re-designed by a range of governments, private
companies, non-governmental organisations and members of think tanks in a
manner that often does not consult local communities. The research considered
whether Phi Phi's development plans were adapted post-tsunami to ensure the longterm economic, environmental and social sustainability of the destination. Could
the types of political and developmental concerns, processes and structures
described by Klein (2005; 2008) be related to what was taking place in Phi Phi or
not? If they could not, why was this the case?
METHODOLOGY
In this research, it was not the intention to facilitate replication, but to unearth
richer and deeper interpretive understanding of the perceptions of tourism
stakeholders in Phi Phi. Subsequently, an inductive approach was used to permit the
multiple realities held by the island's stakeholders to emerge (Veal, 2009). This also
assisted in tempering any bias introduced by the researcher's own 'self' by beginning
free from pre-conceived views.
The research adopted a mixed method, case study approach as a means of providing
a holistic, in-depth investigation and the provision of a test site for theory building
based on the perspectives of all main stakeholders. As Denscombe (2010) argues,
case studies allow a range of methods to be utilised in order to be reactive to meet
research needs and leads to a detailed study of one particular instance or situation.
The characteristics of a case study allow unique insight into the case study and a
holistic view to be sought, most appropriate for the nature of this research focused
upon a single destination.
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Methods included online research, comprising the design and operation of a tailored
website to overcome geographical and access limitations; and offline methods such
as visual techniques to monitor change and confirm opinions offered by participants
of the research; in-depth face-to-face interviews with hand-picked stakeholders of
Phi Phi's development; open-ended questionnaires with tourists; and extended
answer Thai script questionnaires in order to overcome language barriers and
present the 'Thai voice'. The primary data was gathered from April 2006-December
2011 including a period working at The Prince of Songkla University in Phuket
(June-December 2006).
The in depth interviews followed a structured format initially, with flexibility should
the researcher wish to pursue a topic in more detail. The initial questions of the pilot
study were adapted as it was found that a highly structured approach resulted in a
more descriptive account of the island's development, which could easily be sought
within documentary and secondary data. Subsequent interviews used a semistructured format, using the research questions as a guide, to ensure that the data
collection fulfilled the goals of the research. As all interviews were face-to-face,
technical terminology could be explained by the researcher as necessary. In total, 26
in-depth interviews were conducted between April and November 2006, using a
combination of purposive and snowball sampling techniques based upon
stakeholder theory (Swarbrooke, 1999; Weaver and Lawton, 2002). Respondents
were selected purposively and on the basis of their role and familiarity with Phi Phi.
Research in the literature and observations from initial field visits suggested that one
of the greatest influencing factors in shaping the island's future development was the
tourist market. Therefore, in order to ascertain the typology of tourists visiting Phi
Phi to comprehend the nature of demand and subsequent impacts of tourism (in
line with proposals made by Plog (2001), Wickens (2002) and Cohen (1979)), a
snapshot, convenience-sampled, short-answer questionnaire was developed. The
questionnaire was designed provide a profile of the tourists visiting the island, and to
learn more about the needs, motivations and desires of the tourist market at this
time, as was similarly undertaken by Dodds et al. (2010) approximately six months
later. The questions posed therefore had these goals in mind. The questionnaire was
designed to be short for ease of completion, as respondents were approached in a
variety of environments including the beach, ferries, restaurants, bars and in tourist
accommodation. The majority of questions were open-ended to solicit unbiased
responses.
Prior experience working in Thailand and as elaborated through the literature, has
highlighted limitations with both online surveys and face-to-face interviews, in the
sense that respondents may answer to please. This issue, in addition to language
barriers, was further addressed during phase two (April 2008), whereby research
questions translated into Thai script were developed and handed by the researcher to
38 inhabitants of Koh Phi. These questions were pre-tested with a Thai colleague to
ensure comprehension. These questionnaires were left with the respondents for half
a day or a whole day, to enable them to write a full, unbiased response in Thai. This
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went some way toward overcoming language barriers and biases introduced through
the face-to-face interviews (which were predominantly in English), and also enabled
respondents to express themselves clearly their own language. However, other
influences and biases are introduced through the use of convenience sampling such
as willingness to participate in the study and visibility within the community
(Saunders et al., 2009). Nevertheless the researcher was satisfied that the sample
fairly represented the views of Phi Phi's Thai inhabitants due to the settings in which
the respondents were identified. The responses were translated by a native Thai
colleague.
FINDINGS
From the data, twenty-five dominant themes arose. These themes provided a
detailed insight into the issues of significance to Phi Phi Island's stakeholders in
respect of its future development. The reason that data was considered both
generally and segregated according to respondent group is to elaborate how
individual views differ from that of a consensus view.
Despite Klein's (2005; 2008) claims of 'disaster capitalism', there was minimal
evidence found of this at an international or national level. Claims of an increased
takeover of global powers and a dangerous level of power held by multinationals are
not apparent in this localised case study. There is a trend in Thailand for high-end
tourism; however, this is not exclusively pursued through selling out to international
hotel chains, and in fact this is restricted by policies favouring national interest (Noy,
2011; Konisranukul and Tuaycharoen, 2010; Krutwaysho and Bramwell, 2010) and
a focus upon what can be regarded an inward facing 'sufficiency economy' (Noy,
2011; Krongkaew, 2004). Where there are international hotel chains on Phi Phi
(e.g. Intercontinental Hotels Group through their Holiday Inn brand),
development has taken place considerately, in association with Thai landowners,
further strengthening landowners' control over the future development of the
island, through the establishment of international bonds and support structures, an
example of local elites perpetuating their own interests under dependency theory.
Furthermore, there is evidence of plans on Phi Phi to privatise utilities at a local level.
There has been a loss of local control on Phi Phi, which occurred in the early 1990s
when the traditional inhabitants sold their land to wealthy business people from the
mainland. There is limited evidence of the 'radical social and economic engineering'
that Klein (2005; 2008) speaks of.
Far more fitting for the case of Phi Phi would be the considerations of Pleumarom
(1999), and Bradshaw (2002), who note the inequalities that exist within society
and the influence that these have over developmental outcomes. Inequalities are
certainly apparent on Phi Phi. Those who own land on the island, and specifically
the major landowners have the greatest influence over development. One may argue
that there may have been a desire to 'capitalise' on the disaster, as the government has
been accused of trying to do, but this was not borne out. Bradshaw's (2002)
observations would be most apt for the situation on Phi Phi, that, 'reconstruction
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processes are not newly constructed in the light of the disaster but are the result of
existing power struggles and structures'. Scheyvens (2002) added strength to this
argument, highlighting due to the complex interplay of class, values and power that
exists at a destination level, it ultimately may result in a lack of equitable
participation and consultation in planning for tourism. This would certainly appear
to be the case on Phi Phi, whereby, on account of economic power and
landownership, the key players in shaping the future of Phi Phi's development are
the landowners. The ladder of influence that exists on Phi Phi is illustrated below. It
can be seen that the desires being realised in the island's development are those of the
groups towards the apex of the pyramid.

Figure I- The structure of influence in Phi Phi's development (author's own from
data)
The landowners' level of influence over the development of Phi Phi undoubtedly
arose as one of the strongest themes within the research. Commentators explain how
traditional landowners were tempted to sell and how land was acquired by wealthy
business people from Phuket, Krabi and Bangkok. Nowadays there are few
traditional inhabitants left, and if they do remain, they do not own land. Many will
say that they are local but when one traces their background, they are usually
businessmen from Phuket or Krabi. Many respondents appeared fearful of the links
between big business and the government. Power, on Phi Phi, would appear to lie
with four major landowners, whose power appears to surpass that of the government
and on whom all other inhabitants are dependent in some way, mainly because these
landowners hold approximately 80% of the land in the central 'apple core' area and
the majority of shops and businesses are on rented land.
There would further appear to be evidence of hegemonic relationships within Phi
Phi's redevelopment. Brohman (1996) claims that, 'there is a well-known tendency
of local elites to appropriate the organs of participation for their own benefit', and
one can see that these structures exist on Phi Phi. Phi Phi is essentially governed by a
small group of ruling elite and, as Calgaro (2005) argues, it is the agenda of these
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people that shape development within a destination. It may initially appear that the
government's position is weak in relation to these landowners, as a respondent from
the Provincial Government would like one to believe, and certainly illegal building
ad National Park encroachment would suggest that is the case. However, the
research findings are indicative in some cases of, links between the landowners on
the island and provincial government, so one can see that (albeit indirectly)
government does have an influence.
Findings indicate that landowners acquire their power through economic strength,
which enables them to purchase land. The ownership of land and material wealth
ensures that they attain a higher level within the structure of society on Phi Phi, as
other islanders are dependent upon them. Few landowners are native to Phi Phi and
have attained a certain level of education either internationally or nationally, which
places them intellectually in a stronger position to engage in debate and be active
participants in planning meetings and as such to leverage their views in regional and
national fora. Their position within society enables them to diffuse their views
within the community, resulting in intellectual and moral leadership, heightened by
sending their offspring overseas to be educated within a Western system who then
are actively linked into global networks and as such can draw upon global knowledge
pools (Zeldin, 1995; Hannam, 2002). Thus, planning meetings, despite being
alleged to be, are non-participatory on account of 'intellectual leadership' of the
landowners and the Thai cultural notions of 'face' and 'status'. The landowners were
likened by some respondents to the Mafia-style strong families who characterised
the island of Samui in the 1980s (Cohen, 1983). There is evidence of collaboration
between landowners and the international tourism industry to further strengthen
their ties and bargaining power. Model 2 provides a conceptual illustration of the
basis on which landowners achieve and maintain their level of influence within Phi
Phi's development.

Poor governance

Bonds and ties

Fear

Status

Intellectual leadership

Figure II- of the factors governing the landowners' level of influence over Phi Phi's development (author's own from data)
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In the literature surrounding the political economy of post-disaster reconstruction it
became evident that there were two clear schools of thought concerning Koh Phi
Phi's reconstruction: firstly, that the tsunami had created a 'clean slate' and hence
opportunity should be taken to pursue a more sustainable future; and secondly that
global neoliberal policies have incited a trend towards disaster capitalism, in which
disaster capitalists would use desperation and fear created by catastrophe to engage
in radical re-engineering of affected areas. Neither school of thought has been wholly
correct in respect of Phi Phi. These outcomes are strongly influenced by the political
economy of the island and as such make the experiences on Phi Phi a contribution to
the existing knowledge on post-disaster tourism redevelopment.
Although this research did demonstrate a desire by the Thai government to capitalise
on the disaster in the sense of reclaiming encroached land and changing the face of
the island to pursue a lower-density, high-end model, the tsunami did not, as Klein
(2008), Bradshaw (2002), Saltman (2007), Harvey (2007) and Ayub and
Cruikshank (1979) predicted, reflect a growing trend in disaster capitalism. The
research explored why that did not occur. The table below elaborates the evidence of
'disaster capitalism' in tourism destinations post-tsunami, the manner in which
these experiences were or were not present on Phi Phi and a subsequent explanation
of why this was the case. It can be seen that the tsunami did present the opportunity
for disaster capitalism but the political economy surrounding Thai tourism
development and development on Phi Phi did not permit this to happen.
Characteristic of
disaster capitalism
(taken from existing
debates)
Shock event

Slate wiped clean

Presence post-tsunami

Presence and influence on Phi Phi

Earthquake off west coast of
Sumatra measuring over 9 on
the Richter scale
Sea receded to 100 metres
from the Andaman coast for
about five minutes; three
staggered waves hit the
Andaman Coast, up to 10m
in height; one hour
inundation
5395 Killed
2817 missing
58,550 affected
120,000+ lost livelihoods in
tourism

3m (10ft) wave hit from Tonsai Bay
5.5m (18ft) wave hit from Ao Lo Dalaam
Devastated low-lying land
70% of buildings destroyed

Mass evacuation plan in Sri
Lanka, displaced fishing
communities 1km inland
Rules imposed on fishing
communities in Sri Lanka
and Khao Lak in Thailand
forbade rebuilding for ‘safety’
reasons
Communities in Ban
Namken, Ban Laem-pon, and
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850 bodies (approx.) recovered
1500 missing
The tsunami had a profound effect on the
central area of Phi Phi Don Island,
destroying 70% of the infrastructure and
presenting what was considered by some to
be a blank canvas
The disaster was characteristic of a low
intensity, low threat, low control event
with limited response options, shock event
70% of infrastructure in the ‘apple core’
destroyed
Islanders evacuated for a month following
the Tsunami, accommodated in disparate
locations across the Krabi province and in
refugee camps
Rubble cleared
30m setback imposed
New inland homes provided
Resistance, delays and inaction resulted in
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Table I- A summary of why Phi Phi avoided 'disaster capitalism' (Sources: Taylor,
2012; Klein, 2008; Bradshaw, 2002; Saltman, 2007; Kaewkuntee, 2006; Rigget
al., 2005; Scott, 1985; Rice, 2005; Department for Disaster Prevention and
Mitigation, Ministry of Interior, Thailand, 2004).
from coastal homes

Increased takeover
of global powers

Ambiguity in foreign
ownership laws in Thailand
Foreigners cannot own land
in Thailand, but can own
buildings separate from the
land
Thailand restricts and
prohibits economical areas
and business categories for
foreigners primarily in the
Foreign Business Act
(A.D.1999).
Sector specific legislation on
foreign ownership of 49%
stake

the island despite ban on construction
A clean slate can never exist in
development terms unless ‘terra nullius’ as
the landscapes of development that
preceded the tsunami cannot and will not
be erased.
The tsunami has shown the challenges that
face this community in ‘high colour’
Strong political-economic structures at a
local level on Phi Phi Don resisted
government plans
Strong support from the international
backpacker and volunteer community
strengthened resistance
Multinational hotel chain Intercontinental
develops as the management company of
the Holiday Inn through co-operation with
local landowner
High levels of control are maintained by
dominant landowners through status,
predominantly ‘outsiders’ (Thais who are
not native of the area – Cohen, 1983)
Islanders are rushing to rebuild homes to
avoid any claim on the land by wealthy
families
Anti-liberalisation stance and emphasis on
‘sufficiency economy’ places power back in
the nation of Thailand
Strong socio-political structures created by

The opportunity was presented to consider an alternative form of tourism (as it
appears the government wanted), but this was not taken. The tsunami did not
change the island's appeal, but rather continued poor environmental practices and
poor building regulations, which continue to decrease the beauty of Phi Phi. This
may be on account of concerns that the secondary impacts of the tsunami would be
almost as destructive as the tsunami itself i.e. loss of earnings and livelihoods from
the tourism industry. It is no wonder, therefore, that the islanders chose to rebuild
their lives the only way they know how, and tourism was the key shaping influence
post-tsunami. As academic commentators have observed, an event on this scale has
the potential to radically transform structures and processes, representing a break in
the trajectories of existence (Rigg et al., 2005). This research has shown that to
suggest a 'clean slate' existed is unrealistic and would be unlikely to exist in
development terms post disaster. An explanation of why is given below:
TableII- Justification of the absence of a 'clean slate' on Phi Phi (Sources:
Pleumarom, 2004; UNDP, 2005; Dodds, 2011; Ko, 2005; Nwankwo and
Richardson, 1994; Argenti, 1976; Rice, 2005; Altman, 2005; Brix, 2007;
Ghobarahet al., 2006; Doddset al., 2010 and Researcher's own empirical
evidence)
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Evidence
Reasons why ‘clean slate’ opportunity
could not be taken
Prevailing development philosophy on the Theme [Development philosophies];
island pre-tsunami is economic
Theme [Future Desires]; Theme [Past
reflection]
Lack of economic diversity, nurturing of
Pleumarom, 2004; Theme [Development
tourism monoculture
philosophies]; Dodds, 2011; Ko, 2005;
Preference for the ‘tried and tested’ model UNDP; Theme [Future Desires]; Theme
[Development philosophies]
of tourism development
Complacency born of competitive success Theme [Development philosophies];
Nwankwo and Richardson, 1994; Argenti,
1976
Failure to see the interconnectedness of
Theme [Conceptualisations of
environmental viability and economic
sustainability]; Theme [Development
sustainability
philosophies]
Island still does not have a robust system
Theme [Needs]; Theme [Community
of basic infrastructure
Challenges]; Brix, 2007; Ghobarah et al.,
2006; Dodds et al., 2010
Fear, confusion and improper
Theme [Communication]; Theme [Future
communication surrounding future plans Plans]; Theme [Fear]; Theme [Conflict];
for the island were met with suspicion and Rice, 2005; Altman, 2005
resistance
Inaction and delays in the release of plans, Rice, 2005; Theme [Barriers]; Theme
caused islanders to forge ahead illegally
[Future Plans]; Theme [Economic impacts
with rebuilding as there was an immediate of tourism]; Theme [Conflict]; Theme
need to secure livelihoods
[Lawlessness]
Strong political-economic structures
Theme [Power Relationships]; Theme
maintained by major Landowners who
[Lawlessness]; Theme [Conflict]
also have ties with local government deter
on-going government involvement
The Tsu nami not only creates new
Theme [Influence of the Tsunami];
challenges but uncovered existing ones
Theme [Community Challenges]; Theme
[Conflict]; Theme [Lawlessness]
The psychological effect of tourism
Theme [Economic impacts of tourism];
development cannot be erased
Theme [Social impacts of tourism]; Theme
[Influence of the Tsunami]

There is an assumption that Phi Phi will always be a success in terms of tourism and
therefore it is treated as a cash cow. Respondents claimed that the general attitude is
to grab as much money as they can from the island. The warning signs noted by
Pleumarom (2004) and Thongpra (2005) that the desire to rebuild and
accommodate tourism again would far supersede any consideration for
sustainability have been borne out. The importance of marketing to boost tourism
seems to be a philosophy that is common to Thai government representatives and
within discussions of sustainability originating in Thailand, but it does not engage in
discussions of sustainability within literature of Western origins, adding further
evidence of the author's observations regarding the differences between local and
global interpretations of sustainability and how definitions and principles which are
Eurocentric in bias represent a poor fit for local conditions .
Favourable memories of Phi Phi of the past appear to dominate within the research
findings and seem to prevent stakeholders seeing the damage that tourism model in
place has wrought. They do not fully 'see' the damage that the present form of
tourism on the island is having. This phenomenon was similarly illustrated during a
personal visit with a friend to the island who, when watching film footage back failed
to recognise certain aspects of the island, noting that when taking a detached view,
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the island takes a very different shape to when you are immersed in it.
In respect of inhabitants, this is also evidenced. Commentators on Phi Phi liken this
to what is called 'boiled frog' syndrome. This phenomenon offers an alternative way
of comprehending destination vulnerability, which may be drawn from the notion
of a 'boiled frog syndrome', acknowledged within the literature surrounding
strategic management of organisations and business failure, however to a much
more limited extent within the literature on the strategic management of tourism
destinations and disaster. However, the theory presents some clear parallels with the
experiences on Phi Phi. Coined initially by Villiers in 1989 in respect of business,
Richardson, Nwankwo, and Richardson (1994) explain that if you: put a frog into a
container of hot water, it will feel the heat and jump out. Put a frog into cool water
and then gently heat the water to boiling point and the frog will happily sit there
unaware of the incremental, dangerous change occurring in its environment. This
well-observed, generic form of business failure has its roots in the tendency of
organization managers to become trapped in their own “boiled frog syndromes”
(Richardson, Nwankwo and Richardson, 1994: 4)
This phenomenon is a key feature of complacent managers who remain 'blissfully
unaware whilst the environment around them heats up' (Richardson et al., 1994: 4),
something Johnson (1998) describes as strategic drift. This models suggests that
inertia in changing circumstances increases the likelihood of a crisis. In a tourism
context, Sonmez et al. (1999) recommend that tourism destinations vulnerable to
crises should incorporate strategic crisis management planning into their overall
sustainable development and marketing strategies in order to protect and rebuild a
positive destination image and re-establish the area's functionality. In relation to Phi
Phi, this 'strategic gap' can be viewed in several ways. Firstly, a lack of action in
implementing measures to manage tourism impacts, control the nature and volume
of tourism development and developing sustainable tourism practices creates a crisis
of tourism 'killing the golden goose', degrading the environment upon which the
tourist product is based. Secondly, a lack of proactive action by the Thai government
in terms of disaster preparation and complacency about the probability of such an
event, a resistance to act for fear of harming the tourism industry exacerbated the
strategic gap created by a rapidly-changing environmental situation. A further
strategic gap developed on account of delays by the Thai government in agreeing and
delivering redevelopment plans in the recovery phase. This represents a further
'crisis' due to the time elapsed between the Prodromal (pre-impact) phase (Ritchie,
2004) of 26th December 2004, and Resolution (normal or improved state resumed),
which, arguably, has still not been reached due to rebuilding work taking place in
many areas of the island including shoreline developments near the pier in Tonsai
and shop houses adjacent to the Wastewater Treatment Plant and wetlands. This
notion of 'strategic gap' is embedded in the authors' model of Vulnerability derived
from her doctoral research as a factor that has heightened the vulnerability of Phi
Phi.
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Many of the concepts discussed by Villiers (1989), Johnson (1988) and Richardson,
Nwankwo and Richardson (1994) chime with the failures of Phi Phi if considered as
a business, which the Thai inhabitants and landowners consider it to be. In
particular, causes of failure on account of 'boiled frog' syndrome are identified,
several of which the author considers pertinent to Phi Phi, as explained below:
? complacency born of competitive success (as seen in the development
philosophies theme);
? cultural rigidity (as seen in the community and cultural issues themes);
? a hierarchy orientation (as seen in the cultural issues theme);
? the push for organisational growth rather than productive growth (as seen in
thedevelopment philosophies, present and past criticism themes); and
? low motivation amongst employees (community members, as seen in the
communication and community themes)
Argenti (1976) asserts that another factor is the nature of leadership. It is the
landowners who appear to hold the greatest power and influence over Phi Phi's
development, and if one reflects on the opinions of respondents, this would be an
apt description:
An overambitious, super-salesman type who is so set on hyper-successful
performance that he ceases to believe in the existence of failure. These people are
noticeable for their outstanding personalities. They are leaders of men, loquacious,
restless and charismatic (Argenti, 1976: 123)
Such leaders are characterised as follows (adapted from Richardson et al., 1994:12):
? they stand at the centre of the political arena (key players in planning meetings,
as media liaison post-tsunami);
? people in charge of organisations “milk” them to the point of bankruptcy and
demise (density of commercial construction on land, resorts, shop houses as
illustrated in the development philosophies theme).
Whilst the age of this previous academic research on the concept of the boiled frog is
noted, a subsequent search for more recent studies or application to the study of
tourism development yields results applied only in the context of generic
management. The closest application is Faulkner's (2000) observation that the
impacts of a threatening situation (disaster) are often only realised following a
triggering event, implying that a gradual onset of adverse changes affords less
recognition of a crisis situation than that of a triggering event, such as a tsunami.
More recently still, Johnson's (2009) work applies the boiled frog concept to
encourage hospitality students to develop self-awareness in their attitudes to change,
whilst Hardiman and Burgin (2010) in their research on 'canyoning' in the Blue
Mountains National Park in Australia likens the lack of care for ecological damage to
the boiled frog phenomenon. This research, however, demonstrates the relevance
and applicability of Richardson, Nwankwo and Richardson's (1994) ideas, in order
to comprehend how disaster vulnerability can be heightened and how a gradual
onset of detrimental changes without remedial action being taken represents a crisis
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situation.
Conclusion
Numerous authors have highlighted a relative lack of academic attention directly
addressing the influence of political economy upon achieving sustainability in post
disaster reconstruction (Klein, 2008; Hystad and Keller, 2008; Olsen, 2000;
Bommer, 1985; Beirman, 2003; Faulkner, 2001; Glaesser, 2003; Ritchie, 2004).
This work therefore extends existing academic debates and studies in a number of
areas. Firstly, in the existing academic debates concerning the political economy of
post disaster reconstruction there is an observed trend towards, 'disaster capitalism',
as Klein (2005:3) puts it, 'smash and grab capitalism' as Harvey (2007:32) observes,
and in Saltman's (2007a:57) terms, 'attempts to accumulate by dispossession'.
However, in Phi Phi's case this did not occur, presenting an experience that is
contrary to the growing trend. This work outlines the reasons why Phi Phi avoided
the type of capitalism experienced by disaster affected tourism destinations
elsewhere. Additionally, despite claims of a 'clean slate' being offered by the tsunami
in developmental terms (Pleumarom, 2004; UNDP, 2005; Dodds, 2011; Ko, 2005;
Nwankwo and Richardson, 1994; Argenti, 1976; Rice, 2005; Altman, 2005; Brix,
2007; Ghobarah et al., 2006; Dodds et al., 2010), this research provides evidence
and explanation of why a 'clean slate' did not and would never exist on Phi Phi, a
finding which may be related to many other tourism destinations in a post disaster
context.
This has enabled observations that the island's development followed a linear path of
destination development and provides a perfect illustration of how shock events,
stakeholder relationships and human agency can impact upon this predicted model
of destination evolution. The tsunami illustrates limitations in these models in that
it acts as an intervention in the linear path of development. Destinations following
this intervention can take many paths. Phi Phi had an opportunity to reassess the
development model, but sought to regain the level of development they had pretsunami as quickly as possible. One may note that while the infrastructure was
removed, the philosophy predetermining that level of development certainly wasn't.
Klein's (2008) observations on disaster capitalism, which took root in the notion of
shock therapy, designed to erase and remake the human mind and likened to
Friedman's search for a 'laissez-faire laboratory' under which he could employ his
capitalist 'shock treatment' (ibid 2008: 49), can be applied differently in this case.
Certainly a shock did occur on Phi Phi, which presented the opportunity for disaster
capitalism, which would be enabled through neoliberal policies, but the ideology
and 'memory' of the island had not been wiped clean and therefore could not be
remade. The power of the landowners and their development hegemony did not
permit this and was more powerful an influence than the hegemony of Western
sustainability discourse.
The researcher drew on the notion of 'strategic drift' (Johnson, 1998) and 'Boiled
frog syndrome' (Richardson, Nwankwo and Richardson, 1994) which have been
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previously applied within strategic management but to a very limited extent within
tourism studies in order to explain how host attitudes to tourism may increase
vulnerability. Both of these theoretical contributions can be used assist in the
identification of destination vulnerability and to highlight limitations in disaster
response and recovery. The work posits that under the existing political economic
climate, pursuit of an alternative development paradigm will not be possible and the
island will remain highly vulnerable in line with Blaikie et al's (1994) observations
that the factors of vulnerability are often reconstructed following a disaster and as
such may create frame conditions for a repeat disaster.
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Over recent decades, some epistemologists as John Tribe (2000; 2010) claimed that
though the rise of published manuscripts, doctoral thesis or conferences
proceedings, there is a great fragmentation of produced knowledge which leads to
indiscipline, chaos and misunderstanding. As Korstanje (2015) puts it, tourism
stagnated to become in a scientific discipline simply because the high degree of
fragmentation does prevent the unification of a shared epistemology. In this hot
debate, the book authored by Chambers and Rakic is of paramount importance.
In only eight chapters and 165 pages, this book discusses the needs of introducing
new themes of investigations in tourism fields. Likely, the founding parents of
discipline found a very different world than this. Often, public opinion is
bombarded with bad news or situations that escape to its control. New times need
thinking new horizons and challenges. To put this in bluntly, tourism-related
scholars should imagine new themes of investigation.
As a part of prestigious Emerald Series (tourism social science sub-themes),
Chambers and Rakic present an edited book, oriented to expand the
epistemological boundaries of tourism and hospitality research. Based on the legacy
of Jafar Jafari, editors do their best to compile different contrasting voices, dotted of
different arguments into a common-shared viewpoint.
In the first chapter, editors introduce the concept of frontiers as a fringe between
"the known and unknown". Philosophically speaking, research explains some
points while others questions remain open. The legitimacy of academic disciplines
rests on its explanatory capacity. At the time, any theory is unable to explain social
issues or its credibility declines, new paradigms surface. The epistemological
borders of disciplines, far from being stable, are in continuous renegotiation.
Though tourism-research has been consolidated as a promising academic option
for graduate and post-graduate students, some critical scholars have focused on the
trends of tourism to commoditize cultures and peoples. Beyond the discourse of
multiculturalism, tourism would subordinate peripheral cultures according to the
interests of ruling class of developed countries. As something else than a peace
making industry, tourism covers racialized allegories which lead to control the
periphery. This paradigm sees in tourism an alienatory mechanism of surveillance.
What Chambers and Racik suggests is that instead of dismantling the
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epistemological border of tourism, other more constructive views would be
preferable. Through the second chapter, Gyimothy et al, discusses the ebbs and
flows of popculture tourism which represents an extension of cultural behaviour in a
globalized and multiculturalist universe. In chapter 3, Mondoca presents a study
case based on the relationships of stakeholders in Ilha do Grande, Rio de Janeiro
(Brazil). Those communities which adopt tourism as a primary option monopolize
a "system of values" that in some conditions re-organizes the individual practices of
actors. In this respect, she coins the neologism "tourisimization" as a powerful
socio-economic process that subordinates other economic forms of subsistence
once adopted. Creating substantial changes in the social institutions, tourism
recycles the already-existent traditional and tribal system of beliefs into new modern
secularized cosmology. Rather, Chapter 4 authored by Donna Chamber claims that
scholars who were concerned on religious tourism not only misjudged the
potentiality of festivals to revitalize the social capital, but misunderstood the
complex nature of festival spaces. It is important not to lose the sight one might
distinguish religion from spirituality, as Robledo in chapter 5 did. Spirituality and
not religion, seems to be a key factor to boost attractiveness in tourist destinations.
Tourists who visit shrines or cathedrals are seeking something else than an authentic
experience, they look for a spiritual growth.
As the previous argument given, other less-investigated areas correspond to the
connection between elections and tourism. In the chapter 6, Charles and Chambers
explore the extent tourism is conducive to democracy. Per author outcomes, in
democratic societies which are based on the fundamental freedom of peoples,
campaigns and politicians often incorporate tourism in their discourses as well as
the reactions in voters. For some reasons, political science has much to say in
tourism literature. This is what motivates Feighery to continue Charles and
Chambers` concern. During decades this industry was envisaged as a non-political
activity. No need to say, this is not true. Tourism and politics not only are
inextricably intertwined, but the analysis of discourse shows how tourism
reproduces the cultural and political values of elites and their respective societies.
This unfortunately seems to be an unexplored issue in the academy. Sometimes,
strangers are targeted by racist groups, or by officials interested in strengthening the
in-group solidarity (Chapter 7). The restant chapters are dedicated to the problems
of sustainability and networking dynamic within tourist system, an issue which
merits to be discussed in next years.
This book exhibits a vast range of interests for students, social scientist and tourism
practitioners. Nonetheless, since the proposed themes have been already studies in
other decades by other non-English speakers, it lacks of originality. Far from
proposing a new epistemology for tourism-research which overcomes the obstacles
or the fragmentation observed by some studies (Tribe, 2000; 2010; Korstanje 2015;
Thirkettle & Korstanje 2013), Chambers & Rakic fail to explain the sociological
roots of tourism, nor the crisis of meaning the discipline faces nowadays. They opt
for proposing new original themes of investigations, reshaping the current
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boundaries but without questioning to what extent the conceptual background of
tourism remains on firm foundations. The question whether Jafari imagined the
maturation of tourism, its growth evolved within a stage of great dispersion. What
today prevents the consolidation of tourism as a consolidated platform is the lack of
a shared epistemology as other disciplines have. Unlike tourism, which takes more
than 40 years of research, psychoanalysis posed as a scientific option in almost 15
years simply because the founding parents proposed the epistemology, a method, an
a clear object of study.
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